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 I. SUMMARY REPORT: Strategic Vision and Activities  
 

The Arctic…daunting challenges and remarkable opportunities.  The United States faces an 

array of challenges and opportunities across the Arctic region.  An increasingly dynamic climate 

in the Arctic is expanding access and enabling amplified human activities. Additionally, the 

region is gaining geopolitical, commercial and environmentally oriented interests.  In 

accordance with the U.S. National Arctic Strategy, the United States is committed to the 

peaceful opening of the Arctic. Through collaborative forums such as the Arctic Council and 

other comprehensive collaborative ventures, the U.S. aims to preserve and advance American 

interests, to protect an environmentally fragile region and to preclude the region from 

becoming a zone of competition or contest.   

 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security has established--through the Department’s Science 

and Technology Directorate’s Office of University Programs (DHS S&T OUP)1--a collection of 

academic centers of excellence to address research and development needs of the department 

and its components, and to serve the public good.    Accordingly, the Arctic Domain Awareness 

Center, a DHS Center of Maritime Research hosted by the University of Alaska, seeks to develop 

and transition technology solutions, innovative products, and educational programs to improve 

situational awareness and crisis response capabilities related to emerging maritime challenges 

posed by the dynamic Arctic environment.  Consequently, Center activities are principally to 

help address the challenges found by the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) in the Arctic. 

 

USCG’s missions across the North American Arctic region are complex, operationally risky and 

logistically straining.  With the bulk of permanently assigned forces stationed in Southcentral 

Alaska, USCG faces challenges in anticipating and responding to Search and Rescue (SAR), 

Humanitarian Assistance (HA), and Disaster Response (DR) crises in the Alaskan Arctic and to 

support any joint missions with Canadian first responders.  Accordingly, USCG’s ability to gain 

advanced domain awareness in the Arctic region and to leverage such awareness to increase 

decision agility, is needed to reduce mission risk and risk of mission failure.  Lack of Arctic 

maritime domain knowledge inhibits achieving awareness of the Arctic domain for the USCG 

and other DHS maritime missions.  In particular, imagery, information, environmental data, 

communications and inputs from an array of sensors monitoring the environment currently is 

insufficient to gain needed understanding and orient appropriate operational responses to 

mission tasking.  

 

As a DHS center of maritime research, ADAC addresses efforts to advance needs as stated in the 

President’s National Strategy of the Arctic, May 2013: Enhance Arctic Domain Awareness, 

Enable the Decision maker, and Consult/Coordinate with Alaska Natives.  ADAC specifically 

seeks to support the USCG Arctic Strategy 2013’s “Objectives” of improving awareness and 

                         

1 A List of Acronyms has been provided in Appendix A 
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broadening partnerships; while also supporting USCG’s 2015 Arctic Strategy Implementation 

Plan initiatives, such as the development of an Arctic Fusion Center.  Lastly, the Center activities 

support the public good and contribute to an array of efforts in like manner, such as supporting 

“Arctic Priorities” from the Arctic Council regarding Arctic Ocean Safety and providing 

awareness measures to better understand the impacts of Climate Change.   

 

The USCG Arctic operator is the key end-user driving research for ADAC.  During the Year 2 

review period of 1 July 2015-30 June 2016, ADAC conducted fundamental and applied research 

in Maritime Domain Awareness and Maritime Technology.  Specifically: 

 Advanced the Arctic Domain Awareness research areas by increasing the science of 

knowledge and understanding in order to improve USCG Arctic operator coordination, 

control and decision making;   

 Conducted research in Maritime Technology to provide needed capability to support 

and effect increased Domain Awareness; 

 Conducted forums and solicited science and technology communities to generate ideas 

which were converted into additional research constructs. 

ADAC Year 2, program difficulties and onward recovery.  In summary, early in the second year 

of operation, ADAC’s research efforts experienced difficulty in meeting plan objectives at the 

Center and in establishing the collaboration networks necessary to meet the expectations of 

DHS S&T OUP and the needs of the Center’s principal customer, USCG.  Approximately one 

third into the program year, there was a change in center leadership, restructuring of 

management approach and adjustment to specific projects to better meet expectations and 

needs of ADAC customers and partners.  As such, ADAC’s “Year 2” can best be described as a 

period of transition that included new development and implementing approaches to assess 

and address problems, correct deficiencies, and refine projects. As a result of the course 

corrections made in Year 2, ADAC achieved two positive outcomes: 1) concluded the research 

year having met the majority of planned goals; and 2) set the stage for further progress in 

planned activities in Year 3. 
 

Specifically, the following report maps the achievements of the Arctic Domain Awareness 

Center for the period of performance from 1 July 2015 through 30 June 2016 against a Center 

Workplan approved by Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology Office of 

University Programs. Additionally, ADAC made adjustments due to changes in leadership and 

management, as will be discussed in the following paragraphs.  This report addresses the 

following: 

 

 Center management activities and efforts.  

 Performance reports on each project, including: 

o Explanations of changes from the Workplan. 
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o Progress against milestones with explanations. 

o Performance metrics with explanations. 

o Unanticipated problems and obstacles and how they were overcome. 

o How outcomes will advance or impact current policy, plans, technologies or 

capabilities. 

o Estimated Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs). 

 

A series of appendices detailing required reporting items in compliance with DHS S&T OUP 

Grant Terms and Conditions is provided at the close of the report, including a Certification 

Concerning Patentable Inventions (Appendix C), Updates to ADAC’s Information Protection Plan 

and Researcher Safety Plan (Appendix D), and Budget Justification (Appendix J). 

II. CENTER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AND EFFORTS 
 

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology’s Office of University 

Programs (DHS S&T OUP) established the Arctic Domain Awareness Center (ADAC) in summer 

2014 to research and provide a scientific basis to address the challenges faced by the United 

States Coast Guard (USCG) and other DHS maritime missions in the Arctic region.   

 

ADAC research commenced in January 2015 in conjunction with management and funding 

provided by DHS S&T OUP.   ADAC’s first year report was an abbreviated product reflecting the 

first six months in establishing the Center and initiating project work.   Accordingly, this “Year 2” 

report reflects the first single program year of ADAC efforts. 

 

As will be discussed in affected projects, it was discovered later in the program year, that DHS 

ADAC Year 2 Workplan (approved in May 2015), was not fully synchronized between original 

center leadership and all project principal investigators.    This resulted in several project leads 

not clearly understanding or being positioned to accomplish the full complement of approved 

Year 2 Workplan objectives, milestones, metrics and outcomes.   As will be discussed later in 

this report, while describing all accomplished Year 2 Workplan measures, this report does strive 

to reflect variances in research plan understandings and realities as discovered in research 

investigation.   For ADAC’s Year 3 Workplan, this matter has been comprehensively addressed 

and reconciled. 

 

ADAC Year 2 work commenced on 1 July 2015.   Projects planned and initiated in Year 1 

continued, via the DHS-approved ADAC Year 2 Workplan.   Accordingly, the University of Alaska 

Anchorage proceeded Program Year 2 with a group of partners geographically distributed 

among select universities, research institutions, industry leaders and the Alaska Native 

community.  The ADAC team consisted of experts in engineering and science, entrepreneurs 

experienced in technology transition, and experienced executives from private industry with 

indigenous knowledge provided by Alaskan community members.   
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In addition to the University of Alaska Fairbanks teammates within the University of Alaska 

System, partner universities included the University of Idaho, University of Washington, Maine 

Maritime Academy, and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute.  Industry partners supporting 

ADAC Program Year 2 were Robotic Technology, Axiom Data Sciences, Spectronn Corporation, 

and the Port of Anchorage.  The Alaska Native villages of Gambell on St Lawrence Island, 

Unalaska in the Aleutians, and Wales on Alaska’s Seward Peninsula were ADAC Community-

based Observer Network for Situational Awareness project village community members. 

Vending services provided by Anchorage-based enterprises were contracted for marketing and 

public relations activities.  

 

Major events early in the Program Year included supporting a Climate Change Analytics 

Requirements Workshop in support of USCG in early September (see workshop report in 

Appendix E) and a Center “ribbon cutting” event in October 2015, comprised of current 

briefings on ADAC projects to visiting DHS, other federal partners and USCG leadership.  

 

Founding ADAC leadership departed the Center in early November 2015.  On 7 November, the 

University of Alaska System President installed Dr. Douglas Causey, University of Alaska 

Anchorage (UAA), as interim Principal Investigator and Executive Director.  Shortly following, 

Heather Paulsen MBA, UAA, was installed as interim Finance Director, and Misty Libby BS, UAA 

was installed as interim Project Manager.   

 

During the interim period of leadership from November through December, 2015, ADAC Center 

leadership quickly assessed on-going project work and initiated plans to address problem areas 

identified from DHS S&T OUP and University of Alaska leadership.  Additionally, during this 

period (and with minimum notice), ADAC successfully hosted a previously scheduled Canada-

U.S. waterways management workshop in partnership with U.S. Coast Guard Academy’s Center 

for Arctic Study and Policy (see report in Appendix F).  

 

In January, the Center installed recently retired USAF Maj Gen Randy Kee as Executive Director, 

(with Dr. Causey then fully transitioning to Principal Investigator) and Dr. Larry Hinzman, Vice 

Chancellor for Research, University of Alaska Fairbanks, as ADAC’s Research Director.  In 

February, the Center formally installed Heather Paulsen, MBA as Finance Director, and soon 

thereafter, placed Professor LuAnn Piccard (MSE, PMP) as ADAC’s overall Project Manager, and 

Elyce Hackley (BA) as Associate Director for Communications and Administration Support. 

 

In conjunction with installing a new leadership team (see Appendix B for leadership team 

positions), ADAC commenced a series of “reset” activities to assess the overall program, 

management and project progress against DHS approved plans, addressing project execution 

matters, completing required reports overdue to DHS S&T OUP PM, and addressing fiscal 

obligations with Center contracts.  The reset also included initiating a revised strategy and 
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management approach in consultation with DHS S&T OUP Program Manager, and conducting a 

series of planned collaborative engagements to elicit critical feedback about the Center.   

 

During the period of reset, ADAC established a revised “vision, mission and strategy” to focus 

and guide the Center.   Accordingly, as a DHS Center of Maritime Research, ADAC was dedicated 

in Program Year 2 to the following construct: 

 

 Vision:  The DHS Center of Excellence, providing networked and mission-focused 

support to the USCG Operator in the High North.  The vision includes efforts to transition ADAC 

into a National Center. 

 

 Mission:  To develop and transition technology solutions, innovative products and 

educational programs to improve situational awareness and crisis response capabilities related 

to maritime challenges posed by the dynamic Arctic environment.  

 

 Strategy:  The Center’s strategy is to advance knowledge in relevant science and 

technology through conducting research and development in close collaboration with mission 

agencies’ end users.  The Center also develops future leaders for the DHS enterprise through 

structured and well-led programs.  

 

In assessing Center progress in executing DHS S&T OUP approved plan for Year 2, ADAC 

leadership installed early in Calendar year 2016, conducted reviews of the DHS approved 

management plan and each approved project.   

 

As a result of programmatic and budgetary reviews, newly installed ADAC leadership concluded 

some vending services and some project work were under-performing and needed to be 

restructured.  Some vending services and prior contracted partners were terminated due to 

insufficient progress in meeting planned objectives.  Project leadership had uneven spans of 

control, which needed adjustment to provide appropriate focus.  Additionally, some project 

work was found to be under-resourced.  As a result, a series of coordinated program and 

project adjustments were commenced starting in the interim phase of leadership late in 

Calendar Year 2015, and concluding in June 2016.    Accordingly, changes in Center 

management approaches and projects include the following: 

 

Disestablishment of Project Theme managers.  Project Theme Managers, who also served as 

project leads as detailed in ADAC Year 2 program, were considered redundant in managing 

projects thematically and added unnecessary program bureaucracy.   

 

Focusing Project leads to individual efforts.  New Center leadership determined projects where 

one PI was spread with duties that included Theme Lead and encompassed multiple projects as 

burdensome to the project lead and less than fully advantageous to individual project 
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performance.   Day-to-day project efforts would sometimes fall to interns or post-doctoral staff, 

increasing risk to projects meeting planned schedule, milestones and metrics.  Accordingly, 

through a systemic review, ADAC leadership purposely sought to reduce the span of control to 

allow project leads to focus on specific tasks associated with specific projects.  For complex 

projects, ADAC sought to establish Co-project leads (Co-PIs), again, oriented to reduce burden 

and to better accomplish project development in accordance the developed plan. 

 

Supported USCG Table Top Exercise, NORTHWEST PASSAGE.  ADAC Executive Director and 

ADAC Career Grant Fellows participated in USCG District 17-led exercise on 13-14 April 2016, 

contributing to scenario discussions and providing requested comprehensive daily reports of 

exercise proceedings to USCG District 17 Arctic Planners.  

 

Restructured IISoS to Create AIFC.  The original IISOS program was reoriented and restructured 

to create Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC).  This effort includes near-term objectives 

to specifically address USCG’s Arctic Strategy Implementation Plan’s Initiative to create an 

“Arctic Fusion Center” (see AIFC Workplan in Appendix G).   

 

 Consequently, in coordination with DHS S&T OUP PM, HQ USCG, USCG Research and 

Development Center and USCG District 17, ADAC created AIFC as the Center’s Flagship effort.  

AIFC is conceived as a means to integrate an array of data, visualization feeds, models, 

community-based observation reports and more, into a decision management construct as 

agile decision support for USCG, DHS and other Maritime Operators…and to support the public 

good.   

 

 AIFC was not intended to be a platform, but a collection of research and development 

endeavors, oriented to advance already existing platforms in use by USCG, specifically, NOAA’s 

Arctic Environmental Response Management Application, (ERMA).  AIFC was oriented into a 

two-phase project. In the first phase, fusion of relevant information will be successfully 

addressed. In the second phase, advance goals to further develop the capability to leverage 

artificial intelligence to advance decision-making and seeking to also direct autonomous 

hardware in the Arctic region (as envisioned in the original IISOS project) would be researched 

and developed.  Co-Principal Investigators for the new project were established: Dr. Kenrick 

Mock of UAA College of Engineering and Mr. Tom Heinrichs, University of Alaska Fairbanks 

Geophysical Institutes’ Geographical Information Network of Alaska.    Accordingly, components 

of IISOS found to be capable to reorient to meet AIFC project goals were retained in the new 

project approach.   

 

Established Single PI for Smart Cam project.   Dr. Sam Siewart was established as the Smart 

Cam project lead at Embry Riddle University to improve project efficiency.   
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Established NOAA Affiliate Researchers.  ADAC offered National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA)’s Dr. Jeremy Mathis and Dr. Nicole Kinsman opportunities to become 

Affiliated Researchers for ADAC via UAA credentialing process. 

 

Termination of E2E as a stand-alone project.  Following careful analysis, ADAC Center 

leadership determined the overview End to End (E2E) project was less than fully optimized as a 

stand-alone Center endeavor that was designed principally to support IISOS.   Center leaders 

concluded that E2E should be a core Center management function run through a Quarterly 

Review process, with a specific task force approach in conjunction with a project reaching a 

technology or manufacturing readiness level to warrant transition.   

 

Established single PI for Sensor project.   ADAC leadership established a single project lead, Dr. 

Martin Cenek, assisted by Dr. Aaron Dotson, to execute Year 2 plan for the Sensor project. 

 

Restructured Communications Outreach.  Center leadership established a new approach for 

ADAC communications efforts, installing Ms. Elyce Hackley as ADAC Associate Director for 

Communication and Administration.  Subsequently, the Center established a new newsletter 

and social media protocols, including Twitter and Facebook accounts that would reflect the 

Center’s inclusive and collaborative approach to Arctic-related research and development and 

educational outreach.  Work included updating DHS information portals with amended ADAC 

project abstracts and summary factsheet. 

 

Relocated ADAC from UAA College of Arts and Science’s Conoco-Phillips Science Building to 

UAA’s Business Enterprise Institute (BEI) facility.   Coinciding with establishing ADAC’s review 

and restructuring in January 2016, Center leadership relocated to UAA’s BEI facility.  Moving 

ADAC Center leadership to BEI enabled greatly improved collaboration with UAA’s principal 

focus in outreach to industry, coinciding with BEI’s fiscal management team, crucial for ADAC’s 

restructuring. 

 

Revitalized Outreach.  In order to transition ADAC to a hub for research and development in 

science and technology for the Arctic domain, the Center conducted significant outreach to 

substantially broaden the network of ADAC partners and contributors during the review period. 

 

ADAC also initiated the establishment of an “open architecture collaborative construct” for 

specific projects and overall program development.  In order to facilitate the needed exchanges 

of research, Center leadership strives to serve as enterprise leaders and managers.  This 

construct is tied to the vision to create a National Center of Excellence.   

 

The Center utilized a progressive approach in research and development in order to elicit 

effective collaboration and teamwork. 
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In the restructuring period in early 2016, ADAC invested considerable time and effort in the 

cultivation of partnerships to develop a broader, more diversified approach to Center activities. 

The expanded partnership roster was also pursued with the goal of increasing collaboration 

with research-oriented organizations. Newly acquired partnerships during the review period 

included: Federal departments and agencies, fellow DHS S&T OUP Centers of Excellence, Arctic-

oriented universities and academic institutions, State of Alaska government representatives, 

industry and counterparts in Canada.   

 

Accordingly, new ADAC leadership commenced a series of engagements shortly after their 

establishment at the center.  The principal outcome of this engagement campaign provided a 

much needed foundation of insights from an array of U.S. Arctic leadership, ADAC customers, 

collaborators and potential partners.  Further, through the engagement, ADAC leadership were 

able to advance a new vision for the Center that served to bolster external support for ADAC 

following the leadership transition.  ADAC outreach included meetings/discussions with:  

 

 Ambassador Mark Brzezinski, Executive Director of the Arctic Executive Steering Committee 

at the White House; 

 Robert Papp, Admiral, USCG (Ret), Department of State, U.S. Special Representative to the 

Arctic Council; 

 Former Alaska Lt Governor, Fran Ulmer, Chair, and Dr John Farrell, Executive Director, U.S. 

Arctic Research Commission;  

 LTG Dan Hokanson, USA, Deputy Commander, North American Aerospace Defense 

Command (NORAD) and U.S. Northern Command;  

 Lt Gen Russell Handy, USAF, Commander, Alaskan Command and Alaska NORAD Region;  

 Mr. David Kennedy, Arctic Advisor to the Administrator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration;  

 Dr. Simon Stephenson, and associated staff members at National Science Foundation;  

 RADM Dan Abel and RADM Michael McAllister, USCG, prior and current Commander and 

associated staff members at US Coast Guard District 17;  

 Leadership and Arctic-focused staff at CG-5, 7 and 9, Headquarters USCG;  

 Alaska regional leadership, NOAA and National Weather Service;  

 Commander and senior staff, USCG Research and Development Center; 

 USCG Academy Dean of students and USCG Academy’s Center of Arctic Study and Policy; 

 Research management directors (at Senior Executive Service level) Office of Naval Research;  

 Arctic staff at Chief Oceanographer’s Office of the Navy;  

 Interagency Arctic Research Policy Commission;  

 State of Alaska Emergency Management;  

 State of Alaska’s National Guard Adjutant General and Arctic advisor to the Governor;  

 Director, ECJ-9 and ECJ-5/8 Arctic Staff U.S. European Command;  
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 Project leads at National Aeronautics and Space Administration-Office of Secretary of 

Defense “Arctic Collaborative Environment;”  

 Fellow DHS Centers of Excellence at Rutgers University, Stevens Institute, and University of 

Houston;   

 Arctic-oriented academic institutions at University of Colorado Boulder, University of New 

Hampshire and University of New Mexico.  

 

Restructured ADAC Website.  Dubay Business Solutions was contracted by ADAC to provide 

web-based services at the commencement of Center Program Year 2.  However, insufficient 

guidance was initially provided for the development of ADAC’s web page and associated media 

messaging, resulting in a web-page inadequate to ADAC messaging requirements, which 

included a need to adjust ADAC to a University of Alaska “.edu” domain.  Equipped with new 

guidance, Dubay and ADAC Associate Director for Communications and Administration 

established a significantly improved web-page, which has received compliments from U.S. and 

Canadian government officials, Arctic-focused academic and industry partners, and fellow DHS 

Centers of Excellence. 

 

Created rebranded ADAC Logo.  In coordination with DHS S&T OUP Communications Director, 

a new ADAC logo was created consistent with Center strategy for messaging and marketing.   

The former and new logos are presented below (former logo on left, new on right):   

 

 

 

 
 Former ADAC Logo    New ADAC Logo 

Figure 1:  Former and New ADAC Logos 

Terminated a discovered Firm Fixed Contract, not suitable to ADAC mission. Spectronn 

Corporation was contracted by prior ADAC leadership via a firm fixed contract in order to 

provide the Center an innovative approach to remote sensor modeling.  New ADAC leadership, 

along with University of Alaska Anchorage subject matter experts deemed the research 

insufficient and appropriately terminated the contract.   

Conference/workshop and notable meetings hosted by ADAC 

Contributed to University of Alaska Fairbank’s hosted Arctic Science Summit Week 

(ASSW), March 2016.  Following the completion of a series of Center reset and outreach 

activities in early 2016, ADAC hosted an opening Town Hall at ASSW, where Center 

project leads, and interested researchers in domain awareness related disciplines, 

contributed to a comprehensive series of discussions and information exchanges. 
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Participated in DHS S&T OUP Directors meeting, Washington DC, April 19-21 2016.   

ADAC ED, RD, and FD participated in the annual DHS S&T OUP event, with ED presenting 

for the Center. 

Participated in DHS S&T OUP Technology Exposition, Washington DC, 19 May 2016. 

ADAC ED, Community-based Observation Network for Situational Awareness (CBON-SA) 

PI and AIFC Field Information Support Tool (FIST) presented to an array of DHS S&T OUP 

customers. 

Presented ADAC overview to Interagency Arctic Research and Policy Committee, 26 

May 2016.   ADAC ED Presented for the Center to IARPC. 

Hosted IARPC senior staff to ADAC, 12 May 2016.  Provided visiting IARPC leadership to 

University of Alaska, Anchorage an overview of ADAC and participated in dialogue in 

how ADAC research endeavors could positively impact IARPC’s 5-year research plan. 

Major Center activity:  Planning and hosting of Inaugural Arctic-related Incidents of 

National Significance Workshop, 21-22 June, Anchorage.   Center leadership in 

coordination with DHS S&T OUP Program Manager and key stakeholders, conducted the 

Center’s initial Arctic-related IoNS workshop (see workshop report in Appendix I). 

Established an initial “White Papers” construct.   ADAC provided DHS S&T OUP an initial draft 

of Center “White Papers” to serve as a basis for new projects, which could potentially replace 

existing ADAC projects as determined by DHS S&T OUP.  More of this work will be reported in 

Year 3.   

Fully transitioned Arctic Education in Training to Maine Maritime Academy.  At the onset of 

Program Year 2, Arctic Education in Training was transitioned fully to Maine Maritime Academy 

for professional Arctic mariner ice navigation courseware.   Prior work in developing Arctic 

engineering courseware was concluded and provided to UAA for onward disposition and 

posting for on-line access.    

Established Education Outreach and Workforce Development.  Until February 2016, the 

Center did not successfully establish an Education Outreach and Workforce Development 

program or establish a Career Development Grant (CDG) program.  ADAC Center leadership 

replaced prior ADAC CDG point of contact with the new Executive Director, Finance Director 

and Associate Director for Communications and Administration to jointly assess and establish 

both a CDG Fellowship and to initiate an Education Outreach and Workforce Development 

program.   

 New Center leadership assessed prior applications for CDG fellowship, conducted 

student outreach, and accomplished merit-based reviews in accordance with CDG Fellowship 

Terms and Conditions. As a result, by the close of Year 2, five ADAC CDG Fellowships were 

awarded. 
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 ADAC hosted student outreach to incoming freshmen at UAA as a “kick-start” initiative.  

Consequently, on 3 March 2016, ADAC hosted its first student outreach endeavor, involving all 

UAA-based ADAC team members. 

 ADAC leadership established the “ADAC Fellows Program” with UAA and UAF students, 

which included CDG scholars and student research interns.  Fellows orientation meetings were 

conducted on a bi-weekly basis through the remainder of the academic year. 

 ADAC reached out to U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy academies in March 

and April of 2016, seeking to gain academy midshipmen or cadets as summer interns.    Due to 

the late start, this outreach did not yield tangible results until very late in Year 2, when the U.S. 

Air Force Academy detailed a rising senior cadet to a 3-week summer intern with the Center. 

 ADAC Education Outreach and Workforce Development included awarding a UAA and 

UAF student to attend The Maritime Security Center Summer Intern Seminar hosted by Stevens 

Institute in Hoboken, New Jersey.    

 ADAC placed one CDG Scholar with industry at an engineering firm located in Anchorage 

in June 2016. 

 A highlight of ADAC Fellows in Year 2 was their remarkable performance as individual 

researchers and as a research team, in support of the Center’s inaugural Arctic Incidents of 

National Significance (Arctic IoNS) workshop, hosted by UAA on 21-22 June 2016.  The Fellows 

participated along with Center leadership in USCG Exercise NORTHWEST PASSAGE 13-14 April 

2016, workgroup teleconferences and planning meetings, and developed a comprehensive 

literature review of specifically-focused areas of research.  In particular, the Arctic IoNS 

Literature Review (included in Appendix H) was critical to Center leadership to learn the right 

research and discover the needed researchers, who were then invited and subsequently 

participated in the inaugural workshop.  Without the deep investment of the ADAC Fellows, the 

Arctic IoNS workshop would have met with far less success. 

In sum, despite a difficult period of transition, ADAC was able to address areas of concern 

relayed from DHS S&T OUP, restructure projects to better align efforts as related by ADAC’s 

principal customer, USCG, conduct outreach and rebranding to re-orient the Center, advance in 

project research and conduct several key workshops, (the most notable, being Arctic IoNS).  At 

the conclusion  of Program Year 2, Center leadership believe ADAC is now better positioned to 

meet DHS expectations in coming research years. 
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III. PROJECT PERFORMANCE REPORTS 

 

Theme 1:  Maritime Domain Awareness Projects. 

PROJECT:  Community-Based Observer Networks for Situational Awareness (CBONS-SA). 
 

Project PI: Dr. Lilian Na’ia Alessa. 

 

Lead Institution:  University of Idaho (UoI). 

 

Supporting Team:  Dr. Andrew Kliskey (UoI), Ms. Grace Beaujean, Aleut International 

Association (AIA), James Gamble (AIA), Amos Oxereok (Village of Wales), Eddie Ingott (Village of 

Gambell), Laresa Syverson (Village of Unalaska).  No student involvement. 

 

Abstract: This project will establish a community-based observing network and system (CBONS) 

to acquire fine scale, local data on a range of variables critical to USCG operations (Savo et al. 

2016, Alessa et al. 2015).  Variables will include those associated with environmental change, 

subsistence activities/habitats and vessel transits.  A systematic and quality assured CBONS will 

enhance the Coast Guard’s ability to successfully respond to Arctic-related Incidents of National 

Significance (Arctic IoNS). CBONS data may be used to enhance the preparedness of 

communities on the ground which can greatly increase the effectiveness of USCG in the Arctic 

while potentially reducing costs in the long term. The data will also generate community maps 

consisting of areas critical to culture and subsistence which will allow the Coast Guard to 

operate in ways that protect livelihoods and traditional lifeways. The data will eventually be 

transmitted via the Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC) in order to promote safer 

SAR/HA/DR operations. Finally, the data may be used to enhance the precision of data from 

other Arctic Observing Networks (AON) by placing them in their social contexts.   

Baseline: The baseline for this project is the existing data intake forms and database, which 

demonstrates integration of community-based sea ice observations with NOAA’s Arctic ERMA 

(Environmental Response Management Application) - a web based GIS tool for emergency 

responders.  This baseline represents TRL-3 for the CBONS-SA.   

Key Accomplishments in Year 2: CBONS-SA completed expansion of the network to three 

active observing communities – Gambell, Unalaska, and Wales.  These communities apply 

standardized protocols for trained observers and demonstrate near real-time transmission of 

observations, this represents TRL-7.   The network had previously been maintained through 

2015 with two active observers in the community of Gambell on St. Lawrence Island in the 

northern Bering Sea. The expansion of the network required a series of discussions with 
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regional and national observing programs to determine additional observation categories and 

areas to incorporate within our existing methodology, as well as an assessment of candidate 

communities for the expansion of the network.  Once Unalaska and Wales were identified as 

communities to be added to the network approval was sought from community representatives 

as well as regional organization representatives. In order to bring new observation communities 

to operational status it was necessary to select suitable observers in the communities (in 

conjunction with community representatives), to train the selected observers, and to run some 

preliminary observing exercises with the observers.   The below figure represents the current 

complement of CBON-SA observers, number of observations in Program Year 2 and associated 

period of performance. 

Observer Name and Location Number of Observations reported 
in Program Year 2 

Observation Effort 

Eddie Ungott, Gambell 52 July 2015-June 2016 (Full Year) 
Edward Ungott, Gambell 61 September 2015 – June 2016 
Daniel Apassingok, Gambell 4 July 2015 – August 2015 
Laresa Syverson, Unalaska 4 Half of June 2016 
Amos Oxereok, Wales 10 (using Field information Support 

Tool (FIST) 
May- June 2016 

Figure 2: Summary of CBON-SA Year 2 Observations 

Toward the end of Year 2 preliminary integration of the CBON-SA observing with the Field 
Information Support (FIST) tool development was undertaken. This involved engaging an 
observer from one community (Wales) on a trial exercise in May and June 2016 to record and 
upload observations using FIST technology.   

Toward the end of Year 2 we developed a series of short form software interfaces 
collaboratively with a Master Observer from Wales, Alaska. These short forms consisted of the 
user interface that appears on the hand held devices utilized by the Observers to submit 
reports. This software enables data acquired through the CBON-SA program to be transmitted 
using the FIST tool for the “forward fusion” component of AIFC. This software development 
work between CBONS-SA and FIST is a critical component for integration with the central fusion 
aspects of the AIFC project. 

A standardized protocol for Community Based Observations that was developed and used in 
Year 2 is as follows: 

 Research materials:  A common set of observing materials or instruments used by each 

observer, including: 

o Garmin eTrex 30 

o Iridium Extreme “Ready to Go Kit” 

o Olympus Tough TG-3 16.0 Megapixel digital camera 

o Rite-in-the-Rain® DURACOPY Paper 15 sheets 8 ½ X 11 
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 Recruitment:  Observations were made by approved observers who take harvest/hunting 

trips at least 4-5 times per month on average weather permitting.  Observers provided data 

to the UAA/AIA liaison team uploading photos from Olympus Tough TG-3 onto a password 

protected computer and sending them to CBON-SA project team; entering logs into an Excel 

spreadsheet and relaying those logs; as well as general communication. 

 

Project personnel were provided with the necessary training to use the support materials.  

 

 Communication:   Each harvest trip taken during Year 2 was logged on provided templates 

that are printed on Rite-in-the-Rain® DURACOPY (weatherproof) paper. Rite-in-the-Rain® 

DURACOPY paper is waterproofed so that it does not disintegrate in damp/marine 

environments and pencil/pen writing does not wash off. Trips that yield observations were 

logged with approximate times and duration of travel, distance of travel, and direction of 

travel.  Each of these fields are filled in on the template.   Only the date of travel was 

recorded for those trips that yielded no observations. This allowed for an estimate of the 

number of trips taken that result in one or multiple observations, in addition to an 

estimation of the length of trips that yield observations.   

Each unusual observation was logged on a Rite-in-the-Rain® DURACOPY paper template.  

This includes sighting of foreign vessels, sighting of unusual animals or animals in distressed 

conditions, or sighting unusual environmental conditions including sea ice, tides, water 

temperature or anything else deemed interesting and/or unusual.  The entry of these 

observations included: 

o Recording date and time; 

o Recording GPS coordinates as well as direction;  

o Photograph of the observation / phenomena. 

Log entries were kept on the Rite-in-the-Rain® DURACOPY templates in waterproof plastic 

sheaths, and coordinates and direction are noted from the Garmin eTrex30 GPS and 

compass.  

Communication either via SMS messaging or satellite phone calls are relayed back to project 

team as sightings of an unusual observations occurred.  This communication included: the 

GPS coordinates of Observer, the direction in which the Observer has spotted the unusual 

observation, the approximate distance the Observer is from the unusual observation, and a 

brief description of the unusual observation.  A photograph was taken and shared with 

project team as soon as possible.  

 Sharing Photographs:  Observations were photographed using the Olympus Tough TG-3 

digital camera.  When a photograph was taken, it was logged with the time, date, GPS 

coordinates, direction, and description of observation being photographed.  This 
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information was recorded internally by the Olympus Tough TG-3 digital camera due to a 

built in GPS.   

Photographs were shared with project team once the Observer returned from harvest trip - 

within 1-2 days or sooner.  Photos were uploaded onto a password protected computer 

[either by Observer or Project Assistant], and sent to project team [via email, Dropbox, 

Flickr, etc.].    

 Compensation:  Compensation to Observers was on a fixed rate.  Trips that result in an 

observation had to be logged in order for compensation to be awarded.  The number of 

observations made during one trip did not change the amount of compensation received. 

 

 Initiated use of Field Information Support Tool to standardize communications protocol 

and to connect field observations to USCG command centers.   Late in Program Year, 

CBON-SA team worked with the AIFC project to leverage Field Information Support Tool 

(FIST) as a device to standardize communications protocols and to gain user defined 

information in austere communications environments.  Accordingly, initial reporting 

software was designed by FIST to enable CBON-SA team and was used for initial field 

reporting in May and June 2016. 

 

 Protocol Shortcomings:  Some shortcomings in protocol emerged during May-June 2016 
observing, including:  

o Inconsistencies in receiving text on Satellite phone when observation is taken; 
o Periodic insufficient observer documentation; 
o Lack of photos to accompany observations in some instances; 
o Not all observations including GPS coordinates; 
o Inconsistencies in subject matter reporting by some observers.  

 

CBON-SA Team proposes to resolve these shortcomings via further adoption of FIST 
technology in Program Year 3. 
 

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Year 2: Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, NOAA, NWS,  
Alaskan Command, State of Alaska National Guard, and USCG D-17, CBONS-SA work has been 
highlighted extensively across operationally oriented networks.  Further, the CBONS-SA project 
team engaged numerous Arctic research professionals over the Program Year to include:   

 Dr. Martin Jeffries--Assistant Director for Polar Sciences, Executive Office of the 
President (Office of Science and Technology Policy); Mr. David Kennedy--Senior Advisor 
to President, Arctic Executive Steering Committee (NOAA); 

 Dr. Jeremy Mathis--Director, Arctic Research Office with NOAA; 

 Dr. Simon Stephenson--Director, Polar Programs at the National Science Foundation. 
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These engagements have provided external assessment of the CBON-SA project, including a 
vetting of the procedures used, and have enabled the CBON-SA project to be more closely 
aligned with national and international observing efforts and for a greater degree of 
interoperability to be achieved between these different observing efforts.  

 
Key publications [Peer-reviewed]: 

 Alessa, L., Beaujean, G., Bower, L., Campbell, I., Chemenko, O., Copchiak, M., Fidel, M., 
Fleener, U., Gamble, J., Gundersen, A., Immingan, V., Jackson, L., Kalmakoff, A., Kliskey, 
A., Merculief, S., Pungowiyi, D., Sutton, O., Ungott, E., Ungott, J., Veldstra, J. 2015. 
Bering Sea Sub-Network II: Sharing Knowledge, Improving Understanding, Enabling 
Response – International community-based environmental observation alliance for a 
changing Arctic. Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna (CAFF): Akureyri, Iceland.  

 Alessa, L., Kliskey, A. 2015. Co-design and Co-production of Knowledge. In: Alessa L, 
Kliskey A, Altaweel M, et al. (Eds.). Best Practices for Integrating Social Sciences into 
Social Ecological Systems Science: Future Directions for Building a More Resilient 
America. Moscow, ID: Center for Resilient Communities, University of Idaho. pp. 6-11.  

 Alessa, L., Kliskey, A., Gamble, J., Fidel, M., Beaujean, G., Gosz, J. 2015. The role of 
Indigenous science and local knowledge in integrated observing systems: Moving 
toward adaptive capacity indices and early warning systems. Sustainability Science 
11(1), 91-102. DOI: 10.1007/s11625-015-0295-7.  

 Alessa, L., Kliskey, A., Drukenmiller, M., Griffith, D., McKann, H., Myers, B., Pulsifer, P., 
Washburn, E., Beaujean, G., Behe, C., Jackson, L. 2016. Best Practices for Community-
based Observing. Report of a National Workshop, Oct 5-6, 2015. Center for Resilient 
Communities, University of Idaho.  

 Alessa, L., Williams, P., Kliskey, A., Beaujean, G. 2016. Incorporating Community-based 

Observing Networks and Systems: Toward a Regional Early Warning System for 

Enhanced Responses to Arctic Critical Events. Washington Journal of Environmental Law 

and Policy.  
 

Key reports/developments/presentations: 

 Alessa, L. 2015. A Proposed CBONS Build-Out DA-E and Partners ADAC. White Paper 

Submitted to ADAC leadership. 

 Alessa, L. 2016. A Proposed Permanent Community Based Observing Committee within 

the Sustaining Arctic Observing Networks (SAON) Organization. White Paper Submitted 

to ADAC and Arctic Council leadership.  

 Alessa, L. and Naboyschikov, L. 2016. Information for the CBONS-SA and FIST Decision 

Support Tool. Flyer Produced for ADAC leadership.  

 Software Projects Developed: Early development of integration between CBON-SA 
(community observing) and FIST (decision support tool implementation) for maritime 
security. [See Accomplishments section above]. 

 Alessa, L., Raymond, V., Cox, S., Meceda, A., Linklater, J., Roddick, S., Gamble, J., 
Beaujean, G., Abdelrahim, S. 2016. The Arctic Adaptation Exchange Portal: An Arctic 
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Council Tool to build a knowledge system for resilient Arctic communities. A White 
Paper presented to the Arctic Observing Summit 2016.  

 Alessa, L., Williams, P., Kliskey, A., Beaujean, G., Ward, H., Ingott, J., Ingott, E. 2016. 
Incorporating community based observing networks for better preparedness and 
enhanced responses to marine Arctic critical events. A White Paper presented to the 
Arctic Observing Summit 2016.  

 Alessa, L., Staudt, A., Weaver, C., Buja, L., Mock, K., Ravens, T.  2014. Predicting Arctic 

Actionable Critical Events (PAACE): Using Integrated Arctic Data Fusion to Derive Critical 

Indicators for Incidents of National Significance. White Paper presented to ADAC 

leadership.  

 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:  During Program Year 2, the ADAC Intelligent 

Integrated System of Systems (IISoS) project was disestablished, with ADAC leadership re-

structuring the project into the Arctic Fusion Capability (AIFC).  As a result of restructuring IISOS 

to AIFC late in Program Year, the CBONS-SA project schedule related to IISoS metrics was 

delayed. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completed expansion of the 
network to two communities. 

Achieved - The network has been maintained 
through 2015 with two active observers in the 
community of Gambell on St. Lawrence Island 
in the northern Bering Sea. After exploring a 
number of options for expansion to additional 
communities, the CBON-SA network was 
expanded to Unalaska in the eastern 
Aleutians and Wales in the Bering Strait 
during May 2016. 

 N/A. 

Completed replication of 
Program Year 1 protocols to a 
second Bering Sea/Aleutian 
community. 

Achieved – The CBON-SA protocols are in place 
and will be replicated in a second community 
following finalization of that second 
community (as discussed under 
accomplishments). 

 N/A. 

Establish an operational 
CBON-SA. 

Achieved – with three geographically 
distributed communities in the CBON-SA 
network, we have now established operational 
status. 

 N/A. 

Completed expansion of 
existing framework, 
methodology with additional 
observation categories and 
additional areas. 

Partially achieved:  Expansion of framework 
and additional areas completed. Additional 
observation categories were discussed by the 
project team and will be finalized in Program 
Year 3 as part of the additional FIST 
development to support community based 
observer reporting. 

 

Additional observation 
categories were not possible 
during Program Year 2 
because there was 
insufficient time to do this 
after new communities were 
identified and new observers 
were recruited in May 2016. 
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CBON-SA integrated into the 
Intelligent Integrated System 
of Systems (IISoS). 

Partially achieved:  Data logs have been 
submitted regularly (twice a month) to Axiom, 
the agreed data manager. 
  

See changes to Workplan. 
Late in Program Year 2, 
developmental aspects of 
data were fused via FIST. 
This is expected to become 
fully operational during 
Program Year 3. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Number of successful image 
and data relays across the 
Bering transit: 10-15. 

Achieved.  N/A. 

Inter-rater reliability of 
observers: 0.7 – 0.9. 

Partially achieved.   Too few observers yet. Need 
at least 5 observers; This will 
be addressed at onset of 
Program Year 3. 

Number of successes of 
triangulating and integrating 
HFO data with satellite and 
buoy data: 5-10. 

Partially achieved.   Preliminary Program Year 2 
testing of the FIST tool in 
Wales and Koyuk is 
indicative of success - this 
will be fully tested in 
Program Year 3. 

Number of successes to 
detect anomalous or unusual 
events: 3-6. 

Achieved. N/A. 

  

Program Year 2 Outcomes, Output and TRLs:   

Program Year 2 Objective: An operational CBON comprising two Bering Sea communities (one 

Northern Bering Sea; one Southern Bering Sea) that apply tested protocols for HFOs and 

demonstrates real-time transmission of observations. (Metrics 1, 2, 3, and 4). This represents 

TRL-7.  

Program Year 2 Results: The CBONS-SA network now comprises one Aleutian community, one 
Bering Sea community, and one Bering Strait community that apply standardized protocols for 
trained observers and demonstrates near real-time transmission of observations, this 
represents TRL-7.  

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them: The feeding of CBONS-SA FIST data 
into the AIFC fusion project was slower than anticipated due to the aforementioned IISoS-to-
AIFC transition. However, by the end of Program Year 2, CBON-SA reporting through FIST to 
AIFC was advanced and partially achieved, with expected completion in Program Year 3.  
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PROJECT:  High-Resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents. 
  

Project PI: Dr. Jinlun Zhang. 

 

Lead Institution:  University of Washington.  

 

Supporting Team: N/A. 

 

Abstract:  This project developed an accurate, High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and 

Assimilation System (HIOMAS) for modeling and predicting sea ice and currents in the Arctic 

Ocean.  This system was to be calibrated and validated using a range of available sea ice and 

ocean observations and then used for (near) real-time hindcast and daily-to-seasonal forecast 

of Arctic Ocean currents, sea ice, and change.  

 

Accurate, high-resolution predictions of ocean currents and sea ice conditions will enhance the 

Coast Guard’s ability to prepare for and respond to oil spills in the Arctic Ocean.  The prediction 

data will also allow the Coast Guard to more safely and reliably conduct search and rescue 

missions.  The data will eventually be transmitted to ship captains via the Automated 

Identification System (AIS) system in order to promote safer maritime transportation.  Finally, 

the data may be used as forcing to drive other models such as wave and oil spill models. 

 

Baseline:  There are sea ice-ocean models on global or regional scales.  These models can 

simulate ocean velocity, temperature, and salinity, and sea ice thickness, concentration, and 

drift.  Most of the models have relatively coarse horizontal resolution (> 10 km).  There are a 

number of models with higher resolution (< 10 km).  A rather common difficulty in high-

resolution modeling is the overestimation of ice thickness resulting from the simulation of 

excessive ice deformation.  This would affect the prediction of sea ice and upper ocean 

currents.  Accordingly, the project team developed a robust HIOMAS that realistically simulates 

sea ice without causing spurious ice thickness buildup.  This has been proven with the latest 

test results.  The HIOMAS is configured such that it can be easily refined to a higher resolution 

(≤ 4 km) if computing resources permit. 

 

Key accomplishments in Program Year 2: The model consists of advanced sea ice and ocean 

model components. It has a high horizontal resolution of 6 km for the entire Arctic Ocean. 

Vertically, it also has high resolution with 40 ocean levels including 19 levels in the upper 100 m 

to better resolve surface ocean currents. HIOMAS is now able to assimilate satellite sea ice 

concentration. It can be nested into a global model by imposing open boundary conditions 

obtained from the global model.  As a result of collaboration with AIFC, HIOMAS Models were 
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able to be fused with other ADAC gained data (to include as an operational underlay to real-

time feeds from Alaska Marine Exchange, and is ready to be integrated to AIFC.   

 

As of June 30, 2016, the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) for this project is Level 3.  The 

original goal was to achieve TRL-3 for Program Year 1 and TRL-6 for Program Year 2.  However, 

because of Program Year 1 project funding modifications, the PI only had about 1.5 weeks of 

research time in Program Year 1, which was used to investigate and explore various model and 

forcing products that may be used to construct HIOMAS.   Due to a Program Year 2 Workplan 

synchronization gap between Center leadership and Project PI, the Program Year 2 reflected 

TRL-2 goal was inaccurately reflected.   Specifically, actual HIOMAS development did not 

commence until Program Year 2. Thus achieving TRL-3 in Program Year 2 is consistent with the 

original plan of achieving TRL-3 after the first year of research.  We expect to achieve TRL-6 in 

Program Year 3.  

 

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2:   Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, 

NOAA, NWS, Alaskan Command, State of Alaska National Guard, and USCG D-17, HIOMAS 

modeling has been highlighted to an array of Federal and State of Alaska operators. The project 

PI worked in close collaboration with scientists at the NOAA/NWS/NCEP Climate Prediction 

Center in an effort to improve NOAA’s daily to seasonal Arctic sea ice forecast, which was 

distributed to NOAA/NWS field offices regularly. Experience and insights resulting from this 

collaboration contributed directly to HIOMAS development and informed key stakeholders for 

the project.   

Key publications/developments/presentations: 

 Zhang, J., Schweiger, A., Stern, H., & Steele, M. (2016). Changes in arctic sea ice 
thickness and floe size [Abstract]. Submitted to American Geophysical Union 2016 Fall 
Meeting, San Francisco, CA. 

 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:  There was a misunderstanding between prior 

Center leadership and project PI, resulting in the Program Year 2 original Workplan, not being 

synchronized between both parties.  Since HIOMAS project lead did not proceed with using 

ROMS model after Program Year 1 exploration, it is important to modify the original Program 

Year 2 Workplan Milestone 3 on the table to reflect “Successful launching of the new PIOMAS-

based Arctic sea ice and current model, with nested grid capability (HIOMAS).”  Further, it is 

important to note, as previously discussed, actual HIOMAS development started in Program 

Year 2.  Thus achieving TRL-3 in Program Year 2 is consistent with the original plan for the first 

year of actual development of the model.  
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Lastly, it is important to note, the 4-km resolution HIOMAS is computationally time consuming 

with the existing computer cluster at University of Washington, and therefore not efficient to 

use in the phase of HIOMAS development and testing conducted in Program Year 2.    
 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completion of HIOMAS at a relatively coarse 
resolution to allow for rapid testing of model. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Complete model calibration and validation 
using: 
a. Satellite ice concentration data from the 
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), 
b. Buoy drift data from the International 
Arctic Buoy Program (IABP), and 
c. Available HF Radar-derived current data 
from collaborating investigators of this 
project. 
  

Achieved. N/A. 

Successful launching of the new PIOMAS-
based Arctic sea ice and current model, with 
nested grid capability (HIOMAS).  Note, this is 
a change from the original Program Year 2 
plan as discussed. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Model data integrated into ADAC’s IISoS.   Not Achieved. Due to insufficient progress and 

subsequent restructure of IISOS 

into AIFC late in Program Year 2, 

modeled data was delayed 

getting integrated into AIFC as 

ADAC’s principal “end to end” 

project.  As Program Year 2 

ended, AIFC test bed was being 

developed to accept modeled 

data.  

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Model resolution at locations of high interest. 
Current resolution: 6 km; target: 2-4 km, 
depending on computer resources. Note:  As 
discussed, the target resolution in original 
Program Year 2 plan, did not accurately 
reflect the resolution that was achievable in 
Program Year 2 by Project PI. Further, as 
previously discussed, actual HIOMAS 
development did not start in Program Year 1 
due to insufficient funding, but started in 
Program Year 2.  Thus achieving TRL-3 in 
Program Year 2 is consistent with the original 
plan for first year of development.   

Achieved. Model’s 

horizontal resolution is 6 

km for the whole Arctic 

Ocean. 

N/A. 
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Mean prediction error in ice concentration 
(percent). Current estimate: 50%; target: 25% 
(or better). 

Achieved. Range of mean 
prediction error in ice 
concentration: 0% to 50% 

N/A. 

Mean prediction error in ice thickness (m). 
Current error: 2 m; target 1 m (or better). 

Achieved. Range of mean 
prediction error in ice 
thickness: 0 m to 1.0 m.  

N/A. 

Mean error in ice drift velocity estimates 
(m/s). Current error: 2 m/s; target 1 m/s (or 
better). 

Achieved. Range of mean 
error in ice drift estimates: 
0 m/s to 0.2 m/s. 

N/A. 

  

Program Year 2 Outcomes, Output and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objective: The original objective was to achieve TRL-3for Program Year 1 and 
TRL-6for Program Year 2. However, we need to adjust Program Year 2 objective to TRL-3(see 
explanation above).  

The overarching goal is to develop and deploy high resolution (target: 2–4 km) HIOMAS model 
of ocean currents and sea ice; high resolution predictions of sea ice thickness, concentration, 
and drift, and surface ocean currents, temperature, and salinity (and assessments of those 
predictions).  

Program Year 2 Results:  HIOMAS achieved high horizontal resolution of 6 km for the entire 
Arctic Ocean. Vertically, achieved high resolution with 40 ocean levels including 19 levels in the 
upper 100 m to better resolve surface ocean currents.   By end of Program Year 2, HIOMAS 
models are available to collaborators at USCG and NOAA.  HIOMAS Models were able to be 
fused with other ADAC gained data and are ready to be integrated to AIFC.  TRL-3 was achieved 
for this project in Program Year 2.  

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  Program Year 2 plan objectives that 

were not fully synchronized between prior ADAC leadership and Project PI.  In the development 

of Program Year 3 plan, Project PI and ADAC leadership coordinated the plan and mutually 

agreed on the planned objectives, milestones and metrics. 

 

PROJECT:  Arctic Oil Spill Modeling. 
  

Project PI:  Dr. Tom Ravens.  

 

Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage. 

 

Supporting Team: Dr. Jifeng Peng (UAA), Dana Brunswick (UAA- Graduate Student). 

Collaboration with Dr. Scott Socolofsky, Texas A&M University (TAMU). 
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Abstract: Develop techniques to estimate the spreading of oil that has been released at or near 

the ocean surface among ice (due to a ship grounding) or under ice (due to a well blow-out or 

due to a ruptured pipeline). In Program Year 2 (ending June 30 2016), the focus was on 

estimating the spreading of oil released near or at the surface. The team has adopted 

approaches derived from the research literature that are compatible with NOAA’s GNOME oil 

spill model (General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment).   

The goal has been to develop a tool to forecast the spreading of oil in the immediate aftermath 

of a spill event (i.e., within 24 or 48 hours of the spill), accounting for the character of the spill 

(e.g., release due to ship grounding), the release rate or amount, and the environmental 

conditions (ice concentration, ice drift, water depth, water velocity, salinity).  The tool produced 

– referred to as the “Arctic Oil Spill Calculator” – will be housed in the Arctic Information Fusion 

Capability, and through association with AIFC, into NOAA’s Arctic ERMA program.  

Baseline: The USCG relies on the General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment (GNOME) 

oil spill model and NOAA for expert guidance when responding to an oil spill.  The existing 

GNOME oil spill model is not Arctic-capable (e.g., it does not yet account for sea ice). The 

existing GNOME oil spill model also does not yet include an oil plume module so that it cannot 

readily address sub-surface well blow-outs and sub-surface pipeline ruptures. The new GNOME 

model, under development, deals with ice by assuming if the coverage is 20% or less, the oil 

moves with winds and currents.  If the coverage is 80% or more, then it moves entirely with the 

ice.  For concentrations between 20% and 80%, it interpolates linearly. (Glen Watabayashi, via 

personal communication).  This approach is consistent with what the team proposed at the end 

of Program Year 1.   

The plume modeling expertise developed by Texas A&M University (Dr. Scott Socolofsky) also 
constitutes significant baseline data.  Over the last five years, Dr. Socolofsky developed the 
Texas A&M Oil Spill Calculator (TAMOC), a comprehensive model for predicting the nearfield 
behavior of subsea oil spills (Socolofsky et al., 2015), through funding from an array of sources, 
including the U.S. National Science Foundation, the Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative (GoMRI), 
the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), Chevron Energy Technology 
Company, and Shell Oil Company.   
 
When oil and gas are released below the surface, they rise and entrain ambient seawater to 
form a plume; the nearfield region of a spill extends until the buoyant effects of the oil, gas, and 
seawater mixture are exhausted.  For the Deepwater Horizon accident, the nearfield dynamics 
were responsible for the deep intrusion layer that formed at 1100 m depth in the Gulf of 
Mexico (Socolofsky, et al., 2011), as well as for transport of oil to the surface close to the 
response zone (Ryerson, et al., 2011).  In shallow, ice-capped regions such as the Arctic, the 
nearfield plume will extend from the spill to the ice bottom surface.  The plume model will 
predict the mixture density of oil, gas, and seawater that will intrude laterally under the ice.  It 
will also predict the mass flow rate of oil and gas. 
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Key accomplishments in Program Year 2: ADAC engaged with NOAA’s leading oil spill modelers 

(Glen Watabayashi and Catherine Berg) and provided guidance and suggestions on general 

ways to incorporate ice into GNOME. Specifically, we have done an extensive review of the 

literature on oil spills in icy seas. Based on the literature review, we have provided guidance on 

how to account for the presence of ice within GNOME. For example, we have provided specific 

information on how the spreading of oil is affected by the presence of ice. These findings have 

been incorporated into the Arctic Oil Spill Calculator (AOSC) which is ADAC’s platform for 

testing out Arctic oil spill modeling algorithms prior to including them in the Arctic GNOME 

model (also referred to as GNOME2). The Calculator will be completed by the end of Program 

Year 3 (June 30, 2017).  A graduate student, Dana Brunswick, played a key role in the literature 

review and in the development of the Arctic Oil Spill Calculator.  

During Program Year 2, ADAC initiated a partnership outreach with Texas A&M University to 

provide GNOME-compatible guidance on fate and transport of both surface and under-ice 

releases of oil and gas – realistically accounting for under ice roughness – with a focus on the 

first 24 – 48 hours of a spill event. 

 

One of the key and unique features of this project is the realistic accounting of under-ice 

roughness.  The Arctic under-ice roughness data available to this project was originally provided 

by Shell Corporation, but it has also benefitted from significant analysis and processing by 

collaborator Dr. Andy Mahoney (UAF).  

 

The Arctic aspects of the GNOME model is estimated to be at a baseline of TRL-5  as of 30 June 

2016. 

Key Stakeholder Engagements in Program Year 2:   Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, 

USCG D-17, NOAA, NWS, Alaskan Command, State of Alaska, National Guard, and USCG D-17, 

Oil-plume modeling has been highlighted to an array of Federal and State of Alaska operators.  

USCG D-17’s need to access oil spill modeling that accounts for sea-ice remains a principal 

disaster management planning need for the Arctic maritime region.  Discussions with 

stakeholders (in particular, NOAA) have led the team to emphasize the development of 

algorithms to account for the spreading of oil released under ice with significant ice-pack 

bottom roughness/uneven bottom surfaces.    

Key publications/developments/presentations:  

 Arctic Oil Spill Modeling University of Alaska Fairbanks, Arctic Science Summit Week 
(ASSW), February 2016 Presentations:  

 
Changes from initially approved Workplan:  No significant changes to report. 
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Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Complete review of studies of oil 
fate and transport in the arctic. 
Provide guidance to NOAA on how 
to incorporate oil weathering, bio-
degradation, dispersion, etc. 
within the arctic GNOME 23 
model. Identify gaps in 
knowledge. Also provide guidance 
to NOAA Office of Response 
Restoration on how to incorporate 
ice conditions within GNOME.  

Achieved. A review of more than 23 
publications in the area of oil fate and 
transport in the Arctic was conducted. The 
review was conveyed to our prime 
stakeholders in the form of a power point 
presentation. Guidance on specific ways to 
incorporate ice within GNOME was provided. 
A preliminary Arctic Oil Spill Calculator was 
developed using MATLAB to demonstrate 
(with specific algorithms) how the presence 
of ice can be incorporated into an oil 
spreading model. 

N/A. 

Complete development of the 
“Diagnostic Save Files” (or location 
files) using the high resolution 
ocean currents and sea ice 
conditions generated from the 
University of Washington 
ocean/sea ice modeling effort. 

Achieved. A “Diagnostic Save File” for the 
Arctic Ocean (proximal to Barrow, Alaska) 
was created using ocean currents calculated 
by the HIOMAS model, developed by ADAC’s 
Jinlun Zhang (University of Washington). The 
GNOME model has not yet been made ice-
capable so it was not possible to use the 
HIOMAS ice data within the GNOME 
Diagnostic Save File. Instead, the HIOMAS ice 
data was used to drive a preliminary version 
of the Arctic Oil Spill Calculator. A location file 
was developed for the Barrow area (an area 
lacking a pre-existing location file). The 
location file provides (a) information on the 
general setting at Barrow including the 
geography and hydrology, (b) information on 
how to operate the Diagnostic Save File using 
the GNOME model, (c) detailed descriptions 
of example applications of the GNOME model 
using velocity data from both HYCOM and 
HIOMAS (which demonstrate that HYCOM 
and HIOMAS produce similar oil spill 
trajectories, and (d) example output from the 
Arctic Oil Spill Calculator demonstrating the 
suggested approach for estimating oil 
spreading in the presence of ice.   

N/A. 

Perform successful runs of 
GNOME model using the high 
resolution Diagnostic Save Files 
and compare output with that 
generated with conventional 
Diagnostic Save Files. 

Achieved. Successive runs of GNOME were 
conducted with output from Jinlun Zhang's 
high resolution HIOMAS model. HIOMAS-
based Diagnostic Save Files were created, and 
output from this effort was compared with 
conventional Diagnostic Save Files.  

 N/A. 

Integration of model data into the 
IISoS. 

Partially achieved.  The new files have been 
generated and were nearly ready to upload to 
AIFC’s developing test bed by 30 June 2016.  
We will work with AIFC project leadership in 

Because some of the 
model integration tasks 
took longer than 
anticipated, we did not 
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the coming year to upload model data into 
AIFC. 

manage to incorporate 
the new data into AIFC by 
the June 30 deadline. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Number of reviews of studies on 
oil fate and transport in the arctic; 
incorporation of arctic oil fate and 
transport data within GNOME. 
Range: 10 studies reviewed to 30 
studies reviewed. 

Achieved. More than 23 studies of Arctic oil 
fate and transport were reviewed and 
reported on.  
 

N/A. 

Level of improvement in 
resolution of GNOME model 
relative to conventional GNOME 
model. Resolution will go from 4 
km to a target of 2 km. 

Partially achieved. Currently, the ocean 
current data for the GNOME oil spill model 
comes from HYCOM. HYCOM is an 
operational Naval Research Lab model with a 
horizontal resolution of 1/12 degrees. In the 
Arctic by Barrow Alaska, 1/12 degrees of 
latitude corresponds to a distance of 9 km. 
1/12 degrees of longitude corresponds to a 
distance of 3 km. In Program Years 1 and 2 of 
ADAC, Jinlun Zhang of University of 
Washington has developed a 6 km model 
(HIOMAS). In Program Year  3, Jinlun plans to 
increase the resolution to 2-4 km, depending 
on computer resources. The 6 km resolution 
HIOMAS model available to us was used to 
drive the GNOME model. This effort 
demonstrated that HIOMAS output could be 
used (with some transformations) to drive the 
GNOME oil spill model.    

Collaborator and ADAC 
HIOMAS PI Dr. Jinlun 
Zhang, who developed a 
6 km resolution model, 
with plans to improve the 
resolution to 2 km. 
However, he did not 
achieve 2 km resolution 
in Program Year 2 so we 
worked with his 6 km 
resolution product. 

 

Program Year 2 Outcomes, Output and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives:  

1. Review of studies on oil fate and transport in the Arctic/incorporation of Arctic oil fate and 

transport data and ice data within Arctic GNOME.  The target is TRL-5. 

2. Create “Diagnostic Save Files” or location files for the GNOME model using high resolution 

output from Univ. of Washington’s high resolution ocean and sea ice model/Running of GNOME 

with high resolution “Diagnostic Save Files” or location files. The target is TRL-5. 

Program Year 2 Results:  

1. Comprehensive review accomplished as described in Objective #1. 

2.  Created a “Diagnostic Save File” for the Arctic Ocean (proximal to Barrow, Alaska) using 

ocean currents calculated by the HIOMAS model, developed by ADAC’s Jinlun Zhang (University 

of Washington).   Successive runs of GNOME were conducted with output from Dr. Jinlun 
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Zhang's high resolution HIOMAS model. HIOMAS-based Diagnostic Save Files were created, and 

output from this effort was compared with conventional Diagnostic Save Files.  

3. As of 30 June 2016, TRL-5 was achieved.    

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  While not a problem per se, project 

advanced slower than initially planned as Arctic Oil Spill modeling, leveraged HIOMAS modeling.  

Due to HIOMAS modeling as discussed previously, Arctic Oil Spill modeling was correspondingly 

impacted.   Modeled data will be available for AIFC in coming Program Year. 

 

PROJECT:  Real-Time Storm Surge and Coastal Flood Forecasting for Western Alaska. 

 

Project PI: Dr. Thomas Ravens.  

 

Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA). 

 

Supporting Team:  Dr. Jifeng Peng (UAA), Graduate Student Jon Allen (UAA), Graduate Student 

(Seth Campbell), and Axiom Data Sciences. Graduate student Jon Allen was the lead model 

developer for this project. Graduate student Seth Campbell played a supportive role, for 

example, by providing bathymetric data for the modeling. 

 

Abstract: The objective is to provide high-resolution forecasts of storm surge and coastal 
flooding for vulnerable coastal communities in Western Alaska. The goal is to develop a model 
for a 150 km x 200 km section of the Yukon Kuskokwim Delta (YK Delta). The model was 
validated using water level observations and with satellite images of inundation extent. In 
Program Year 2, the goal was to develop a similar model for the Norton Sound area. 
 

Baseline:  The National Weather Service (NWS) currently operates a storm surge forecasting 

model referred to as ET-Storm Surge (Extra Tropical Storm Surge model).  ET-Storm Surge 

provides projections of surge several days into the future.  USCG D-17 relies on forecast storm 

surge and coastal inundation modeled data in both preparedness and response mission sets.   

     

However, the current NWS model has a relatively course grid (about 5 km resolution) and, 

therefore, it is unable to provide the high resolution forecasts needed by coastal communities 

in Alaska and by USCG in making timely evacuation notice decisions.  Also, the ET-Surge model 

does not take account wave action which can contribute significantly to surge height in coastal 

settings. 

 

During 2010-2014, the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) developed a high resolution storm 

surge model for the YK Delta area with the aim of providing forecasts of coastal flooding and 
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associated ecological impacts, assuming different sea level rise scenarios. The model was forced 

on its ocean boundary by output from a course grid ADCIRC storm surge model developed by 

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The model wave calibrated and validated using nearshore 

water level data and using satellite observations of inundation extent. 

 

In Program Year 1, we worked in collaboration with NOAA’s National Weather Service (NWS) to 

develop a high resolution storm surge forecasting models for a portion of the Yukon Kuskokwim 

Delta. The storm surge modeling was conducted with Delft3D software. The ocean boundary of 

the storm surge model was “forced” by real-time and forecasted water level data generated by 

National Weather Service’s Extra Tropical (ET)-Storm Surge model. In addition, we developed a 

hindcasting storm surge model for the Norton Sound. 

 

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:  In Program Year 2, ADAC developed high resolution, 

nearshore forecasts of storm surge, coastal flooding, and wave conditions at two sites on the 

West Coast of Alaska – the Yukon Kuskokwim river delta and Norton Sound.  The Delft3D and 

SWAN models were used for the storm surge and wave modeling, respectively.  The ocean 

boundary of the SWAN wave model came from nowcasts and forecasts from NOAA’s 

Wavewatch III wave model. 
  
In support of the forecasting of surge levels and wave conditions, a python code was 

developed. The python code pulled in the offshore water level and wave conditions that served 

as the ocean boundary condition for the high resolution coastal models. The python code also 

pulled in the wind data that was used to drive flow and waves within the model domains. The 

code executed the Delft3D model and did post-processing of the output data, which was pulled 

into AIFC. The Yukon Delta storm surge model has been operating in forecast mode since 

October 2015.  

 

The team also completed assessment of the forecasting models by comparing modeled and 

observed water level.  The Yukon Delta storm surge model was validated by comparing 

modeled and measured water level data at the “Tut” water level gauge (located near the 

mouth of the Kashunuk River and operated by the USGS).  Comparisons were made during two 

storms (in 2009 and in 2011). Validation of the Norton Sound storm surge model was planned 

from July 2016 after installation of a NOAA water level gauge at Unalakleet.  
 

During the course of Program Year 2, initial efforts also expanded to include coastal erosion 

modelling as a complement to storm surge and coastal flooding, enabled by the congruency of 

modelling approaches.   Coastal erosion researchers in non-Arctic settings have recognized 

some of the contributing factors to coastal erosion including alongshore variation in alongshore 

sediment transport (due to alongshore variation in wave climate) and the incidence of 

aggressive storm-driven waves during storm surges (e.g., Ruggiero et al. 2001).   
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Some limited work on Arctic coastal erosion has been performed. Ravens developed a process-

based coastal erosion model for Western Alaska’s Drew Point area where coastal erosion 

proceeds via a series of processes including storm surge, niche erosion, block collapse and 

erosion of the fallen blocks (Ravens et al. 2012).  Ravens has also developed a semi-empirical 

coastal erosion model for the Drew Point area finding that coastal erosion rates could be 

reasonably well predicted based on the water level, the nearshore wave height and the 

nearshore water temperature.    
 

The project team accomplished model data review with stakeholders including Alaska-based 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and NWS. Based on the meeting with NWS, a 

collaborative approach to new model development was charted that is planned to be 

addressed in future research.  

Key Stakeholder Engagements in Program Year 2:   Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, 

NOAA, NWS, US Alaskan Command, State of Alaska National Guard, and USCG D-17, the 

development of high resolution coastal forecasting models for improved Arctic Domain 

Awareness along Alaskan Arctic coastal regions has been communicated to an array of Federal 

and State of Alaska operators.  Through engagement with USCG D-17, ADAC leadership and 

Project lead learned that USCG D-17’s and Sector Anchorage preparedness and response 

mission sets in Arctic Alaska, have need for Storm surge and coastal inundation models, and 

USCG planners can leverage coastal erosion as a complement.  Both Matthew Mitchell (USCG, 

Sector Anchorage) and Richard Bernhard (Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation) 

saw great value in high resolution coastal forecasts in support of Geographic Response 

Strategies.  USCG D-17 related need for high resolution coastal data in support of Search and 

Rescue missions (and SAROPs software) and in support of high resolution oil spill models (i.e., 

GNOME oil spill models).  

Key publications/developments/presentations: 

 Presentation to Climate Science Exposition, “Climate change impacts on Alaska Coastal 

Erosion." Anchorage, Alaska, 30 August 2015. 

 Presentation to Congresswoman, Nancy Pelosi and visiting Congressional delegation, 

"Mechanics of Coastal Erosion in Northern and Northwestern Alaska,” Anchorage, 

Alaska, November 2015. 

 Presentation to Western Alaska LCC, "Modeling storm-induced inundation on the 

Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta."  Anchorage, Alaska, 18 November 2015. 

 Presented “Forecasting of Storm Surge, Coastal Flooding, and Coastal Erosion for Arctic 
Alaska”, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska, Arctic Science Summit Week 
(ASSW), February 2016.  

 Participated in ASSW Press conference: "Climate and Arctic/sub-Arctic oceans" 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska, 18 March 2016:  URL: 
http://news.uaf.edu/assw-press-program-available/ 

 

http://news.uaf.edu/assw-press-program-available/
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Changes from initially approved work plan:  As discussed, added Coastal Erosion modeling 

aspects as a complement to storm surge and coastal flooding.   

 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completed code for operation of 
the “fine scale” surge and flood 
model in real-time and in forecast 
mode (for YK Delta) 

Achieved. Completed code for real-time 
collection of ocean boundary forcing data 
for YK Delta model. Completed code for real-
time collection of wind forcing data for 
model. 

N/A. 

Assessment of surge and flooding 
model for YK Delta.  

Achieved. The assessment of the model with 
comparisons of modeled and observed 
water level during two storms (in 2009 and 
2011) is complete for the YK Delta model. 

N/A. 

Integration of model data into the 
ADAC system of systems. 

Partially achieved. YK Delta model output 
has been ready at end of Program Year 2 to 
be incorporated into the Artic Information 
Fusion Capability. 

Delayed due to 
restructure of IISOS to 
become AIFC late in 
Program Year 2. 

Conveyance of model data to 
stakeholders. 

Partially achieved. We have presented 
model output to the National Weather 
Service. ADAC developed collaboration with 
NWS.  Progress made to provide models 
over to NWS for onward use 

At end of Program Year 2, 
data not yet provided to 
USCG RDC Models and 
Simulation Center for 
onward use, but will be 
addressed in Program 
Year 3. 

The above steps are performed for 
Norton Sound. 

Achieved. A 1 km resolution model for 
Norton Sound has been developed. It is 
running in both hindcast mode and in 
forecast mode. A python code has been 
developed for real-time collection of water 
level and wave data at the ocean boundary, 
for collection of wind data in the model 
domain, and for execution of the Delt3D 
code. The model is currently running in a 
windows environment.  
Model was transferred to the Linux server 
where it will run alongside the YK Delta 
model. The python code will create an ftp 
folder on the Linux server and write the 
storm surge forecasts to that folder (as is 
currently done for the YK Delta model). 

 N/A. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Accuracy of surge and flooding 
forecasts relative to measured 
data. Surge calculations currently 
have errors in the range of 0.5 to 

Achieved. Accuracy of surge and flooding 
forecasts at the YK Delta site are about 0.3 
to 0.4 m. 

N/A. 
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1.0 m. The target error is 0.25 m to 
0.5 m. 
Number of months (or storms) for 
which YK Delta surge and flooding 
model is operational in Program 
Year 2. The number of operational 
months will range from 12 months 
(meaning the model was 
operational for Program Year 2) to 
0 months (meaning we did not 
succeed in making the model 
operational). 

Achieved. The YK Delta surge and flooding 
model was operational for about 9 months 
in Program Year 2. 

 

N/A. 

Number of months (or storms) for 
which Norton Sound surge and 
flooding model is operational. The 
range of operational months will 
range from 0 (meaning we did not 
manage to get the model 
operational) to 6 months (meaning 
the model was operational for 6 
months). 

Achieved. The Norton Sound surge and 
flooding model was operational for 1 month 
in Program Year 2. 

N/A. 
 
 
 
 

 

Program Year 2 Outcomes, Output and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives:  

1. Development of an operational storm surge and coastal flooding model for the YK 

Delta/real-time forecasts of surge and flooding in the YK Delta area.  Metric 2. Achieving 

output 1 is equivalent to reaching a TRL-7. 

2. Comparison of measured and calculated water levels/assessment of the model 

performance. Metric 1. Achieving output 1 is equivalent to reaching TRL-8. 

3. Development of an operational storm surge and coastal flooding model for the Norton 

Sound/real-time forecasts of surge and flooding in the Norton Sound area. Metric 3. 

Achieving output 1 is equivalent to reaching TRL -8. 

Program Year 2 Results: 

1. Outcome 1 is the development of an operational storm surge and coastal flooding model for 

the YK Delta. The corresponding output is real-time forecasts of surge and flooding in the YK 

Delta area. Based on this achievement we estimate TRL-7. 

2. Outcome 2 is the comparison of measured and calculated water levels. The corresponding 

output is the assessment of the model performance. Based on this achievement we 

estimate TRL-8. 

3. Outcome 3 is the development of an operational storm surge and coastal flooding model for 

the Norton Sound. The corresponding output is the real-time forecasts of surge and 

flooding in the Norton Sound area. Based on this achievement we estimate a TRL-8. Note, 
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the objective of a TRL level of 8 was not possible in Program Year 2, as the NOAA water level 

gauge at Unalakleet was not put into operation by 30 June 2016. 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  The new Program Year 3 requirement 

that DHS-funded students commit to working for 1 year following completion of their degree 

led our primary storm surge modeler, pursuing his PhD, to discontinue his work at the end of 

June 2016.  We are actively recruiting a new graduate student for the storm surge modeling 

project. 

 

PROJECT:  Identifying, Tracking and Communicated Sea-Ice Hazards in an Integrated 

Framework. 

 

Project PI:  Dr. Andrew Mahoney. 

 

Lead Institution: University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF).  

 

Supporting Team:  Co-investigator Dr. Hajo Eicken (UAF), Technician Josh Jones (UAF).  No 

students were involved in the project. 

 

Abstract: Increasing shipping and offshore activity together with emerging climate change-

related threats to coastal and marine infrastructure related to traffic have greatly increased 

threats to environmental security in the maritime Arctic. In order to minimize and manage risks, 

hazards need to be identified and tracked. This project focuses on those hazards associated 

with ice in the ocean such as: entrapment of vessels; structural damage to vessels and 

infrastructure; and risks to personnel and assets due to detachment of landfast ice. 

 

During emergency response, assets will need to be effectively and safely deployed in region 

that is often remote and challenging. Involvement of local first responders will be a critical part 

of this. Therefore, a framework is needed at the local scale to enhance and inform Maritime 

Domain Awareness (MDA) and emergency response by identifying, tracking and communicating 

key environmental hazards in ice covered extreme maritime environments. 

 

Real time ice velocity from Barrow, Alaska, will improve capabilities for ice hazard monitoring. 

As the northernmost point in the North American mainland, Point Barrow is often the last 

location along the Alaska coastline to open up to navigation and therefore represents a 

potential chokepoint for maritime operations in the US Arctic. Making real time data available 

to analysts will improve the ability of decision makers to assess hazards posed by sea ice in this 

location. Additionally, project team demonstrated that the technology developed to track ice 

motion is transferrable to ship-based platform, where it can be used to provide tactical 

information about ice conditions to crew. 
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Baseline:   Currently, sea-ice hazards are evaluated based on available remote sensing data and 

ice charts, both of which have been shown to lack the temporal and spatial resolution to 

identify and track major sea-ice hazards (such as those listed above) at the tactical and 

operational level.  

 

Past work by the investigators and industry partners has focused on the development of 

hardware and software solutions to extract relevant information about ice hazards from marine 

radar and other sensors available to or in use on USCG vessels and in coastal settings. In order 

to support USCG and other DHS maritime missions, these tools need to integrate into broader 

situational or maritime domain awareness contexts, connect to stakeholder decision-support 

frameworks, and tie into ice-ocean models relevant for emergency/spill response. 

 

Sea ice information for maritime activity relies heavily on satellite data and much of the 

attention given to hazards posed sea ice has been focused toward thick ice and extreme ice 

features that can be identified from space [e.g., Barber et al., 2014]. Currently, sea-ice hazards 

are evaluated based on available remote sensing data and ice charts, both of which have been 

shown to lack the temporal and spatial resolution to identify and track major sea-ice hazards 

(such as those listed above) at the tactical and operational level. Here, we consider a broader 

set of hazards related to sea ice, including those that require observations at higher temporal 

resolutions than can be achieved by polar orbiting satellites [Eicken et al., 2011; Eicken and 

Mahoney, 2014]. 

 

Past work by the investigators and industry partners has focused on the development of 

hardware and software solutions to extract relevant information about ice hazards from marine 

radar and other sensors available to or in use on USCG vessels and in coastal settings [Jones, 

2013; MV et al., 2013]. Marine radar is a robust technology that has been a mainstay of 

navigation for several decades and is capable of providing continuous situational awareness 

independent of weather or daylight. UAF researchers pioneered the use of coastal radar 

systems to study ice motion [e.g., Shapiro, 1975; Shapiro and Metzner, 1989] and through 

numerous iterations of system design have continued to use a coastal radar in Barrow to 

improve our understanding of the dynamics of landfast sea ice [Mahoney et al., 2007; 

Druckenmiller et al., 2009; Druckenmiller et al., 2010; Jones, 2013; Mahoney et al., 2015]. 

Recently, the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has pursued a parallel line of research using 

both coastal and ship-based marine radar to track ice motion and deformation in the context of 

ice engineering and MDA [Karvonen, 2016]. (FMI has invited project PI Mahoney to visit them 

later in 2016 to discuss opportunities for sharing data and methods and extended collaboration 

in the future). 
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In order to support USCG and other DHS maritime missions, these tools need to integrate into 

broader situational or maritime domain awareness contexts, connect to stakeholder decision-

support frameworks, and tie into ice-ocean models relevant for emergency/spill response. 

 

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:   Project team completed a multi-parameter suite of 

products including: an ice hazards demonstration product that directly feeds into the ADAC 

AIFC and into NOAA’s Arctic Environmental Response Management Application.   Examples 

graphics and Google-Earth compatible MKZ files are available at: 

http://seaice.alaska.edu/gi/observatories/barrow_radar/sea-ice-velocity.  We also developed 

an approach for using  ice mass-budget, velocity and deformation data products to assess 

landfast stability. The approach and results are presented in the Jones et al. (2016) paper listed 

below and could be used for validation of a high-resolution ice-ocean model.  Project team also 

developed capabilities to produce mean velocity and divergence/convergence fields compatible 

with the ADAC model architecture and using existing coastal ice radar-derived current data and 

process full time series from Barrow site.   These products will be provided to USCG RDC model 

and simulation center. 

 

Project team completed a white paper outlining North Slope/Barrow ADAC testbed, discussing 

relevant observing system resources, logistics support options, ADAC testbed elements and 

activities. The whitepaper is available through the AOS website at: 

http://www.arcticobservingsummit.org/aos-2016-white-papers-and-short-statements-public. 
 

Further work was accomplished to identify and review suitable DGPS hardware for use in harsh 

Arctic sea-ice environment and compatibility with observing system infrastructure to detect 

small-scale deformation as threat precursor. 

 

Important to highlight the project team has written and implemented algorithms for sea ice 

radar in Barrow, Alaska that allows them to create near real-time (< 1hr lag) data products 

relevant to the assessment of ice hazards. These data products include gridded fields of sea ice 

velocity and ice divergence, which can be disseminated either as raster images for simple web 

visualization or vector kmz files for ingestion into the ADAC Arctic Information Fusion Capability 

(AIFC) as well as response management systems such as Arctic ERMA (deliverable 1a).   Team 

also processed ice velocity fields for the complete sea ice radar data archive from 2007-present  

 

Late in Program Year 2, project team conducted a preliminary validation between ice drift 

observed by the UAF coastal sea ice radar and ice predicted by the HIOMAS ice-ocean model 

focusing on a recent 2-week period from April 29 to May 12, 2016.  The UAF coastal sea-ice 

radar operates in X-band.  As the figure below shows, the entire footprint of the radar overlaps 

with approximately four grid cells of the HIOMAS model. The data shown in this comparison 

reveals the complexity of nearshore ice motion sensitivity of our validation to precise timing 

and location. Development to date for the coastal flooding / storm surge has been focused in 
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the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta and Norton Sound, which are both outside the footprint of Project 

Team’s ice hazards data. 

 

 
 

Figure 3:  Comparison between radar-observed and HIOMAS ice-ocean model prediction 

Project team accomplished White paper entitled “The Potential Contribution of Sustained, 

Integrated Observations to Arctic Maritime Domain Awareness and Common Operational 

Picture Development in a Hybrid Research-Operational Setting”, which was submitted to the 

Arctic Observing Summit (AOS), March 2016, Fairbanks, Alaska under Theme 4: Stakeholder & 

Actor Engagement.  The white paper had 11 authors from four institutions and is available 

through the AOS website at: http://www.arcticobservingsummit.org/aos-2016-white-papers-

and-short-statements-public. 

 

Although we did not have adequate resources to support a graduate student in Program Year 2 

(see below), we were able to leverage support from another NSF-funded project during 

Program Year 1 of ADAC to deploy existing DGPS hardware owned by UAF on sea ice near 

Barrow (deliverable 4). Although we found that zinc-air alkaline batteries are not an adequate 

power supply for extremely low temperatures (≲ -20°F), subsequent analysis of data collected 

during sufficiently warm conditions demonstrated the capability of the hardware measure to 

small-scale ice motion. This included vertical response of the ice cover to the Arctic’s microtides 

(~ 5cm vertical) as well as thermal expansion and contraction within an enclosed lagoon.  

 

As of 30 June 2016, the project achieved TRL-6. 
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Key Stakeholder Engagements in Program Year 2:   Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, 

NOAA, NWS, US Alaskan Command, State of Alaska National Guard, and USCG D-17, project has 

been highlighted to an array of Federal and State of Alaska operators.  Further details: 

 USCG District 17: Rob Hynes, James Robinson; 

 USCG R & D Center: Rich Hansen, Bert Macesker;  

 NOAA Office of Response and Restoration: Amy Merten (Chief, Spatial Data 

Branch/Assessment and Restoration Division); 

 National Weather Service Anchorage Ice Desk: James Nelson, NOAA-NWS Regional 

Scientist; Rebecca Legatt Heim (Ice Forecaster); 

 Eskimo Walrus Commission: Vera Kingeekuk Metcalf (Executive Director) and Eugene 

Brower (President); 

 Tony Parkin (Chair -Research & Development), Alaska Clean Seas;  

 Finish Meteorological Institute: Jari Haapala (Head of Marine Research Unit). 

 

Key publications/developments/presentations:  

 Eicken, H., A. R. Mahoney, J. Jones (2015), Safe Arctic Activities Beyond Marine 

Transportation: Chukchi/Beaufort Sea coastal & offshore ice hazards. Presentation at 

the 6th Symposium on the Impacts of an Ice-Diminishing Arctic on Naval and Maritime 

Operations, Washington, DC, July 2015. 

 Eicken, H., A. R. Mahoney, J. M. Jones, T. Heinrichs, H. Bader, D. Broderson, H. 

Statsweich, T. Weingartner, T. M. Ravens, M. Ivey, and A. Merten (2016), The potential 

contribution of sustained, integrated observations to Arctic maritime domain awareness 

and common operational picture development in a hybrid research-operational setting. 

Whitepaper presented at the Arctic Observing Summit, Fairbanks, AK, March 2016. 

 Jones, J., H. Eicken, A. Mahoney, M. Rohith, C. Kambhamettu, Y. Fukamachi, K. I. 

Ohshima, and J. C. George (2016), Landfast sea ice breakouts: Stabilizing ice features, 

oceanic and atmospheric forcing at Barrow, Alaska, Cont Shelf Res, 126, 50-63. 

 Mahoney, A.R., J.M. Jones, 2015, Ship-based radar: tracking ice and hazards, 

presentation made to scientists and crew of USCGC Healy during HLY15-01, July 7-21, 

2015. 

 Mahoney A.R., H. Eicken, J.M. Jones, 2016, Identifying, Tracking and Communicating Sea 

Ice Hazards, presentation made during 3rd Biennial Arctic Observing Summit (AOS 

2016), March 15-18, Fairbanks, Alaska. 

 Mahoney A.R., H. Eicken, J.M. Jones, 2016, Tracking sea ice drift in real-time for 

maritime operations, presentation given at Arctic-Related Incidents of National 

Significance Workshop on Maritime Mass Rescue Operations, 21-22 June 2016, 

Anchorage Alaska.  
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Changes from initially approved Workplan:  The DGPS component did not receive ADAC 

support and a limited scope of work for this component was achieved through alternative 

means. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completion of vector product for 

ice velocity field in format and 

delivery mode that conforms to 

USCG and NOAA ERMA needs 

(March 2015). Multi-parameter 

suite of products as vector and 

raster data available in May 2016. 

Baseline TRL-4, target TRL-6. 

Partially achieved. TRL-6 achieved for 

raster/vector ice velocity data product. 

We have written and implemented 

algorithms for our sea ice radar in 

Barrow, Alaska that allow us to create 

near real-time (< 1hr lag) data products 

of ice velocity relevant to the assessment 

of ice hazards. This data product can be 

disseminated either as raster images for 

simple web visualization or vector kmz 

files for ingestion into response 

management systems such as Arctic 

ERMA. Additional raster/vector data 

product for ice convergence and 

divergence requires further testing to 

assess sensitivity to tuning parameters 

prior to real-time operation and is at TRL 

5. 

TRL-6 not reached for 

convergence / divergence 

product due to unanticipated 

sensitivity to tuning 

parameters for visualization. 

However, please note that 

TRL-6 was achieved for the 

ice velocity product, which 

was the product singled-out 

in this milestone. 

 

 

Capabilities to produce mean 

velocity and divergence / 

convergence fields compatible with 

ADAC model architecture and 

coastal HF radar data. (February 

2015).  

Achieved. We have demonstrated that 

the ice velocity data product is 

compatible with output from the 

HIOMAS ice-ocean model through a 

preliminary comparison of velocity grid 

values focusing on a recent 2-week 

period from April 29 to May 12, 2016.  

 N/A. 

Full time series from Barrow site 

processed by January 2016. 

Baseline TRL-4, target TRL-6. 

Achieved. We processed the complete 

time series of ice velocity using archived 

radar data from the UAF Barrow sea ice 

observatory from 2007-20-16. TRL-6 was 

achieved. 

N/A. 

White paper outlining North 

Slope/Barrow ADAC testbed, 

discussing relevant observing 

system resources, logistics support 

options, ADAC testbed elements 

and activities (December 2015). 

Baseline TRL-1, target TRL-2. 

Achieved. We accomplished milestone 3 

with the completion of a white paper 

entitled “The Potential Contribution of 

Sustained, Integrated Observations to 

Arctic Maritime Domain Awareness and 

Common Operational Picture 

Development in a Hybrid Research-

Operational Setting”, which was 

submitted to the Arctic Observing 

N/A. 
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Summit, March 2016, Fairbanks, Alaska 

under Theme 4: Stakeholder & Actor 

Engagement.  The white paper had 11 

authors from four institutions. TRL-2 was 

achieved. 

Identify and review suitable DGPS 

hardware for use in harsh Arctic 

sea-ice environment and 

compatibility with observing system 

infrastructure to detect small-scale 

deformation as threat precursor 

(April 2016). Baseline TRL-2, target 

TRL-5. 

Partially achieved. Although we did not 

have adequate resources to support a 

graduate student in Program Year 2 (see 

below), we were able to leverage support 

from another NSF-funded project during 

Program Year 1 of ADAC to deploy 

existing DGPS hardware owned by UAF 

on sea ice near Barrow (deliverable 4). 

Although we found that zinc-air alkaline 

batteries are not an adequate power 

supply for extremely low temperatures 

(≲ -20°F), subsequent analysis of data 

collected during sufficiently warm 

conditions demonstrated the capability 

of the hardware measure to small-scale 

ice motion. This included vertical 

response of the ice cover to the Arctic’s 

microtides (~ 5cm vertical) as well as 

thermal expansion and contraction 

within an enclosed lagoon. Current TRL-

4. 

This was a shortfall that 

began in Program Year 1 and 

persisted into Program Year 

2. Our overall budget for 

Program Year 2 fell short of 

what was needed both in 

student support and PI 

salary. But PI was able to 

subsidize Program Year 2 

participation in ADAC 

through other means, but 

this was not possible for 

student support. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 

Ice vector product: Number of hits 

for vector product (velocity in the 

east and north directions) through 

data portal. The number of hits will 

range from 0 hits to 100 hits/ice 

season; we will monitor website 

hits during the course of the 

performance period, and anticipate 

an increase from current values of 0 

to values around 20 during ice 

season 1 in conjunction with timing 

of USCG seasonal activities and 

information needs; we will adapt 

the product and dissemination 

approach to achieve >50 hits for ice 

season 2. 

Mostly achieved. Although we are now 

generating ice velocity data in real time, 

we have delayed making the data 

publically available until we have been 

able to assess further methods for 

removing or flagging potentially spurious 

values.  As a result, we have received no 

hits so far on the ice velocity vector 

product. 

Data not yet released publicly 

Mean ice velocity fields for model 

validation: Degree of overlap with 

model grid cells and validation time 

periods of interest. At the outset of 

Partially achieved. A high resolution 

model grid was not developed in 

Program Year 1, hence we were not able 

to demonstrate overlap between radar-

High resolution model grid 

not developed until Program 

Year 2 
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the project there is no overlap 

because of lack of a high-resolution 

grid for the forecast model for the 

region. We anticipate an overlap of 

<25% (with <10 days of overlap in 

time) after the first version of the 

grid has been set up (Program Year 

1) and will begin to work towards 

overlap >75% (with >100 days 

overlap in time; both being 

constrained by coastal bathymetry 

and model resolution) for Program 

Year 22 of the project. 

derived data products and model output 

until this year. Having demonstrated 

overlap during a 2-week validation 

period in April-May (milestone 1b), we 

have now met the Program Year 1 1 

metric and with both the radar and 

HIOMAS model now operating in real-

time, we anticipate almost continuous 

temporal overlap going forward.  

North Slope/Barrow testbed: Metric 

combines the Number of co-authors 

on testbed paper (>4), and number 

of pages (>10), and number of 

downloads/requests (>10) of the 

final product. The metric ranges 

from 0 (present state with no white 

paper available) to 50. 

Achieved.  The whitepaper presented at 

the ASSW meeting in Fairbanks in March 

(milestone 3) has 11 co-authors from 4 

different institutions/agencies. Between 

January and June 2016 it was 

downloaded 14 times, with additional 

downloads in late 2015 that were not 

tracked. The white paper is now posted 

on Research Gate, which will allow us to 

track future requests.  

 N/A. 

DGPS tracking: Number of days of 

DGPS receivers operational at 

Barrow testbed; precision in 

horizontal and vertical components 

for location and strain. The number 

of days of DGPS receivers being 

operational will range from 10 days 

to 250 days. We anticipate that for 

the first field test (Program Year 2) 

prior to development of a robust 

power supply suitable for the harsh 

deployment environment, we may 

be able to collect 20 days’ worth of 

data. Subsequent work will seek to 

raise this number to the full 

duration of the ice season. The 

range for horizontal and vertical 

components for location will be 0 m 

to 10 m. The range for horizontal 

and vertical components for strain 

will be 0 to 10%. This metric 

depends on the suitability of the 

testbed environment at Barrow and 

the precision of the DGPS array. 

While remote sensing data suggest 

Achieved. Despite receiving no support 

for this activity through ADAC, we were 

able to leverage other funded research 

activities to deploy 4 DGPS receivers on 

the ice of Elson Lagoon for 60 days and 

detect movement related to thermal 

expansion of the ice and sea level 

fluctuations of < 1cm. 

 N/A. 
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that both horizontal and vertical 

dislocation and resulting strain 

should exceed a few cm (i.e. be 

detectable) the first field test, will 

have to demonstrate that. 

Subsequent work, guided by 

feedback from stakeholders, will 

seek to improve this incrementally. 

 

Program Year 2 Outcomes, Output and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives:  

1. Completion of vector product for ice velocity field in format and delivery mode that 

conforms to USCG and NOAA ERMA needs (March 2015). Multi-parameter suite of products 

as vector and raster data available in May 2016. Baseline TRL-4, target TRL-6. 

2. Capabilities to produce mean velocity and divergence/convergence fields compatible with 

ADAC model architecture and coastal HF radar data. (February 2015). Full time series from 

Barrow site processed by January 2016. Baseline TRL-4, target TRL-6. 

3. White paper outlining North Slope/Barrow ADAC testbed, discussing relevant observing 

system resources, logistics support options, ADAC testbed elements and activities 

(December 2015). Baseline TRL-1, target TRL-2. 

4. Identify and review suitable DGPS hardware for use in harsh Arctic sea-ice environment and 

compatibility with observing system infrastructure to detect small-scale deformation as 

threat precursor (April 2016). Baseline TRL-2, target TRL-5. 

Program Year 2 Results: 

1. Completed vector product for ice velocity field in format and delivery mode that conforms 

to USCG and NOAA ERMA needs (March 2015). Multi-parameter suite of products as vector 

and raster data available in May 2016. Baseline TRL-4.  TRL-6 was achieved for primary 

product and TRL-5 was achieved for secondary product (as discussed in table above). 

2. Capabilities to produce mean velocity and divergence/convergence fields compatible with 

ADAC model architecture and coastal HF radar data. (February 2015). Full time series from 

Barrow site processed by January 2016. Baseline TRL-4. Achieved TRL-6.  

3. Completed white paper outlining North Slope/Barrow ADAC testbed, discussing relevant 

observing system resources, logistics support options, ADAC testbed elements and activities 

(December 2015). Baseline TRL-1.  Achieved TRL-2. 

4. Identified and reviewed suitable DGPS hardware for use in harsh Arctic sea-ice environment 

and compatibility with observing system infrastructure to detect small-scale deformation as 

threat precursor (April 2016). Baseline TRL-2.  Achieved TRL-5. 
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Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:   Although we did not have adequate 

resources to support a graduate student in Program Year 2, we were able to leverage support 

from another NSF-funded project during Program Year 1 of ADAC to deploy existing DGPS 

hardware owned by UAF on sea ice near Barrow (deliverable 4). Although we found that zinc-air 

alkaline batteries are not an adequate power supply for extremely low temperatures (≲ -20°F), 

subsequent analysis of data collected during sufficiently warm conditions demonstrated the 

capability of the hardware measure to small-scale ice motion. This included vertical response of 

the ice cover to the Arctic’s microtides (~ 5cm vertical) as well as thermal expansion and 

contraction within an enclosed lagoon.  

 

PROJECT:  Monitoring Intentional and Unintentional Catastrophic Events: Detecting sea ice 

and oil spills through measurement of the H2O and C isotope geochemistry in winds. 

 

Project PI:  Dr. Jeff Welker 

 

Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage. 

 

Supporting Team:  Dr. E. Klein (Research Scientist), Mr. J Ferguson (Data Technician).  There 

was no student involvement in this project. 

 

Abstract: Winds of the maritime environment have been continuously monitored as a means of 

detecting sea ice conditions; vessel emissions and oil spills against a natural background of 

marine boundary-layer atmospheric chemistry.  Our research has been accomplished by 

measuring water vapor isotopic attributes each second (averaging over 5 min) while transiting 

from the Gulf of Alaska to the Beaufort Sea on the USCG Healy as well as placed-based station 

measurements at the Port of Anchorage. Our primary aim is to provide ship or vessel captains 

real-time data of sea ice conditions (open water, light sea ice, heavy sea ice and total sea ice 

coverage) that will be displayed at the helm of vessels that are fitted with the detection 

systems as well as making sea ice conditions estimates available from shore/platform-based 

systems via a link at the ADAC web site. Simultaneously, we are detecting unusual petroleum 

events in the marine environment, developing a visualization model that will display petroleum 

(carbon) in the environment across a range of categories (green=ambient/background 

conditions; yellow=changing conditions; red=extreme changes-i.e. vessel or aircraft emission 

plume or oil spill plum in the direct vicinity). Our primary findings are that sea ice conditions are 

reliably reflected in situ on ships as is the presence of aircraft emissions. Shore based systems 

(Port of ANC) are more complicated and sea ice coverage detection is less reliable, in our case 

do to the distance (~100 yards) of the measurement system from the ocean.   
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Winds and seawater of the maritime environment are to be continuously monitored as a means 

of detecting sea ice conditions, vessel emissions and oil spills against a natural background of 

marine boundary-layer atmospheric chemistry.  This will be combined with a vessel-based in 

situ seawater isotope measurement system for fish security and ocean current detection.  Our 

research will be accomplished by measuring these attributes while transiting from the Gulf of 

Alaska to the N end of the Chukchi Sea (78oN) on the USCG Healy as well as placed-based 

stations in Cook Inlet/Port of Anchorage. Our primary aim is to provide ship or vessel captains 

real-time data of sea ice conditions (open water, light sea ice, heavy sea ice and total sea ice 

coverage) that will be displayed at the helm of vessels that are fitted with the detection 

systems as well as making sea ice conditions available from shore/platform-based systems via a 

link at the ADAC web site.  

 

Simultaneously, we are detecting unusual petroleum events in the marine environment, 

developing a visualization model that will display petroleum (carbon) in the environment across 

a range of categories (green=ambient/background conditions; yellow=changing conditions; 

red=extreme changes-i.e. vessel or aircraft emission plume or oil spill plum in the direct 

vicinity).  

 

The final facet of our program is testing a ship-based in situ sea water isotope device as a tool 

to map the spatial patters of the marine food web as a commercial fish security technique and 

ocean current awareness.   

 

Baseline:  The project’s baseline is TRL-7/8 for sea ice detection system, TRL-5/6 for 

oil/emission detection and TRL-5/6 for the new seawater food web isotope system.  Project sea 

ice system passed its first set of field testing on the Healy in 2015 and will undergo validation 

during the 2016 Healy mission including near-real time algorithm and visualization presentation 

at the vessel bridge.  Project oil detection system passed its first test as well during the Healy 

2015 mission with the detection of helicopter emissions and its ability to detect the natural 

variation in ocean productivity and background methane properties.  Project oil/C system will 

undergo further testing during the 2016 USCG Healy mission and during the USCG RDC Airborne 

Oil exercise in the fall of 2016.   

 

Project baseline is founded on the fact that the isotope geochemistry of water vapor is 

regulated by evaporation and sea water temperature processes that are associated with sea ice 

conditions as we predicted and have initially documented (i.e. Healy 2015 Research and 

Development Center mission).  In addition, δ13CO2/δ13CH4 of air associated with petroleum 

products, especially, oil/exhaust are hugely different from background air and this was 

validated by our detection in 2015 of helicopter flyovers during the Healy R&D Center mission.    

 

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:   Project team has initially found that there is a range 

of natural variation in the δ13CO2 of winds over the ocean that appear to reflect ocean 
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productivity but further testing and validation is required to unravel a time lag observed and 

the correspondence of chlorophyll traits, pCO2 in sea water and the δ13CO2 of ocean air.  

Awareness of the marine system includes the chemistry and the biology of the ocean; and to 

this end, team is testing a technology that measures continuously, in situ, the oxygen and 

hydrogen isotopes of seawater.  This may lead to dramatic advances in Arctic Ocean fisheries 

security and ocean current detection. 

 

Data capture from real time sea ice and petroleum detecting devices for continuous operations 

was conducted from October 2015 to May 2016 (ice season).  Data was forwarded via a secured 

remote communication to provide data streaming to support team (Axiom Data Science) for 

algorithm development.  Axiom’s support to AIFC project team allows for data to be utilized for 

data fusion.   

 

Project team operate water vapor and CO2/CH4 continuous isotope devices on the USGC Healy 

from Kodiak Island, into the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort seas during the USCG R&D SAR 

exercise in July of 2015.  

 

From the collections aboard the Healy, the below figure depicts the continuous water vapor 

isotope measurements (18O and 2H) and the calculated d-excess values on the Healy from 

Kodiak Island to the Beaufort Sea and back to Nome in July of 2015.  Included are also ancillary 

data of light, wind and temperatures.  Note the progressive decline in the water vapor isotope 

values from the south to the north. 

 
 

Figure 4: Continuous water vapor measurements and the calculated d-excess values on the Healy from Kodiak 
Island to the Beaufort Sea and back to Nome in July 2015 

The below figure relates the Real time carbon cycle (petroleum) (CO2 concentration) δ13CO2 and 

CH4 concentration and δ13CH4 over the course of the Healy mission in 2015.  There are several 

key findings: we see δ13CH4 variance of about 8 per mil (panel a) and that there are locations 
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where more depleted values are apparent in the sub-Arctic compared to the Arctic which may 

be a reflection of sea ice coverage and low rates of fractionation in the Arctic. In addition, we 

see an overall increase in the methane concentration in the marine boundary layer (panel b) 

from the sub-Arctic to the Arctic suggestive of increases in methane seeps and emissions of 

permafrost derived methane or from methane hydrates in the colder waters of the Arctic. 

 
Figure 5: Real-time carbon cycle (petroleum) (CO2 concentration) δ13CO2 and CH4 concentration and δ13CH4 over 
course of the Healy mission in 2015. 

There are several key findings: we see δ13CH4 variance of about 8 per mil (panel a) and that there 
are locations where more depleted values are apparent in the sub-Arctic compared to the Arctic 
which may be a reflection of sea ice coverage and low rates of fractionation in the Arctic. In 
addition, we see an overall increase in the methane concentration in the marine boundary layer 
(panel b) from the sub-Arctic to the Arctic suggestive of increases in methane seeps and 
emissions of permafrost derived methane or from methane hydrates in the colder waters of the 
Arctic.  
 

The following figure depicts CO2 data (1x sec) over the course of the Healy mission.   Panel’s c 

and d depict the variation in CO2 concentrations that reflect ocean sea-atmosphere exchanges 

and the diurnal variation in 13C (panel d) reflect changes in photosynthesis and productivity that 

is greatest in the sub-Arctic and lower in the Arctic.   
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Figure 6:  CO2 data (1x sec) over course of Healy mission 

 

The following figure is a real time screen print from the detection device showing back-to-back 

flyovers of S&R helicopters on the Healy 2015 mission. Note two peaks in the 3 graph-CO2 

concentrations increase dramatically while the 13C values (first graph) show a corresponding 

decrease-this is only made possible by detecting petroleum based emissions. 
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Figure 7:  Real-time screen print from the detection device showing back-to-back flyovers of S&R helicopters on the 
Healy 2015 mission 

Port of Anchorage Program 

 

The following figure shows Port of Anchorage (Cook Inlet) water vapor isotope values (δ18O and 

δ2H) as well as the calculated d-excess values from the time period October 2015 to March 

2016 (possible ice period). Additional data include humidity, wind speed and wind directions  
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Figure 8:  Port of Anchorage (Cook Inlet) water vapor isotope values (δ18O vs. δ2H) as well as the calculated d-excess 
values from the time period October 2015 to March 2016 (possible ice period). 

 

The following figure depicts water vapor isotope line (δ18O vs. δ2H) that identify the relationship 

between the oxygen and the hydrogen isotopes of water vapor over the course of the study 

period (October 2015-March 2016).  These are 5 minute averages equally over 6,000,000 

measurements across ~120 days.  Note the inconsistent offset for the co-isotope plots 

associated with extensive sea ice coverage compared to other conditions, with low sea ice. This 

inconsistency seems associated with the complexity of being away from the shoreline and the 

variability between land and sea based water vapor attributes.  Placing land-based systems 

within the Cook Inlet on a platform or at the end of a pier were the signals could be more 

robust. 
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Figure 9:  Water vapor isotope line (δ18O vs. δ2H) that identifies the relationship between the oxygen and hydrogen 
isotopes of water vapor over the course of the study period (October 2015-March 2016) 

In sum, the above series of figures  reflect multiple facets, correlating strong evidence of the 

project’s conclusion of baseline technology readiness at level 7/8 for sea ice detection system, 

5/6 for oil/emission detection and for level of 5/6 for the new seawater food web isotope 

system. 

Key Stakeholder Engagements in Program Year 2:   Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, 

NOAA, NWS, Alaskan Command, State of Alaska National Guard, and USCG D-17, project has 

been highlighted to an array of Federal and State of Alaska operators.  Many engagements 

resulted in desire to seek greater insight to the project’s science. Further details of stakeholder 

engagements: 

 Cook Inlet Regional Advisory Council  

 NOAA Sea Ice Desk 

 Port of Anchorage  

 Municipality of Anchorage-communications 

 Picaroon Inc.-Healy 

 NOAA Precision Measuring Equipment Laboratory 

 UAF (SOF-Pelagic NOAA cruise 2016) 

 GasMet-hydrocarbon Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) in situ Device-

Airborne discussions.  
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Key publications/developments/presentations: 

 Audubon, February 2016: Arctic on the Edge-Special Issue: Aboard the Last Ship to 

Nowhere-M Funk and E Horvath.  Featuring J Welker and E Kleins’s ADAC sea ice and oil 

detection program. 

 Klein, E., Cherry, J., Cable, J., Noone, D., Leffler, J. and Welker, J. M. (2015) Arctic 
cyclone water vapor isotopes support past sea ice retreat recorded in Greenland ice. 
Nature Scientific Reports 5: 10295 DOI: 10:1038/srep10295. (Related to ADAC’s sea ice 
detection efforts-assisted in NSF collaborations via instrumentation and conceptual 
framework). 

 Klein, E. and Welker, J. M.  2016 (submitted).  Arctic Ocean water vapor isotopes 

explain gradual past sea ice extent change in Greenland ice cores. ADAC’s Healy data 

being vetted by the scientific community and its application to understanding the 

fundamental basis of the Arctic water isotope cycle. 

 TV Reporting:  Al Jazeera American-Healy mission 2015, November 2015 airing. 

 Other Media: 

o Alaska Dispatch News, January 2016, “Sniffing Arctic Change”-Welker and Klein’s 

Healy 2015 mission results. 

o UAA Spirit-Alumni Bulletin; Fall 2015: UAA in the Arctic; “Climate Change and the 

Water Isotope Cycle-Welker and Klein’s 2015 Healy R&D Expedition, pp. 4&5. 

Changes from initially approved Workplan: Project was not funded to establish research 

stations at Port of Anchorage or Nome. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Complete ordering of station instruments. Achieved. N/A. 

Complete winterized housing for the devices secured, power 
delivery secured. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Complete station installation, instruments deployment, and 
instrument calibration. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Complete bringing instruments into operational states and 
data streaming to the COE Headquarters. 

Achieved, and 
data accessible 
remotely. 

N/A. 

Complete initial testing in Port of Anchorage area and fitting a 
UAV with a C-sensing device. 

Partially achieved. 
Testing finalized. 

Project team did not 
receive UAV equipment 
funding. 

Complete design for portable of isotope devices to be loaded 
on UAVs. 

Not 
accomplished. 

Project team did not 
receive UAV equipment 
funding. 

Integration of model data into the IISoS. Partially achieved.  
Conducted initial 
discussions with 
AIFC project 
team. 

IISoS not operational, 
modelled data could be 
made available to AIFC 
when needed by AIFC 
Project PI. 
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METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Levels of compliance with instruments calibration 
specifications. The level of compliance of the instruments will 
range from 98 to 100%. For water vapor isotopes the standard 
deviation for 34 standards will be less than 0.5 per mil for 
δ18O and 2 per mil for δ 2H and for δ13C in CO2 it will be less 
than 1 per mill. 

Achieved. Full 
compliance with 
standards. 

N/A. 

Daily coefficient of variation of the measurements. The daily 
coefficient of variation will range from 50 to 100%. The goal 
will be to assign this variation to fluctuations in wind 
trajectory, sea ice conditions, moisture sources, petroleum 
sources and emissions. 

Achieved. 
Variations meet 
metrics. 

N/A. 

Accuracy in detection of ship emissions will exceed 75% 
compared to known tracking routes and will exceed 80% in 
Program 2 (planned at Port of Anchorage). 

Not 
accomplished. 

Project team did not 
receive funding for 13C 
analyzer for Port of 
Anchorage. 

Volume of data delivered to the COE Headquarters. 30 
MB/day and will increase as our instrument packages at the 
two sites increase. We will monitor data delivery and verify 
our volume (planned for Nome). 

Not 
accomplished. 

Project team did not 
receive funding for Nome 
site. 

Variance in sea ice extent detected will be less than 30% 
compared to MODIS Aqua images for the same periods. We 
anticipate that ship-based losses of petroleum products and 
emissions will be detectable within the active air-shed within 
1-10 miles, depending on wind speed and direction. 

Achieved.  Sea 
ice-isotope. 

N/A. 

 

Outcomes, Outputs and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives:  Background daily, weekly and monthly atmospheric properties of 

carbon and water isotopes will be punctuated by vessel traffic and sea ice cover variance along 

the Bering Sea coast and Cook Inlet.  Continuous real-time C and water isotope values will be 

visualized in the COE Headquarters and discrepancies between background and extreme events 

will result in immediate notification of the USCG. Program Year 2 metrics 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Program Year 2 Results:  The project achieved baseline TRL--7/8 for sea ice detection system, 

TRL-5/6 for oil/emission detection and TRL- 5/6 for the new seawater food web isotope system.   

Project team demonstrated success of the fundamental research theories, but plans for 

equipment purchases to conduct real-time monitoring on Bering Sea coast and Cook Inlet were 

not supportable at this juncture, due to insufficient interest by HQ USCG on application of 

project protocols.  

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  No unanticipated problems were 

encountered in Program Year 2 in conducting basic research and verifying research proposals.  

Equipment funding to commence real-time monitoring as originally envisioned in Program Year 

2 Workplan, would be necessary to fully achieve Program Year 2 Objectives for Bering Sea coast 

and Port of Anchorage.  While not approved in ADAC Program Year 3, Project remains ready to 

execute. 
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Theme 2:  Maritime Technology. 

PROJECT:  Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC). 

 

Project PI’s:  Dr. Kenrick Mock and Mr. Tom Heinrichs. 

 

Lead Institutions:  University of Alaska Anchorage and University of Alaska Fairbanks. 

 

Supporting Team: “AIFC Network” 

 Axiom Data Sciences:  Mr. Rob Bochenek, in association with Alaska Ocean Observation 

 System (AOOS); 

 Alaska Marine Exchange:  Mr. Ed Page; 

 NOVA Corporation:  Mr. Brian Conroy. 

 Note, no students participated in this project. 

 

Abstract:  Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC) seeks to support operational decision 

makers in the maritime domain ranging from operational commanders to tactical operators to 

community-based observers.  AIFC strives to gain two dimensional geographic orientation of 

precision mapping data, near-real-time and high resolution satellite imagery incorporated with 

available modeling, sensors, web based communications and appropriate social networking 

feeds to gain domain awareness in support of operational decision making and interface with 

humans and responders in the field.   

 

Further, AIFC provides elements of domain awareness from a 3 dimensional “column” view to 

gain insights vertically from seabed to surface and surface skyward.  AIFC seeks to achieve a 

near- real-time and forecast decision support that can transition to intelligent decision support 

in a follow-on phase.  AIFC near-real-time products will be delivered as rapidly as possible 

following capture and processing of the observation. In general, near-real-time is a qualitative 

descriptor.  In the AIFC context it refers to products delivered between a few seconds up to 30 

minutes following capture. 

    

In Phase 1, AIFC leverages and fuses existing sources, capabilities, and models to provide 

operational decision support.  This includes visualization and mapping of sensor output, marine 

systems modeling, communications, appropriate social networking feeds, and other 

information required for Arctic maritime situational awareness.  This also includes a 

deployable/field capability to support USCG emergency on-scene coordinators and community-

based observations. In Phase 2, AIFC transitions to provide intelligent decision support and 

prototype the automatic control of sensors and robotic systems.  
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Baseline:   

In Program Year 1 we developed a prototype interface between ADAC systems and the end 

user. This effort was called the Integrated Intelligent System of Systems (IISOS) at the time. The 

prototype ingested and visualized data from community-based observers, a high-resolution 

coastal storm surge model, AIS vessel tracking, a H20 and CO2/CH4 isotope detector, and a 

variety of environmental feeds (Extra-Tropical Storm Surge model, Global Hybrid Coordinate 

Ocean Model, NCEP Global Forecast System, NWS NDFD and NAM-12 for Alaska, WaveWatch 

III, and the AOOS real-time catalog, among others). Demonstration scenarios were developed in 

support of SAR operations, an interactive oil spill response simulation, and coastal surge 

forecasting and response for the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta using Delft3D. These demonstrations 

in sum, presented a partial index of existing modeling and data, providing a limited view of 

potential fusion future opportunities.  

 

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:   In Program Year 2 we restructured the project as 

the Arctic Information Fusion Capability, a partnered approach to comprehensively support 

maritime situational awareness in support of Arctic operators. We established a funded 

research and development team that investigators and developers including University of 

Alaska, Anchorage, Axiom Data Science, NOVA Corporation and Kestrel Technology Group, and 

University of Alaska Fairbanks - Geographic Information Network of Alaska (GINA).   

 

We established collaborative teaming with Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS), NOAA’s 

Arctic Environmental Response Management Application (ERMA®), NASA Arctic Collaborative 

Environment (NASA ACE), Arctic Slope Regional Corporation - Federal (ASRC), and National 

Weather Service (NWS).  This restructured team brought a diversity of talent and expertise to 

create initial aspects of an approach to generate, store, manage, visualize, and analyze data and 

models related to Arctic situational awareness.   As much of AIFC restructuring was 

accomplished late in Program Year 2, most of the efforts was centered in developing, gaining 

agreement and initiating planning, much of the program’s significant milestones will be 

achieved in Program Year 3. 

 

Accordingly, in Program Year 2, AIFC established a management structure, conducted research 

and development activities as described below: 

 

 Conferenced with NOAA’s Arctic ERMA to initiate design to advance existing projects 

and data feeds either developed by ADAC or gained from authoritative sources to 

advance Arctic ERMA’s existing capabilities.   

 Built a working group focused around use of Nova Dine-Kestrel’s FIST (Field Information 

Support Tool) to enable a user-defined field capability for both USCG on-scene 

coordinators and community-based observers. 
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 Leveraged additional value from existing data providers such as the Alaska Ocean 

Observing System, NOAA National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and 

academic activities such as UAF’s Geographic Information Network of Alaska and 

University of New Mexico’s DataONE program. 

 Created a comprehensive catalogue of data feeds to serve as “building blocks” for AIFC, 

connecting ADAC models and open source authoritative data focused on the Arctic 

region. 

 Conducted fusion of feeds between sensor sourced data, such as AIS feeds from Alaska 

Marine Exchange overlaid with ADAC HIOMAS ice data to gain insights as to near real-

time maritime vessel movement in proximity with forecast sea-ice movements. 

 

AIFC Project team contributed value added and fused products back to established interface 

providers including AOOS, NASA’s Arctic Collaborative Environment, and the National Weather 

Service; provided similar products for use in model initialization and validation to groups 

including University of Alaska and NOAA NCEP modelers. 

Key Stakeholders Engagement in Program Year 2:  In developing the plan during Program Year 

2 for Program Year 3, ADAC consulted an array of stakeholders and partners, including: 

Headquarters USCG, USCG District 17, USCG RDC, Rutgers University, DHS Data Analytics 

Engine, NOAA/NWS, NOAA Office of Response and Restoration, Alaskan Command, Marine 

Exchange of Alaska, Alaska Ocean and Observation Center, UAF Geophysical Institute and 

Institute of Marine Science, and the Community Based Observer Coalition. 

HQ USCG, USCG D-17, and USCG RDC, as critical customers to the project, highlighted the 

December 2015 USCG Arctic Strategy Implementation Plan as the key “requirements” aspect 

for AIFC.  Per the USCG Arctic Strategy Implementation Plan, “Create an Arctic Fusion Center” 

(Page 9 of the Implementation Plan) highlighted the need for AIFC, that would in essence, serve 

to be the decision management capability to serve at the USCG’s Arctic Fusion Center.   In 

discussion with HQ USCG, USCG RDC and D-17 personnel (both at leadership and at Action 

Officer levels), all pointed to the aspect that Fusion of a myriad of Arctic Data was needed for 

USCG Arctic Operators to have relevant information from latent, near real and real time, 

coupled with modeled data with appropriate geographic orientation for increased speed and 

accuracy for decision.  These key customers highlighted over a series of fact finding and scoping 

teleconferences, the need to leverage Arctic ERMA as a suitable foundation, as ERMA was the 

USCG’s decision support tool of choice for disaster response since Deepwater Horizon.  Both 

USCG and NOAA personnel highlighted that ERMA use was advocated for at senior USCG 

leadership level.  Further, partnering with NOAA’s Arctic ERMA was encouraged as such 

partnership would gain synergy between ADAC and NOAA research and development efforts in 

support of USCG Operator decision needs. 
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Key publications/developments/presentations:  AIFC initial concept was presented at the 

Arctic Science Summit week at University of Alaska Fairbanks on 14 March 2016.  An advanced 

discussion on AIFC was presented at the Arctic Incidents of National Significance workshop at 

the University of Alaska Anchorage on 21 June 2016. 

 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:  Robotics Technology Corporation’s contract and 

associated Principal Investigator, Dr Robert Finkelstein, for Intelligent Integrated Systems of 

Systems (IISOS) made insufficient progress to meet IISOS program goals in accordance with 

DHS-approved Workplan.  Further, new ADAC leadership determined that IISOS was missing an 

opportunity to deliver nearer-term needs of the USCG operator, while working towards more 

advanced goals of Artificial Intelligence command and control of autonomous systems in an 

unclear manner.  Accordingly, IISOS program was reoriented and restructured to include near-

term objectives to specifically address USCG’s Arctic Strategy Implementation Plan’s Initiative 

to create an Arctic Fusion Center.   

 

Consequently, in coordination with DHS S&T OUP PM, HQ USCG, USCG Research and 

Development Center and USCG District 17, ADAC created a new initiative: Arctic Information 

Fusion Capability as the Center’s Flagship project, creating a plan to integrate an array of data, 

visualization feeds, models, community-based observation reports and more, into a decision 

management construct as agile decision support for USCG, DHS and other Maritime 

Operators…and to support the public good.   

 

AIFC is not intended to be a platform, but a collection of research and development endeavors, 

oriented to advance already existing platforms in use by USCG, specifically, NOAA’s Arctic 

Environmental Response Management Application, (ERMA).  AIFC was oriented into a two-

phase project. In the first phase, fusion of relevant information will be successfully addressed. 

In the second phase, advance goals to further develop the capability to leverage artificial 

intelligence to advance decision-making and seeking to also direct autonomous hardware in the 

Arctic region (as envisioned in the original IISOS project) would be researched and developed.  

Co-Principal Investigators for the new project were established: Dr. Kenrick Mock of UAA 

College of Engineering and Mr. Tom Heinrichs, University of Alaska Fairbanks Geophysical 

Institutes’ Geographical Information Network of Alaska.    Accordingly, components of IISOS 

found to be capable to reorient to meet AIFC project goals were retained in the new project 

approach.   

 

As a result of restructuring IISOS to AIFC late in Program Year 2, AIFC project schedule, 

milestones and metrics were not specifically defined for Program Year 2, but developed for 

Program Year 3. 

 

DHS S&T OUP Program Manager approved transitioning IISOS to AIFC on 21 March 2016. 
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Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 
 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED? 
Incorporation of additional 
sensors that includes CBONs, 
satellite, UAV, Smart-Cam, and 
other sensor networks. 

Partially achieved.  Technically, AIFC has 
incorporated sensor inputs via a catalogue of 
feeds that include ADAC models, authentic data 
and information from models generated outside 
of ADAC.  However, full incorporation has not 
been realized.  AIFC research network has 
identified appropriate feeds in the categories as 
mentioned above and has made initial progress 
towards coordinating “fusion” efforts from an IT-
services perspective.  

Project restructured late in 
Program Year 2. 

Completion of additional 
scenario and demonstration 
design. 
 

Partially achieved.  Initial AIFC catalogue of feeds 
(the basic building blocks of Fusion data feeds) 
corresponding to use case scenarios, via user 
defined parameters is posted at the following 
website: http://axiomdatascience.com/maps/aifc 

Project restructured late in 
Program Year 2 

Knowledge representation and 
development to act upon 
additional sensor inputs and 
their VVT. 

Not accomplished.  February 2016 review by new 
ADAC leadership determined milestone was not 
achievable in either Program Year 2 or Program 
Year 3.   

ADAC leadership 
determined milestone not 
feasible following February 
2016 review. 

Successful completion of the 
new scenario demonstrations. 

Partially achieved.  Use cases, course of action 
development, and associated decision 
management user interfaces based on USCG D-17 
mission needs was discussed with exercise 
planners for USCG Arctic Chinook.   

Scenario demonstrations 
can be accomplished via 
manually enabling models 
and data overlays via AIFC 
Catalogue of Feeds. 

Write and submit project results 
to peer-reviewed venue. 

Not accomplished.   However, AIFC initial concept 
was presented at the Arctic Science Summit week 
at University of Alaska Fairbanks on 14 March 
2016.  An advanced discussion on AIFC was 
presented at the Arctic Incidents of National 
Significance workshop at the University of Alaska 
Anchorage on 21 June 2016. 
 

Unable to accomplish due 
to program restructuring in 
February 2016.  However, 
project has been 
collaboratively developed 
with HQ USCG, USCG RDC, 
USCG D-17 and NOAA 
participation. 

Observed 0.7 Not Accomplished.  IISOS “Observe, Orient Decide 
and Act” metrics are not relevant to restructured 
Arctic Information Fusion Capability.  AIFC Metrics 
and Milestones established in Program Year 3. 

IISOS Program Year2 
metrics were determined 
not to be feasible by new 
ADAC leadership during 
February 2016 Project 
review.   

Oriented 0.7 See above See above 

Decided 0.8 See above See above 

Acted 0.8 See above See above 

Perceived 15 minutes See above See above 

Configured 10 minutes See above See above 

 
  

http://axiomdatascience.com/maps/aifc
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Outcomes, Outputs and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives (as originally planned in IISOS): 

The outputs for Program Years 1 and 2 will be successful demonstrations of the 4D/RCS and the 
System of Systems. By the end of Program Year 1 the outcome will be a systems framework 
that can incorporate multiple input sources, intelligently process the data, and transform the 
data to actionable information. The Program Year 2 demonstration will show how the 4D/RCS 
can expand and evolve, increasing in intelligence and becoming capable of controlling a IISoS 
growing in size and complexity. The outcome will be an IISoS with an intelligent control system, 
the 4D/RCS, at its core, able to adapt to other applications and environments (e.g., non-Arctic, 
land borders, general counter-terrorism, etc.). 
 
Program Year 2 Results: 

IISOS was restructured late in Program Year 2, following a period of insufficient progress to 

form AIFC as ADAC’s principal end to end project, and to address a key USCG Arctic Strategy 

Implementation Plan initiative.  AIFC was specifically designed in two phases to meet more near 

term needs of USCG operators in Phase 1 (Fusion of Arctic data/information to enhance 

operator decision support).  Program Year 2 results were establishing a team to address both 

“Fusion Central” and “Fusion Forward.”  Building blocks for both aspects where achieved in 

creating catalogues of feeds for “Fusion Central” that will be ingested into Arctic ERMA and 

Fusion Forward, by adapting software into FIST to connect and support USCG on-scene 

coordinators in times of crisis, and Community-Based Observations.  By focusing AIFC to 

advance Arctic ERMA (NOAA’s ERMA system is already used by USCG operators in crisis 

management, first accomplished in the “Deep-waters Horizon” oil spill response in the Gulf of 

Mexico in 2010), adding capabilities to ERMA eliminates duplication of effort through 

partnering with an already established provider to USCG and results in actual delivering of 

capability useful to USCG, with little to no additional acquisition costs. 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  From July 2015 to February 2016, 

IISOS was insufficiently led to accomplish substantive progress towards optimistically 

determined schedule, milestones and metrics.  USCG community of interest (Headquarters, 

USCG RDC and District 17 was insufficiently consulted in the Program Year 2 plan and execution 

of IISOS.  With the establishment of new ADAC team, Center leadership was able to gain 

invaluable insight as to the USCG’s more urgent operational concern:  advancing information 

fusion from authoritative sources coupled with incorporating models tailored to scenario “use 

cases” constructed with advanced data management protocols to enable agile decision 

support.  ADAC’s AIFC plan incorporated in the Center’s Program Year 3 Workplan addresses 

the series of tasks specifically needed to enable “Phase 1” aspects of advancing Arctic ERMA to 

advanced levels of decision support for USCG operations. 
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PROJECT:  SmartCam (Computational Photometer). 
 

Project PI:  Dr. Samuel Siewert.   

Lead Institution:  Embry—Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU), Prescott Arizona. 

Supporting Team:  Embedded Systems Engineering Program; ERAU Aviation Science Weather 

RADAR Station. 

Abstract:  The goal of the SmartCam project is to construct a power efficient (less than 10 Watt 

peak) three channel (visible + long wave infrared) camera system.  The SmartCam integrates all 

off-the-shelf optics, computing and detectors, so it is defined by software and the system 

design.  Unlike traditional cameras that either stream live video for remote analysis or simply 

store data for post analysis, the SmartCam system can perform image processing on the camera 

itself in real time to save the most salient images, pre-processed for efficient opportunistic 

download or uplink to the “cloud.” 

The processing can provide passive 3D mapping, fusion of thermal images with visible and 

provide low-light and night vision.  The software-defined multi-spectral imaging is hypothesized 

to enable collection of salient security and safety images with greater efficiency and will be 

compared directly to continuous image archives also taken by SmartCam (continuous 1-to-30 

Hz).  Overall, key performance metrics for the SmartCam are total power used (total energy 

consumed in Watt/hours) as well as the number of false and correct positive and negative 

images collected.   

 

Baseline:  Objectives for Program Year 2 were primarily identification of processing elements 

for continuous operation at less than 10 Watts, which was achieved.  Further field and bench 

demonstration objectives were achieved in California, Alaska field tests and in labs at Embry 

Riddle and University of Alaska and Colorado.  A goal for simple replication of results and simple 

build and duplicate has been demonstrated by involving University of Alaska, Colorado and 

Embry Riddle as a distributed team.   

 

SmartCam provides optical mapping, segmentation and tracking of many types of objects of 

interest with better accuracy than any single sensing method and also provides back-up for 

security and safety scenarios where LIDAR/RADAR is not feasible, fails, and when secondary 

methods are evaded or even spoofed.  For example, longwave infrared (LWIR) with visible 

fusion can verify marine vessel engine and exhaust configuration detected with S-AIS structured 

data for the vessel that is optically detected by SmartCam. 

 

SmartCam uses an embedded camera system with 3 or more cameras composed of visible and 

long-wave infrared with passive 3D mapping features. Cameras may be directly interfaced or 
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remote to the unit using line-of-sight 4.8 GHz RF links to improve flexibility of mounting 

configurations for wide range of applicable uses for security (UAV, buoy mast, poles/towers, 

tree, and vessel mast).  This smarter multi-spectral “Go-Pro-like” instrument has the potential 

for many application areas including safety, security, and resource monitoring.   

 

The Software Defined Multi-Spectral Imager (SDMSI) combines long-wave, near-infrared and 

visible imaging into a single smart camera with a wide range of spatial, spectral and temporal 

resolution integrating two or more off-the-shelf detectors with continuous image processing.  

The SDMSI integrates a real-time embedded processor to fuse images, detect targets and to 

create real-time depth maps for use on aerial platforms or as fixed node in a sensor network.  

Several SDMSI configurations have been built on a test-bench to explore alternatives for power 

efficient continuous image fusion with the idea that most of the primitive transform operations 

can be used in common with stereo matching when two visible and one infrared camera is 

used.  For example, common pixel or feature-level image registration, pyramidal transforms for 

resolution conversion, segmentation, and gradient edge detection.   

 

The SDMSI concept integrates co-processing for continuous transform such that the SDMSI 

main processor, which runs embedded Linux, can be devoted to the sensor network interface, 

user interfaces, and higher-level scene processing algorithms such as saliency and target 

recognition.  In Program Year 2, the team completed the power analysis with the determination 

that the GP-GPU design was most efficient, simplest to maintain and improve, and most 

effective for fusion and 3D mapping in the range of spatial resolution, temporal and spectral 

resolution required for marine vessel identification, tracking and integration into the ADAC’s 

AIFC.  The system schematic, showing the interconnection of the components is shown below. 

 
Figure 10:  System schematic, showing interconnection of components 
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Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:  The power efficiency and demonstration during 

Program Year 2 of continuous operation at less than 10 Watts with stand-by idle power 

consumption below 2 Watts is critical for operation of the SDMSI off-grid with minimal energy 

use from alternative sources such as tidal, solar, wind and fuel cell in the Arctic. 

 

Basic marine environment field tests completed in Program Year 2 included observation of 

vessels reporting via S-AIS (Satellite Automatic Identification System) as well as some that were 

not, with both visible and LWIR imaging as shown here (Valdez, AK). 
 

 

Figure 11: Observation of vessels reporting via S-AIS (Satellite Automatic Identification System) as well as some that 
were not, with both visible and LWIR imaging (Valdez, AK) 

During Program Year 2 systems definition, the concept to fuse S-AIS information with visible 

and LWIR images was further developed and a system architecture identified for ultimate 

integration into AIFC as shown here. 
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Figure 12:  Inter-relations of SDMSI to Other ADAC projects 

In order to address the DHS and USCG needs, the SmartCam (SDMSI) included research to 

investigate the ability to provide opportunistic uplink of salient images to support CBONS, the 

USCG and field researchers.  The basis of the research is the premise that SDMSI was designed 

to provide 802.11 wireless thumbnail browsing to Android tablet and smart phone systems.   

Accordingly, Image saliency methods were researched in Program Year 2 including simple 

motion trigger, shape, skeletal, and behavioral saliency whereby key images are ranked, 

provided as thumbnails, and stored to reduce total storage consumed compared to snapshot 

and continuous capture modes.   

 

Specific Program Year 2 salient object detection methods developed for testing on the final 

SmartCam (SDMSI) system configuration include superpixel and histogram detection methods 

which are well adapted to detection of marine vessels and aircraft.  Both have been tested on 

the final Tegra K1 platform shown in the schematic for the GP-GPU configuration that resulted 

from the power analysis study. 

 

The prototype SmartCam was fabricated at ERAU Prescott using 3D printing and basic machine 

tools for a NEMA (National Electrical Manufacturers Association) Type 3 (weather resistant) 

enclosure and has been integrated and bench tested.  SOLIDWORKS® CAD (Computer Aided 

Design) models were developed to provide simple printing and milling of all parts as shown 

below. 
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Figure 13:  SOLIDWORKS® CAD models of SmartCam 

 

The work in Program Year 2 led to readiness to construct the first full-year field test 

configuration of the SDMSI (SmartCam).  The criteria required both information fusion and 

sensor and image fusion for success.    A key mechanical aspect of the prototype system is the 

ZnSe (Zinc Selenium) window for LWIR exposure as shown below.  This has been designed as a 

3D model that can be printed on most 3D printers as well as milled out of aluminum on a CNC 

lathe (both have been prototyped and are planned for test in Program Year 3 for durability).  

Transmission characteristics of the ZnSE window were tested with the FLIR Vue™ LWIR camera 

as shown below. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 14:  Transmission characteristics of the ZnSE window were tested with the FLIR Vue™ LWIR camera 
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Performance for results collected from experiments to date up to finalization of research paper 

and the presentation at SciTech primarily include RoC analysis based on human review of the 

continuous data and total power used during the experiment. 

 

 

Figure 15:  Information that could be obtained from buoy mounted SmartCams in Cook Inlet 
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Figure 16:  Possible SmartCam mounting alternatives:  mast, pole and buoy 

Program Year 2 UAV testing revealed that UAVs are not the ideal platform for the SmartCam. 

SDMSI in terms of limited flight time and the value of the SDMSI, is believed to be better suited 

for long term intelligent/information monitoring to compliment satellite remote sensing, self-

identification with ADS-B and S-AIS, as well as assisting with security patrol, detection of threats 

and improvement of general situational awareness when combined with AIFC.   

 

Based upon Program Year 2 research, another interesting option identified for the SmartCam 

SDMSI is incorporation of BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) networks of inertial, thermal, and 

chemical sensors that could be deployed in the vicinity of the SmartCam for uplink of more 

directly sensed data within the field of view.  For example, salinity and ocean water chemical 

monitoring, temperature and general currents within the vicinity of a buoy.  Another integrated 

sensor net IoT (Internet of Things) configuration considered is a pole mount, the motion of 

rocks and ice in landslide prone areas as well as visual monitoring.  The team has worked with 

Intel Corporation using the Curie/Quark IoT (Internet of Things) SoC sensor, which is very low 

power, yet quite capable in terms of processing.   
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Figure 17:  UAV testing completed in Y2 by the ICARUS group of LWIR with 2 visible cameras (Embry Riddle 
Aeronautical University) 

 

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2:  During Program Year 2, the SmartCam SDMSI 

team principally worked with ADAC and University of Alaska and the AIFC team.  During 

Program Year 1, the SmartCam PI did visit USCG District 17 command and control and has 

worked to focus SmartCam SDMSI capabilities in the areas identified where new infrared and 

visible imaging would be of help based on suggestions by the USCG district 17.  The main 

suggestion provided by USCG D-17 was buoy deployment. 

 

Key publications/developments/presentations:   

 S. Siewert, V. Angoth, R. Krishnamurthy, K. Mani, K. Mock, S. B. Singh, S. Srivistava, C. 

Wagner, R. Claus, M. Vis, “Software Defined Multi-Spectral Imaging for Arctic Sensor 

Networks”, SPIE Algorithms and Technologies for Multispectral, Hyperspectral, and 

Ultraspectral Imagery XXII, Baltimore, Maryland, April 2016.   

 S. Siewert, M. Vis, R. Claus, R. Krishnamurthy, S. B. Singh, A. K. Singh, S. Gunasekaran, 

“Image and Information Fusion Experiments with a Software-Defined Multi-Spectral 

Imaging System for Aviation and Marine Sensor Networks”, (submitted to) AIAA SciTech, 

Grapevine, Texas, January 2016.   

Changes from initially approved Workplan: Except as noted in the below table, project 

executed as planned.  

  

http://mercury.pr.erau.edu/~siewerts/extra/papers/Paper-9840-66-SPIE-Imaging-and-Sensing-Tech-Submission.pdf
http://mercury.pr.erau.edu/~siewerts/extra/papers/Paper-9840-66-SPIE-Imaging-and-Sensing-Tech-Submission.pdf
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Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED? 
Incorporate FPGA or co-processor into 
image processing operations and refine 
power characteristics. (6 months) The 
goal is to address shortcomings in the 
operational life-time between recharges 
from Program Year 1 for mono-vision, 
stereo vision, and visible + IR sensor 
fusion by off-loading the H.264 encode 
to the DSP and the disparity image and 
fusion computations to an increased 
lifetime between recharges or 
continuous operations with smaller fuel 
cells or solar recharge subsystems. The 
ultimate goal for this work is not only 
intelligent selective uplink of data via 
computer vision processing for 
segmentation and recognition, but also 
to provide a method to continuously 
monitor on fuel cell power through the 
winter solstice and on solar recharge 
through the summer solstice in the 
Arctic. 

Achieved. Power efficiency analysis with 
comparison of multi-core, FPGA and GP-
GPU and selection of most efficient for 
image fusion and passive 3D mapping – 
achieved as planned. 

The power efficiency and final architecture 
study was completed in fall of 2015 and 
published and presented at SPIE in spring 
of 2016 (unfunded). 

N/A. 

Install a SmartCam at the Port of 
Anchorage to enhance the port’s 
security system purchased with 
previous funding from the DHS FEMA 
Port Security Program. 

Partially achieved. Based on logistics of 
installation and maintenance during Y2 and 
cost reductions in Y2, the team decided it 
was more efficient to test SmartCam 
systems on roof-tops at UAA and ERAU 
Prescott.  Once experiments for non-
compliant (“ghost” or “dark”) aircraft were 
completed along with field tests at the port 
(rather than permanent installation), then 
the potential for a more permanent 
installation at the port would be of higher 
benefit. 
 
The team proceeded with a roof 
installation at ERAU Prescott on the AC-1 
College of Engineering building (weather 
station) in 2016 to complete experiments 
with “self-funding” as all parts were 
obtained to build and complete the 
experiment. 

Late and insufficient 
funding overall to fully 
support installations and 
field testing.  Sufficient 
funding to purchase all 
parts to build a SmartCam 
were not available until 
late Spring of 2016 (10 
months later than 
planned) – two prototype 
systems were built by the 
end of Y2 (June 30, 2016), 
but due to discontinuance 
of funding in Y3, neither 
have been installed at 
UAA. 

Complete multiple field tests at the Port 
of Anchorage. This will bring the system 
to TRL-7/8. (9-months). 

Partially achieved. Field tests were 
completed at port of Valdez in 2015 along 
with field tests at USCG facilities at the port 
of Long Beach in San Pedro California. 

Funds were not available 
early enough for ERAU 
travel to test at the Port of 
Anchorage.   In sum, 
funding was late for ERAU 
participation leaving only 2 
months of funded work 
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time to complete all 
Program Year 2 prototype 
build and assembly and 
field test objectives. 
Support to test at USCG 
facilities was not 
negotiated or obtained. PI 
accordingly, put more 
effort into to both design 
and build the system as 
well as test with a very 
small overall budget. 

Test capabilities in a variety of imaging 
bands for applications including 
detection of oil under sea ice. (12-
months). 

Partially achieved. Capabilities of the 
SmartCam were tested in visible, NIR, and 
LWIR in Alaska at the port of Valdez in 2015 
(Y1) while funded for summer work.  
Testing was also completed at the port of 
Long Beach in San Pedro California in 2015 
(Program Year 1). 
 
Capabilities of the SmartCam system for 
vessel tracking, aircraft observation, bodies 
in the water, trespassers on USCG facilities. 
 
Lenses, distances and fields of view were 
characterized for visible, NIR and LWIR 
bands and summarized in a capabilities 
matrix.  

Oil under ice was the only 
objective not 
demonstrated – this would 
have required support 
from USCG – the PI did 
investigate recent work 
completed in this area by 
the Scandinavian Coast 
Guard and based on these 
recent results (2015), it 
would not have been 
worth repeating, so this 
was dropped to conserve 
budget. 

Develop power-aware multi-stage 
object detection with 
power/performance tradeoffs. (12-
months). 

Achieved.  Completed in Program Year 2 
including image fusion and two salient 
object detection methods that will be 
tested at ERAU Prescott for “ghost” aircraft 
logging and detection in extended 
experiments.  Note, ERAU has self-funded 
and funded onward work. 

N/A. 

Publish Program Year 1 results in 
conference or journal. (12-months). 

Achieved.  S. Siewert, M. Vis, R. Claus, R. 
Krishnamurthy, S. B. Singh, A. K. Singh, S. 
Gunasekaran, “Image and Information 
Fusion Experiments with a Software-
Defined Multi-Spectral Imaging System for 
Aviation and Marine Sensor Networks”, 
(submitted to) AIAA SciTech, Grapevine, 
Texas, January 2016. 

N/A. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED? 
Power consumption per unit and 
battery characteristics for dual channel 
visible and visible IR configurations 
(what size battery and how long will it 
last). The target is continuous operation 
for 6 hours on an 8400 mAh (milliamp 
hour) Lithium Ion rechargeable battery. 
Six hours of no-recharge operation is 

Achieved.  Operation for continuous image 
taking less than 10 Watts, 2 Watts for idle 
standby. 

N/A. 
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the target metric, but the off-the-shelf 
solution will be characterized fully in 
terms of power consumption and 
lifetime as a function of resolution, 
frame rates, compression encoding and 
off-the-shelf visible or micro bolometer 
cameras used. 
Expected lifetime of unit. The target life 
expectancy is 50 years. 

Partially achieved.  Prototype system 
design includes NEMA rated enclosure and 
components that are rated to -40 degrees 
C.  ERAU has thermal cycling environmental 
test facilities at AXFAB (Aerospace 
Experimentation and Facilities Building) to 
model and determine durability of 
components and systems.  The SmartCam 
system was designed based on principles 
used for deep space probes and the use 
scenario provides for installation with off-
grid power options (Arctic Power project – 
unfunded) and remote BLE (Bluetooth Low 
Energy) and 802.11 LNA design for 
extended field use without maintenance. 
 
Students at ERAU Prescott pursued a Power 
Conversion system design to support wind, 
solar, tidal inputs along with PEM (Proton 
Exchange Membrane) fuel cell input 
(operational temperatures exclude use of 
batteries).  The design was completed and 
presented in May of 2016. 

Electronics in general are 
never designed to have 50 
years of durability.  Twenty 
years is a typical industry 
maximum lifetime for 
components.  At this point, 
the more important aspect 
of this work was to define 
the architecture and the 
software system rather 
than durability of 
components.  Most of the 
components used could be 
obtained at more cost with 
military grade and 
extended operational 
limits at higher cost, so the 
goal was to prototype at 
least cost with a roadmap 
to extended durability. 
 
No funding was provided 
for this aspect. 

Impact on power efficiency by uplink of 
images and streaming video over 
wireless b/g/n 802.11 for use in port 
environments (how expensive in terms 
of power is it to upload).   The target 
performance is 10,000 to 20,000 frames 
as an upper bound (approximately all 
data for 3 to 6 hours from one camera 
at 1 Hz or two cameras at 0.5 Hz). 

Partially achieved.  Testing was previously 
completed on a 600-gram payload UAV 
system at ERAU Prescott with much more 
than the 20K frames. 
 
Design for a NAS (Network Attached 
Storage) system to be used with software 
completed (salient object detection) for 
Program Year 2 experiments was 
completed for 1Hz and with up to 30Hz 
verification. 
 
The power target and 20K salient object 
frames capability was completed, but not 
tested. 

Not fully tested due to late 
funding to project team. 

 

Outcomes, Outputs and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives: 
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1. Off-the-shelf Smart-Cam reference as outlined in hardware budget section that can be 
replicated at same cost by any partner in the program using developed documentation, 
reference software, and tests. 

2. Power analysis of baseline in various operational conditions including continuous 
monitoring, uplink, sleep states, and stand-by. Power-aware implementations of object 
recognition algorithms guaranteeing that the Smart-Cam object recognition performance is 
as good, in terms of true and false positive rates, as the performance of the reference 
implementation of the object recognition algorithm on a high-end desktop. Metrics 1 and 2. 

3. Develop and demonstrate the Smart-Cam to the Port of Anchorage up to TRL-7/8. Metrics 
1, 2, and 3. 

4. Test results as to the potential for imaging in a variety of bands for applications including 
detection of oil under sea ice using AUV-mounted cameras. 

 
Program Year 2 Results: 

1. Off-the-shelf Smart-Cam reference: Accomplished.  Result was task concluded 
approximately 2 months later than planned.  Minor impact due to funding delay. 

2. Power analysis of baseline: Accomplished…on time as planned.   Minor challenge due to 
funding delay, but ERAU team addressed challenge and solved to complete on time.   

3. Develop and demonstrate the Smart-Cam to the Port of Anchorage:  Not accomplished.  
Explanation below: 

a. Team did solve camera packaging to point that it would survive a year and that it 
could operate off-grid. 

b. Complications included insufficient funding at onset of Program Year.  In order to 
achieve TRL-7/8, which is on the order of $245K over 3 years, about $80K per 
year.  Actual ADAC funding start for Program Year 2 was insufficient of 
anticipated and needed funding for SmartCam.  In Program Year 3 Workplan, 
submitted on 15 April 2016, ADAC team had planned Program Year 3 as catch-up 
effort.  Accordingly, project team was planned for the full amount needed to 
complete the Program Year 2 goal, but project was cancelled.  

4. Test results as to the potential for imaging in a variety of bands for applications 
including detection of oil under sea ice using AUV-mounted cameras. Not accomplished.  
Explanation below: 

a. Investigation proved infeasible.  SmartCam could not have done this (as shown 
be related research – underwater or ground penetrating RADAR is needed in 
addition to EO/IR methods).  Accordingly, this project aspect was de-scoped.   
 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:   Original Program Year 2 Workplan 

was insufficiently synchronized between Center leadership and Project lead.  This resulted in 

one key outcome being unachievable with available resource.  One goal was proved to be 

infeasible due to initial investigation.  Following review in February 2016, Center leadership 

focused Project lead to accomplish achievable tasks with available funding.  These outcomes 

were delivered on time and schedule.   The result was software development was achieved, but 

systems and field testing were impacted. 
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PROJECT:  Low Cost Wireless Remote Sensors for Arctic Monitoring Lifecycle Assessment 

 

Project PI: Dr. Martin Cenek.  

Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage.  

Supporting Team: Dr. Aaron Dotson (UAA).   Student support included: Matthew Alhrichs, 

graduate student, Matthew Devins, John Harriss, Michael Mobley, David Rodriguez, 

undergraduate students. 

Abstract:  The project goal is to develop low-cost wireless sensors for use in remote monitoring, 

asset management, surveillance, and security, particularly in Arctic and marine environments. 

We categorize a sensor’s functionality into three areas: detection of an input event, 

computation of the detected event, and communication of the data. We develop an 

inexpensive, self-organizing network of devices that can reliably compute and communicate 

detected events. The computing device for each sensor node is the MoteineoR4 RFM69W. An 

integrated RFM69 transceiver enables wireless ISM band communications. A software 

simulator and hardware proof-of-concept consisting of a 7x7 array of nodes has been 

constructed. Our initial target application is to utilize acoustic and electromagnetic signal 

detectors to classify human vs. animal traffic in a remote area.  

The concurrent phase of the project includes the evaluation of the lifecycle cost (LOC) for the 

deployed sensor array. The LOC framework will be applied to the monitoring of the US-Canada 

border for intrusions deployment scenario. Assessment will employ common techniques in life 

cycle assessment with focus on geospatial array structure associated with terrain and climate as 

well as overall power requirements, proximity to urban areas and the end-of-life 

considerations.  

The team will initially use its open system architecture (OSA)- based C4 system for prototype 

component development and initial sensor integration and fusion. After initial integration of 

sensor data from both simulated and fielded sensors, the team will fuse the data into a tactical 

track picture and situational awareness display in order to prove the usefulness of the low-cost 

remote sensor approach for C2 and SA. The team will develop a set of decision aids to support 

events detected by the sensor network, including new contacts, lost contacts, indeterminate 

contact information requiring human-in-the-loop interpretation, as well as network readiness 

information.  

Baseline:  Low power MoteineoR4 computational module with RFM69W radio antennae and/or 

Wi-Fi transceiver. The module's detector is Electret Microphone Amplifier - MAX9814 with Auto 
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Gain Control, TTL Serial JPEG Camera, or the readout from the embedded radio antennae. The 

hardware test bed is arranged on 7x7 regular grid with a custom topology of components' 

interconnectivity. The deployment and testing will use 3x40 module grid. The readout nodes 

will be positioned on each edge of the array (4 readout nodes minimum).  

The team integrates low cost wireless sensor data into its command and control framework and 

present the data to the mission operations community for situational awareness and decision-

making purposes. Data will be fused with other components of the system, including:  

 Command and Control data - track / contact data, mission planning system, non-real-

time networked C2 information  

 Situational awareness data: operator decision aids, tactical overlays, cartographic data, 

and geo-referenced imagery  

The integration and fusion uses a custom version of the Mission Solutions Arctic Iri C4 system 

and supports Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC).  

Current sensor network technologies rely on an aggregative, multi-level hierarchy of powerful 

nodes that do not perform spatial computation in decentralized, distributed fashion. The 

deployment and maintenance of the current state-of-art sensor networks must be carefully 

engineered (man-power expensive), failure of a single node will result in non-recoverable loss 

of data (information loss expensive), and the network will not repair or reconfigure if the nodes 

fail to operate or communicate with their adjacent neighbors (network upkeep expensive). 

Such network design is not a feasible for monitoring of vast sub-Arctic regions or remote US-

Canadian borders. 

The architectural solution proposed in this project aims to redefine the sensor network 

technologies using simple, locally connected, decentralized, asynchronous nodes that will 

emergently (without a centralized processor) detect an event as activation of several nodes. 

The goals include detection and processing of signals on each device and conversion of multiple 

spatio-temporally adjacent signals into an actionable event that is propagated to the readout 

nodes. The network's decentralized, distributed, asynchronous, locally connected design makes 

the architecture expendable, robust and redundant. The major advantages of the 

neuromorphic sensor network design include: rapid deployment from an airplane, snowmobile 

or other mobile platform, robust and redundant network sensing with -healing and self-

reconfigurable node connectivity, minimal information loss in case of node failure. All major 

advantages address environmental and human activity monitoring needs in harsh sub-Arctic 

regions and US-Canadian border protection in remote regions without power grid and 

communication networks. 
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Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:  Project team accomplished a successful 

Demonstration of the proof-of-concept of 7x7 device array hardware testbed (See illustration of 

successful demonstration at: https://youtu.be/v6BMh0sdnUY   and  

https://youtu.be/MfFrmlUyvTw.  Team also accomplished the design communication protocols 

and identified off the shelf hardware for the sensor device construction.  Project team also 

conducted appropriate Computation of “in sensor-networks” without a common clock 

(asynchronous networks).  

 

Through careful analysis, project team conducted appropriate event sensing by decentralized, 

distributed sensor-networks that is resilient to failing components.  Lastly, project team 

successfully accomplished completion of the device's power and communication profile and 

development of the lifecycle assessment cost framework. 

 

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2:   Through ADAC work with DHS, HQ USCG, 

NOAA, NWS, US Alaskan Command, State of Alaska National Guard, and USCG D-17, project has 

been highlighted to an array of Federal and State of Alaska operators. The State of Alaska 

National Guard and the US Customs and Border Protection identified the technology and 

deployment gaps of the US-Canadian border that would benefit from deployment of 

neuromorphic sensor networks to improve coverage, hot-spot rapid deployment of proposed 

technology for an autonomous border protection monitoring. 

Key publications/developments/presentations:   

 Neuromorphic, Low Cost, Wireless Sensor Networks for Arctic Monitoring. Cenek, M., 

Mobley, M. Devins, M., Rodriguez, D. Arctic Science Summit Week 2016. Arctic 

Observation Summit. Fairbanks, AK. March 16-18, 2016.  

 What do Nano-technology, Brain, and Border Patrol Have in Common? Cenek, M., UAF 

Geophysical Institute, Science for Alaska Public Lecture Series. Westmark Hotel, 

Fairbanks, AK, January 19, 2016. (Invited Talk) 

 Traditional Problems, Unconventional Solutions: Alternative architecture design for 

remote sensing in the Arctic. Cenek, M., UAA CSCE Colloquium Series, January 15, 2016. 

 Remote Sensing in the Arctic Region. Cenek, M., Mobley, M., Devins, M. AAAS. Arctic 

Science Conference. Healthy Estuaries: Sustainability and Resilience. 2015. Anchorage, 

AK. October 1-3, 2015. 

 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:    As described earlier, Center management 

changed project leads in Program Year 2. Initial PI Dr. Kenrick Mock was replaced by Dr. Martin 

Cenek in Program Year 2.  Additionally, as indicated in the table below, several of the initial 

Program Year 2 milestones and metrics were restructured as a result of a Project Review 

conducted in February 2016. 

https://youtu.be/v6BMh0sdnUY
https://youtu.be/MfFrmlUyvTw
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Sensors Program Year 2 approved Workplan was not fully synchronized between Center 

leadership and project PIs.  Accordingly, several of the below stated milestones were not 

feasible or achievable using the project’s original “Zensor sensors” construct.  In sum, the prior 

approved Program Year 2 Workplan did not account for the existing technology gaps, team 

experience, and, unverified architectural and technology design based on using Zensor devices.  

The milestones below that were not updated or removed from the original Workplans are 

addressed accordingly in the below table. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Design sensors for operation in more remote 
environments 

N/A. Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2. 

Incorporate communication protocols and 
electronics for remote sensors 

Achieved. A new 
communication protocol 
designed and implemented 

N/A. 

Design and test a remote sensor network to 
detect deformation events indicative of ice 
instability and potential threats to 
infrastructure using on-ice CPS/GNSS Real-time 
kinematic sensing 

N/A. Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2. 

Computation in sensor-networks without a 
common clock (asynchronous networks) 

Achieved. Proof-of-concept 
completed using 
neuromorphic inspired 
computational paradigm 

N/A. 

Event sensing by decentralized, distributed 
sensor-networks that is resilient to failing 
components 

Achieved. Hardware testbed 
used to validate computation 
and event validation using 
failing components or 
component interconnectivity 

N/A. 

Design and test early prototypes for sensor 
detection of oil under ice 

N/A. Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2. 

Design and test early prototypes for novel 
electro-optical sensors 

N/A. Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2. 

If patentable complete provisional patent 
application, then publish Program Year 1 results 
in peer-reviewed venue 

N/A. Work in progress – peer-review 

publication in preparation 

Integration of data from Low-Cost Wireless 
Remote Sensors for Arctic Monitoring into the 
IISoS 

Achieved. A database of 
validated events as well as 
promiscuous network data 
are stored for integration 

N/A. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Data collection. This is a measure of whether 
the sensors are performing their fundamental 

Partially achieved.  Laboratory 
and environmental tests 
completed. 

Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2.   
The communication range and 
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task of collecting data and transmitting it. Our 
target is to receive/analyze at least 95% of the 
sensor samples. 

data loss is addressed by the 
network architecture rather 
than the robustness of the 
individual COTS nodes. 

Resiliency. This metric will measure the 
robustness of data in the event of device 
failure. The target is for continuous data 
coverage. 

N/A. Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2. 
Resiliency (other than the 
milestone above) is not in the 
scope of this project nor 
Program Year 2 Workplan. 

Power consumption will vary depending upon 
the deployment scenario (e.g. local 
infrastructure, communications requirements, 
etc.). The target for continuous operation is 1 
year with a longer-term target of indefinite 
continuous operation until component failure 
under normal weather conditions. 

Partially achieved.  A device 
power profile completed 
under changing broadcast and 
computing requirements. A 
new power aware library 
needs to be incorporated into 
the communication design. 

Power-aware broadcast library 
was not available until late 
2016 (and not part of the 
Workplan for Year 2). 

Data and communication characteristics for 
sensors deployed in test bed: range, bandwidth, 
packet loss. 

a. Target ranges for sensor-to-sensor 
communications are at least 100m up to 
2km and approximately 50km for 
communications to fixed infrastructure (e.g. 
node). 
b. Bandwidth targets range from Kbps 
range for low-data sensors to 10Mbps 
bursts for larger data sets (e.g. images, 
aggregate sensor data to fixed 
infrastructure). 
c. Packet loss target is no more than 5% but 
greater loss may be tolerated if bandwidth 
needs are still met. 

Partially achieved.  Basic 
measurement of the 
broadcast range and signal 
attenuation completed. 

Project PI determined the 
bandwidth, communication 
range and data loss is 
addressed by the network 
architecture rather than the 
robustness of the individual 
COTS nodes. 

Cost per sensor. Our cost target for sensors 
built using COTS components is a total cost of 
up to $20. 

Achieved.  COTS used 
(baseline): Low power 
MoteineoR4 computational 
module with RFM69W radio 
antennae and/or Wi-Fi 
transceiver. The module's 
detector is Electret 
Microphone Amplifier - 
MAX9814 with Auto Gain 
Control, TTL Serial JPEG 
Camera, or the readout from 
the embedded radio antennae   

N/A. 

Life span of sensor platform. The target is a 
lifespan up to 50 years. 

N/A. Project PI determined 
research/investigation was 
infeasible in Program Year 2: 
the lifespan is limited to the 
COTS hardware manufacturer's 
specifications. 
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Failure rate. Our target is for a failure rate less 
than 1%, which is a reported failure rate of the 
Arduino board. More importantly, we must be 
able to determine if a sensor has failed (not 
transmitting, transmitting incorrect data) with 
near 100% certainty. 

Achieved. Addressed by the 
sensor network design where 
device failure is acceptable 
and does not cause 
information loss. 

N/A.  

 

Outcomes, Outputs and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives: 

1. Ad-hoc sensor networking protocols to uplink data with minimal power use and with 
opportunistic uplink to vessels and unmanned vehicles (TRL- 6/7 by end of Program Year 
2). Metric 4. 

2. Low-cost sensor platforms that can collect data under a variety of applications and 
scenarios, including computational photometers (TRL- 6/7 by end of Program Year 2). 
Metrics 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. 

3. Integration to a system capable of acting on and visualization sensor data (TRL- 6/7). 
Outcomes for later years include remote deployment, asynchronous network 
architectures, ruggedized devices, sensors developed specifically for oil detection, and 
integration with DGPS (TRL- 2-4 by end of Program Year 2). 

 

Program Year 2 Results: 

As discussed, original Program Year 2 Workplan’s focus on Zensor sensors associated with 

Program Year 2 objectives was determined to be infeasible by Project PI.  The project is at the 

stage of a basic research project from the architecture perspective that uses COTS to 

implement the functional units of the architectural design. The neuromorphic, asynchronous, 

with possibly failing components or communication links, is a network architecture that is an 

unstudied and unproven concept, but with potentially high deployment and operational 

benefits. TRL-2 was achieved in Program Year 2. 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  As re-scoped by Project PI and 

reviewed by new Center leadership, project was able to achieve feasible and suitable results as 

described above, and encountered no major problems. 
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PROJECT:  Development of Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 

(LRAUV) for Under-Ice Mapping of Oil Spills and Environmental Hazards. 

 

Project PI:  Dr. James Bellingham, and Ms. Amy Kukulya. 

Lead Institution: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.  

Supporting Team:  Dr. Chris Reddy (WHOI).   No students participated in this project. 

Abstract:  The increasing level of commercial marine activity in high latitudes creates an ever 

growing risk of oil spills.  Even in logistically accessible, ice-clear oceans, characterizing the 

extent and nature of a spill can be difficult as the Deepwater Horizon incident highlighted.  We 

propose to develop an AUV-based approach leveraging a small, long-range system developed 

by the PI, called the Tethys Long-Range AUV (LRAUV).  The LRAUV is helicopter-portable, 

allowing rapid response to incidents to provide situational awareness for first responders.   

 

Outcomes of this project will be construction of a small long-range AUV (LRAUV) equipped with 

oil sensors and navigation systems, demonstration of the LRAUV survey capability, and creation 

of a simulator for gaming AUV deployments for oil spills.  The resulting capability to survey oil 

spills at high latitudes and under ice answers an unmet need for DHS and the USCG. 

 

Baseline: There is no baseline capability for under-ice oil-spill survey.  Currently, the vast 

majority of remote sensing techniques developed for oil detection in ice-covered waters have 

focused on airborne or “on-ice” systems.  All these techniques rely on the ability to effectively 

“see” through the ice and snow cover to detect oil trapped beneath the ice. While some of 

these methods have been moderately successful in detecting oil in ice covered seas, sensors 

mounted on autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) hold the potential to overcome 

constraints encountered with airborne or surface based methods, such as the need to sense 

through the ice and snow, and the logistical challenges in varying ice conditions.  

AUVs have been operated under-ice and have mapped oil spills in ice-free oceans.  However, 

oil-spill response in an ice-covered ocean remains technically extremely demanding, and has yet 

to be demonstrated.  The unique demands of such operations in the Arctic require a minimal 

logistical footprint, a small operational team, ability to operate in currents that might exceed a 

knot, and a combination of autonomy and navigation sufficient to allow operations up to many 

days under ice.  Deployments in excess of a week are a highly attractive goal.  For example, the 

two AUVs used to respond to the Deep Horizon oil spill, Sentry and Dorado, weigh over 1000kg 

and nearly 700kg, respectively, and both systems operated less than 24 hrs.   
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Stakeholder engagement revealed that there is no highly portable system available to provide 

baseline surveys as well as emergency response for environmental hazards.  At present, no 

Arctic-capable Long-Range AUV exists.  Consequently, if there is a chemical contamination 

under sea-ice, whether from oil or other chemicals, there is no rapidly deployable autonomous 

system to get sensors on-scene/under ice that can accommodate long distances.  WHOI is a 

uniquely leveraged research facility that houses under-ice technology and experts and oil 

science researchers.  The bottom line there is no current technology or capability available in 

the Coast Guard that can be quickly deployed and operated by cadets and technicians within 

DHS and the CG.  Our project provides, low cost, off-the-shelf, highly portable and reliable 

underwater vehicle technology capable of mapping the extent of a chemical plume not 

currently available to the CG.   

The starting point technology readiness level of the system is level 2 - The technology concept 

and/or application formulated.  By the conclusion of the effort, we will have demonstrated a 

Long-Range AUV with under-ice oil detecting and mapping in the operating environment. 

Consequently, the project has a target end point of TRL-7 - system prototype demonstration in 

an operational environment.  It is envisioned that LRAUV will be able to provide sensor derived 

data at long ranges, relatively quickly to the point of concern in order for decision makers to 

make informed decisions on damage control and assessment. 

The Tethys Long-Range AUV, described below, is the only vehicle with the combination of multi-

week endurance, speeds of up to two knots, and small size (120 kg) to satisfy the requirements.  

Tethys has not, however, been operated under ice, nor has it been used to characterize oil 

spills.  The work planned in this project is to leverage the existing Tethys system to create a 

rapidly deployable under ice oil survey device, capable of unattended operations for periods of 

a day to a week. The base platform is the Tethys Long-Range AUV.   

The Tethys was created specifically to carry biological and chemical payloads for long distances 

and times.  The vehicles are small, about 30 cm (12 inches) in diameter, and easy to handle 

(Illustration 10).  Deployments range from a few days to over three weeks, and are unattended 

by ships.  The longest range mission to date was over 1800 km at a speed of 1 meter/second 

(m/s).  In that deployment from and to Moss Landing, California, the vehicle operated as far as 

500km from shore independent of a ship.  Ranges two to three times as great can be achieved 

by operating at a speed of 0.5 m/s with minimal sensors.   

Endurance can be maximized by using the buoyancy engine, which is a shifting internal weight, 

to trim to neutral buoyancy and drift at zero speed with minimal sensors. The vehicle is typically 

shore-launched and recovered, using a small boat to tow the vehicle between the harbor 

entrance and a boat launch ramp.  It can also be transported by helicopter to remote areas. 

Tethys occupies the design space intermediate between gliders and the current generation of 

propeller-driven AUVs. While existing gliders such as the Teledyne Webb Slocum, the Scripps 
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Spray, and Kongsberg Seaglider have sufficient operational range to achieve the desired range 

goals needed by USCG, they do not have the payload capacity or power to carry the chemical 

and biological sensors, nor can existing gliders operate at higher speeds without redesign. 

Typical gliders operate at speeds of about 0.3 m/s and with minimal power consumption: a 1W 

average payload is characteristic.  

 

 

Figure 18:  The Tethys LRAUV (foreground) is much smaller that the Dorado platform providing a cost-effective 
solution for multi-vehicle operations. 

 

In contrast, existing propeller-driven AUVs such as those manufactured by Hydroid, Bluefin, 

OceanServer, and Teledyne Gavia are designed for larger, more power-hungry payloads.  As a 

consequence, their endurance is much reduced - commercial propeller-driven systems operate 

24 hours or less at 1.5 m/s, providing ranges of less than 130 km.  Consequently, Tethys is 

uniquely capable in its combination of payload capacity, range, and endurance for remote 

under-ice oil detection.   

Mission-level control of Tethys is achieved using an architecture called ‘state-configured 

layered-control'.  This is an improved variant of the layered control architecture developed by 

Bellingham (1990) and implemented on vehicles ranging from Webb gliders to the Dorado 

AUVs.  State-configured layered control supports autonomous adaptive operations for long 

periods. Its building blocks are ‘behaviors’ which are control laws that can be combined to 

accomplish tasks, which in turn can be conditionally connected to achieve more complex 

missions or respond to contingencies.  Reliability is enhanced as the vehicle software is able to 

detect faults in critical components and respond appropriately.  In some cases, Tethys can be 

configured to continue a mission even though a component has failed. For example, vertical 

plane control is redundant: if the elevator actuator fails, the vehicle can continue the mission 

controlling depth by shifting internal weight.   
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Operators interact with the vehicle via an Iridium satellite link, recovering data snippets in near 

real-time and sending new mission commands to the vehicle as desired.  Communications with 

the vehicle are possible when it surfaces, at intervals that are determined by the operator.  

Over several years of operation, a web-based operator’s portal has been developed 

(http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/) which includes a display of science and engineering data 

(http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/data/daphne/realtime/sbdlogs/2012/201211/20121127T0

53258/).  On a secure portion of the site, there is a command interface and a variety of utilities 

such as an alert page, where operators can configure alerts to be sent to email or mobile 

phones on certain conditions.   

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:  In Program Year 2, software development on the 

LRAUV platform commenced with reviving and updating old unit test and regression testing 

frameworks, to ensure that any changes introduced by this effort do not compromise baseline 

vehicle code. Further work was done to ease the operation and simulation of the vehicle in 

waters other than Monterey Bay, CA (such as Cook Inlet, AK), by making the import of 

bathymetry data configurable. 

A new standard variable name for petroleum dissolved in sea water has been requested from 

the CF-metadata standards group.  Discussions on this topic are ongoing, both within the 

modeling community and with Sea-Bird Electronics (the manufacturer of the SeaOWL UV-A v 

ECO sensor, an AUV-compatible sensor for measuring oil concentration in sea water). 

More specific to the oil modeling effort were software modifications that allowed the vehicle 

simulator to operate with environmental simulations that use spatial grids rather than latitude 

and longitude grids, and that also allow for model outputs which use compression by gathering. 

A simulation of the SeaOWL UV-A v ECO sensor has been created in the LRAUV software 

framework. The ROMS model of Cooks Bay (which was re-gridded by Jeff Kaeli and amended 

with a simulated oil release) was converted from Matlab format to CF-metadata compliant 

NetCDF that the Tethys environmental simulator can use. 

Preliminary mission scripts for characterizing and localizing an advection and dispersing oil 

plume have been developed and tested under simulation.  The basis for these scripts was 

earlier work done to characterize and localize advection and dispersing chlorophyll patches 

(Godin, 2011), taking into account lessons learned in that effort.  

As in the earlier chlorophyll characterization work, emphasis has been on minimizing the 

distance the AUV needs to travel for each successive approximation of the plume location, 

since that location is continually changing and the vehicle has no perspective other than its own 

measurements. The approach is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.  In the below figure, the vehicle 

drives through sea water until it detects that it has passed through a plume, noting a “peak” 

position along the way.  The definition of “peak” has been varied from simulation to simulation 

in order to obtain the best results (i.e., best overall plume localization).  The “peak” has been 

defined as the location of signal maxima, or signal median value, or the location midway 

http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/
http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/data/daphne/realtime/sbdlogs/2012/201211/20121127T053258/
http://aosn.mbari.org/TethysDash/data/daphne/realtime/sbdlogs/2012/201211/20121127T053258/
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between “edges” of the plume.  At the edge of the patch, the vehicle makes a 135 degree turn 

then attempts to follow a “diagonal” curve of constant oil concentration until the vehicle 

reaches a point perpendicular to the “peak” location along the original transect.   

 

 

Figure 19:  Oil contaminant localization, 1st swath and "diagonal" 

In the next figure, (displayed from an “advecting” water frame of reference) the previous 

sequence repeats, but rotated by 90 degrees. At the end of the two swaths, the vehicle has 

estimated the width and breadth of the plume.  The sequence repeats over and over as the 

plume changes, and the vehicle continually updates its estimate of the plume location.   
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Figure 20:  Oil contaminant localization, 2nd swath and "diagonal" (left). First five swaths (right) 

The biggest challenge in Program Year 2 simulations was that the oil plume signal was primarily 

a surface signal, rapidly decreasing with depth, even in the presence of dispersants, as shown in 

Figure 21 (SIEN Group, 2008).   

Current LRAUV control algorithms and sampling strategies are optimized for signals that vary 

slowly with depth, and consequentially, precise depth control has not been a system 

requirement, especially near the air-water interface. Likewise, the capability to react to 

measurements made at specific near-surface depths (or to consider several discrete depths) 

has not been a system requirement.  As a result, simulations thus far have resulted in a lot of 

depth-introduced noise in oil concentrations which have resulted in unsuccessful plume 

tracking and localization using the technique described above.   
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Figure 21:  Estimated concentrations of dispersed oil, by depth (SIEN Group, 2008) 

 

Efforts started in the end of Program Year 2 to improve near-surface depth control and reduce 

depth-induced noise by replacing traditional pitch-driven vehicle yo-yo behaviors with a zero-

pitch yo-yo driven only by elevators and stabilized by adjusting the vehicle’s center of mass, as 

shown in Figure 22. 

 

 

Figure 22:  Comparison of pitch-induced yo-yo behavior and constant pitch yo-yo behavior, which may have better 
near-surface depth control 

Figure 23 illustrates an alternative plume localization technique, in which a single swath 

through the plume is followed by a continuous perimeter sweep of the plume, following a line 

of slowly decreasing concentration over time, to account of dispersal of the plume over time.  

This technique will be simulated in Program Year 3and compared with the plume transversal 

technique.   
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Figure 23:  Oil plume characterization, perimeter approach 

For the environmental oil simulation, we used NOAA ROMS current model output for the 

Shelikof Straits – Cook Inlet region of Alaska2. This data was interpolated to a regular Cartesian 

grid with 500 meter spacing as well as a regular time interval of 1 hour. One unit of “oil” was 

added to the simulation, and at each time step the quantity in each bin was propagated to 

adjacent bins using the local current data. Following are several screen image captures from the 

simulation, which lasted 1 month. 

 

 

 

                         
2 http://thredds.axiomdatascience.com/thredds/dodsC/NOAA_CSDL_ROMS.nc.html 
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Figure 24:  Screen image captures from one month simulation of oil spill in Shelikof Straits – Cook Inlet region of 
Alaska using NOAA ROMS current model output 

References: 

Godin, M. A., Zhang, Y., Ryan, J. P., Hoover, T. T., & Bellingham, J. G. (2011, September). 

Phytoplankton bloom patch center localization by the Tethys Autonomous Underwater Vehicle. 

In OCEANS'11 MTS/IEEE KONA (pp. 1-6). IEEE. 

Scientific Chemical Industries Group (SIEN Group). (2008, July 27). How does D.G.S. 500 O, S&R 

work? Retrieved from http://www.siengroup.com/dgs04.html 

 

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2: Engagement started in Program Year 1 

continued in Program Year 2, including Exxon Mobil, Shell, American Petroleum Institute, EPA, 

NOAA, USCG, and BOEM. 

Members of DHS R&D provided feedback on prior UUV tests and emphasized the need for the 

following: 

1. Detect/verify/send alert to surface/aerial vehicle or surface/ice beacon which in turn 

sends to ship/satellite/center in Seattle and displays via NOAA emergency system.  

LRAUV and WHOI AUV technology can adapt vehicle communication protocol to allow 

for this. 

2. Simplify vehicle recovery, can't require small boats, A-frame modifications and 6 plus 

people for operations.  The portability of LRAUV eliminates the aforementioned 

constraints. 

3. Be able to be used to survey baseline data (in order to assess damages based on 

baseline data).  LRAUV was built as an environmental sampling platform and is readily 

used for such surveys by researchers. 
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Engagement with EPA led to a coauthored paper, as well as input on sensor capability that 
ultimately led to choosing the best off-the-shelf sensor package.  Robyn Conmy, Research 
Ecologist from USEPA/NRMRL/LRPCD is now a close advisor to our ADAC LRAUV project as well 
as a potential user of the technology.    She has also connected us with NOAA's Office of Response 
and Restoration who is running oil sampling exercises at the Taylor energy site and told us we 
have a spot on the boat this fall to sample subsurface plumes.  They are very interested in our 
capability and work with ADAC.  
 

Additionally, the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Safety and Environmental 

Enforcement, Oil Spill Preparedness Division heard about our project and contacting 

ADAC/WHOI looking for a COTS platform for under-ice oil detection.  They agree a portable, 

easy-to-use system does not exist and are very interested in collaborating with us. 

Our Team member, Dr. Chris Reddy, is an advisor to industry, including oil as well as CG for oil 

response and impact prediction.  He is world renowned in his field and a recognized authority in 

petroleum geochemistry and source, transport and fate of organic compounds.                                           

 

Key publications/developments/presentations: N/A 

 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:   Original approved Workplan was to purchase 

main sensor package for LRAUV.   In order to build the platform with anticipated Center funds 

in Program Year 3 and Program Year 4, and to manage overall costs in Program Year 2, new 

ADAC leadership worked with WHOI project managers to delay the purchase of platform 

sensors and initiated planning in Program Year 2 to conduct a “proof of concept” early in  

Program Year 3.   All other Milestones and Metrics listed in the chart below cannot be met until 

a LRAUV prototype is built.  Based on the forecasted budget, construction of the LRAUV 

prototype will not be complete until  end of Program Year 4.  Accordingly, WHOI team 

conducted planning to use existing AUV platform of the REMUS class with an oil-detection 

platform in order to exercise a demonstration in Cape Cod waters using surrogate dye for 

plume mapping and detection capabilities.   

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached:  WHOI project team 

proposed a budget and timeline to develop software and simulation, identify sensor and 

procure for Year 2.  In order to accomplish construction of platform in Year 3, sensor package 

needed to be purchased in Year 2.  However, in review of overall costs to build a platform in 

Year 3, vs planned funds, brought the realization the actual platform construction would need 

to be spread over two program years.  Accordingly, ADAC initiated a carryover for WHOI late in 

Year 2 to establish a programmatic ramp that will result in the platform’s starting construction 

in Year 3 and concluding in Year 4.   The result is sensor funding was not provided to WHOI late 

in Year 2.    All onward Milestones will be achieved after the LRAUV has been built and then 

water tested.  Milestone schedule will be updated for Year 3 reporting and will reflect changes 

based on awarded monies relative to anticipated progress.   Due to the program restructuring, 
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made by ADAC leadership in light of overall available funding, the milestones relating to vehicle 

fidelity will be slipped from Year 2 until Year 4 when the system is complete and the metrics can 

be applied post water testing.    

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Identify and test oil detection sensors 
for under-ice characterization of oil 
spills appropriate for small, long-
range AUV 

Partially achieved. Identification of sensors was accomplished, 
but sensor procurement and tests will be 
accomplished in Program Year 3 as discussed. 

Completion of augmented AUV 
simulator and test scenarios 
addressing high-risk elements, 
including navigation and sensing 
systems, demonstrating capabilities 
in Alaskan waters 

Achieved.  N/A. 

Completed building/acquisition and 
delivery of a Tethys AUV with high-
latitude navigation and oil sensors 

N/A. Due to restructuring of Program Year 2, a test 
with sensors in planned for early Program 
Year 3 and prototype construction will 
commence on the platform late in the 
program year. 

Collect navigation performance data 
at high latitudes 

N/A. Due to program restructuring, project will not 
be able to conduct navigation performance 
until Year 4.    

Process the data and tune navigation 
algorithms from the testing mission 

N/A. Due to program restructuring, project will not 
be able to conduct navigation performance 
until Year 4.    

Plan and perform adaptive mapping 
of oil surrogate (low latitudes) 

N/A. Due to program restructuring, project will not 
be able to conduct adaptive mapping until 
Year 4.    

Plan and prepare for observation 
mission in the Bering Sea 

N/A. Due to program restructuring, project will not 
be able to conduct observation mission until 
Year 4.    

Perform the planned observation 
high-latitude mission 

N/A. Due to program restructuring, project will not 
be able to conduct observation mission until 
Year 4.     

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Simulator fidelity for development, 
mission testing, and operator training 
a. Vehicle hydrodynamic performance: 
54 
     Metric: Pitch deviation from vehicle 
performance. Target: 20% rms error. 
b. Navigation performance: 
     Metric: Reflects navigation errors 
accurately. Target: Same navigation drift 
rate. 
c. Environmental sensing: 
   Metric: % of onboard environmental 
sensors modeled. Target: 100 

Achieved N/A. 

Navigation accuracy: N/A. Prototype not available until Year 4. 
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    Metric % of distance traveled. Target: 
< 0.5%. 
Reliability 
a. Time between required operator 
intervention (remote – e.g. via satellite) 
Metric: Mean Time. Target initially > 10 
hrs, ultimately > 168 hrs. 
b. Time between required operator 
recovery. 
Metric: Mean Time. Target initially > 96 
hrs, ultimately greater than deployment 
time. 

N/A. Prototype not available until Year 4. 

Performance-specific measures 
a. Detection level of oil: 
    Metric: Parts per billion in water. 
Target: < 50 ppb. 
b. Range and endurance with high-
latitude navigation and oil sensors: 
     Metric: Range in km. Target: 300 km 
on secondary batteries, twice that on 
primary. 
c. Adaptive sampling performance - 
mapping of spill extent: 
     Metric: Areal coverage km2. Target: 
1000 km2 per vehicle per deployment. 

N/A. Prototype not available until Year 4. 

Operator ease of use: 
a. Logistical footprint: 
    Metric: Kilograms. Target: < 600kg. 
b. Ease of mission configuration: 
     Metric: Time to specify grid survey. 
Target: < 1 hr. 

N/A. Prototype not available until Year 4. 

 

Outcomes, Outputs and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives: 

At present, no Arctic-capable Long-Range AUV exists. Consequently, the starting point 

technology readiness level of the system is TRL-2 - The technology concept and/or application 

formulated. By the conclusion of the effort, we will have demonstrated a Long-Range AUV in 

the operating environment. Consequently, the end-point of TRL-7 will be a system prototype 

demonstration in an operational environment.  

1.  AUV simulator satisfying metrics under category 1 above. 

2. An Arctic-capable Long Range AUV with oil detection sensor at TRL-7, with performance 

satisfying metrics in categories 2-5 above. 
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Program Year 2 Results: 

1.  AUV simulator satisfying metrics under category 1 above was accomplished. 

2.  Identification of sensors was accomplished. Due to Program restructure as discussed, oil 

detection sensor will be procured early in  Program Year 3, construction for LRAUV will 

commence late in Program Year 3 and conclude in Program Year 4.  Accordingly, TRL-7 will be 

achieved  in Program Year 4. 

 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  Project interface between 

researchers at WHOI and ADAC was limited and not fully effective until the establishment of 

the new ADAC leadership.   New leadership of ADAC initiated communication protocol that 

began in February 2016 whereby teams could more easily interact and provide progress 

updates.  ADAC meeting participation by WHOI team was difficult to achieve as prior ADAC 

meetings were scheduled at a time which was not conducive to east coast participation.  Upon 

surfacing this concern to ADAC, center leadership adjusted meetings to accommodate WHOI 

request, increasing visibility of WHOI efforts to ADAC and increasing WHOI understanding of 

ADAC initiatives.   

When ADAC Center leadership restructured the Center budget, they worked with WHOI 

researchers to adjust LRAUV Program Year 2 (move sensor procurement to Program Year 3), 

with onward replication in Program Year 3 to conduct construction and associated hardware 

costs to initiate in Program Year 3 but to conclude in Program Year 4. 

 

PROJECT:  End to End (E2E). 

 
Project PIs:  Dr. Don Spalinger and Professor LuAnn Piccard. 

 

Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage. 

 

Supporting Team: N/A. 

 
Abstract:  For ADAC Program Year 2, E2E was planned as an integrative effort which combining 
research products from across ADAC activities and other emerging technologies, and industry 
partners’ COTS products and integrate them into an intelligent system of systems (IISoS) and 
transition them to DHS stakeholders.   The original goal of the Program Year 2 plan for E2E was 
to develop and build an end to end system- an Integrated Intelligent System of Systems (IISoS) – 
to collect and collate information from multiple heterogeneous sources and sensors to provide 
a high resolution representation of the state of the Arctic maritime domain both current and 
long term, and integrate technology with indigenous knowledge based perspective, so that 
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stakeholders can make timely and effective decisions based on the best information available 
provided in the best format possible.      
 
Baseline:   End-to-End (E2E) program started as a well-intended project to advance as a stand-

alone effort at the commencement of Program Year 2, but did not progress as planned in the 

early months of the Program Year.  E2E was oriented to advance technology transition of IISOS 

and due to IISOS inability to develop, E2E had essentially no relevant tasks to administer in 

supporting technology advancement.   

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2: N/A. 
 
Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2:  USCG RDC. 
 
Changes from initially approved Workplan:  During ADAC program review conducted in 

February 2016, newly installed ADAC leadership determined the ADAC E2E project was overly 

focused on IISOS, and not designed to support technology transition of other non-IISOS related 

activities within the center.  This included projects such as the Long Range Autonomous 

Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV).   

As described in IISOS, ADAC leadership determined in February 2016, the IISOS project was 

insufficiently led and project would not meet nearer term needs of USCG and other DHS 

maritime operators.  As a result, ADAC initiated the Arctic Information Fusion Capability (AIFC) 

project to meet specific USCG operator needs as articulated in USCG’s Arctic Strategy 

Implementation Plan, released in December 2015.   Subsequently, ADAC designed and initiated 

research to support research in connecting authoritative data from an array of sources, to 

include data generated in ADAC research to support advance capabilities to NOAA’s Arctic 

ERMA platform, a system advocated by USCG Commandant and in use by USCG units at the 

district level. 

New ADAC leadership further discerned that E2E processes would serve better as a core 

function of center leadership, and be conducted via institutionalized processes, such as a 

quarterly ADAC review of all projects, carefully comparing research efforts against standing 

criteria in order to best determine onward actions in continuing, adjusting or the need to close 

specific research endeavors.  Additionally, once a project reached a level of planned technology 

readiness, that targeted support would likely be needed to assist research to onward customer 

development efforts, such as HQ USCG acquisition (HQ USCG CG-9).  Consequently, ADAC’s 

revised approach in E2E was to conduct E2E systemically through the center’s quarterly review 

process, and to provide a task-organized process led by ADAC Executive Director and ADAC 

Program Manager in order to support the effective transition of ADAC research efforts to USCG 

or other DHS maritime operations. 
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Funding that was not already executed in E2E staff support, following ADAC’s project review in 

February 2016 was re-allocated to other ADAC projects as presented in Program Change 

Requests submitted to DHS via UAA Grants and Contracts in March 2016. 

 Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Issued awards for projects identified via a 
RFP to replace system components that 
were not viable. 

Not accomplished.   Program was insufficiently tasked.  Prior (Program 
Year 1) RFP was not released, and analysis to 
accomplish awards not sufficiently accomplished 
by prior IISOS leadership. E2E was disestablished 
as a specific ADAC project in March 2016. 

Completed testing, modifications and 
evaluations. 

Not accomplished.   Per ADAC Program Year 2 plan, E2E was focused 
in supporting IISOS and due to IISOS project 
inability to advance in accordance with Program 
Year 2 program goals, E2E was not afforded an 
opportunity to accomplish milestones. E2E was 
disestablished as a specific ADAC project in March 
2016. 

Host an Arctic Maritime Domain 
Symposium in Anchorage, June 2016. This 
could include sessions on all of the aspects 
we are working on: sensing, sensing 
platforms, data analytics and visualization, 
response technologies for oil spills in the 
Arctic, etc. Sponsors would include 
UAA, oil industry, etc. 

Not accomplished.  E2E was disestablished as a specific ADAC project 
in March 2016.  Alternatively, ADAC hosted the 
Inaugural Arctic Incidents of National Significance 
(Arctic IoNS) workshop. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Number of projects that reach their 
specific targeted TRL by the end of 
Program Year 2. Target number 7. 

Not accomplished. E2E was disestablished as a specific ADAC project 
in March 2016.  E2E processes incorporated in 
ADAC’s revised management process, which is 
principally ADAC’s Quarterly Review and specific 
Task organized support when a project reaches 
appropriate TRL to transition to DHS gained 
enterprise acquisition process.  

 

Outcomes, Outputs, and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives: 

An IISoS that will provide input to the USCG Arctic Data Fusion Center.  HSARPA will be apprised 

on how their data fusion system performs with sensor data. 

Program Year 2 Results: 

IISoS was disestablished and reorganized as AIFC.  E2E project management for AIFC was 

invested to project PI and supporting team, while overall E2E management was reassigned to 

ADAC Center leadership. 
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Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:   As described, ADAC’s Program Year 2 

plan did not adequately address the broader mission focus needed for E2E beyond support to 

IISOS.  ADAC’s Program Year 3 plan’s approach to ascribe E2E to Center management 

responsibility and to conduct comprehensive analysis via established criteria (as detailed in the 

Program Year 3 plan) via the ADAC Quarterly Review, will significantly enable for improved E2E 

management.  A Center leadership managed technology transitioned task effort to ensure a 

good turnover to DHS and USCG acquisition professionals is a necessary complement to E2E 

success. 

 

PROJECT:  Arctic Education Implementing the Arctic Strategy in Training. 

 

Project PI:  Ms. Susan Hazlett.  

Technical investigative researcher:  Ralph Pundt, CAPT, USCG (Ret). 

Lead Institution:  Maine Maritime Academy. 

Supporting Team:  N/A. 

 
Abstract:  Program Year 2 efforts for the Maine Maritime project entitled "Artic Education: 

Implementing the Arctic Strategy in Training" expanded from the original scope of work to 

include a larger volume of deliverables; specifically, the USCG requested two versions of the 

basic ice navigation course.  One version is classroom based over a semester and is designed for 

implementation in a school or maritime academy setting, one is a 40 hour continuing education 

version that requires that a final examination be taken at a certified Coast Guard testing center 

such as AVTEC.  This course is required for ships officers and deck personnel who will be sailing 

in Polar waters.  This is a requirement under the International Maritime Organization (IMO) 

Polar Code and by the USCG. 

 

Baseline:  This project include two courses developed and submitted over three years.  Program 

Years 1 and 2 have involved the construction of the basic ice navigation course, which is 

complete.  The course has been submitted to the Coast Guard for approval for STCW 

certification.  The completion of the advanced ice navigation course had been pushed into Year 

3 because of the expanded scope of the basic class.   

 

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:  Program Year 2 saw the completion of development 

of the basic ice navigation course, which has been offered as a face-to-face class at Maine 

Maritime Academy. Twenty-two students at Maine Maritime Academy were offered the 

opportunity to take/pilot the beginning ice navigation course during the spring semester of 

2016.  All twenty-two students successfully completed the course.  Capable and interested 
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students are assisted with the development and piloting of the ice simulations for the advanced 

class.  MMA’s ADAC team hosted a seminar with Captain Patrick Toomey that was open to the 

public.  Captain Toomey is a retired icebreaker captain and currently an ice navigator on ships in 

the Northwest Passage.  PI Susan Hazlett presented at the National Transportation Board (NTB) 

biennial research and technology conference in Washington, DC June 21-23 on ice navigation. 

 
Program Year 2 goals are complete with the submission of the basic ice navigation class for 
certification.  At close of Program Year 2, team began work on the advanced ice navigation 
modules, including bridge simulation models needed to complete the advanced ice navigation 
course.  
 
Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2:  Stakeholders engaged include 
representatives of USCG Research and Development Center and representatives from the 
Chilean and Canadian Coast Guard.   Project team participated in teleconferences with the 
USCG and other interested parties across U.S. as relates to the IMO model course for ice 
navigation.  It is now expected that the IMO will not have model courses in place until 2018. 
However, our ice navigation class has been certified by the USCG for mariners who need it 
starting January 2017 with the implementation of the IMO Polar Code.  It is anticipated that the 
IMO model class will be, if anything, less extensive than courseware developed by Project team. 
 

Key publications/developments/presentations:    

 All Program Year 2 Project Courseware delivered to USCG Navigation Center supporting 

professional mariner ice navigation.  

Changes from initially approved Workplan:  Originally, Program Year 2 Workplan included 

MMA work with AVTEC at Seward, via collaboration of UAA retired Professor, Dr. Orson Smith.  

During the change of ADAC center leadership, it was determined that further investigation is 

needed to determine requirements of Full STCW IMO model course certifications with the 

bridge simulator at AVTEC in Seward, Alaska.   Accordingly, ADAC and MMA will coordinate with 

USCG on need for this aspect in Program Year 3.   

A planned Arctic marine awareness seminar for Program Year 2 was planned for Program Year 

3, but now is cancelled.  Funds for the seminar are now planned to be invested in further 

content development of MMA Ice Navigation courseware.     

 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Developed 6 of 11 ICE Navigation course 
online modules. (June 30, 2015) 

Achieved. N/A. 

Developed remaining 5 online modules 
plus simulator-based practical 
assessments to be included in the 

Achieved. N/A. 
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instructor manual. (January 2016) for a 
new ICE Navigation STCW IMO model 
course. Submitted to USCG for approval 
(June 30, 2016) 
Arctic marine awareness seminar Postponed then 

cancelled. 
Funds planned for seminar will be invested in 
further courseware content. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Completed one or more of 6 existing 
online modules by 30 June 2015. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Completed one or more of 11 total online 
modules by 30 June 2016. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Completed all online modules plus hands-
on simulation at MMA (non IMO model) 
30 June 30 2016. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Completed all online modules plus hands-
on simulation at AVTEC (non IMO model) 
30 June 2016. 

Achieved. 
Adjusted by 
ADAC leadership 
to be 
accomplished at 
MMA, vice 
AVTEC.  

N/A. 

Completed Full STCW IMO model course 
certifications MMA+AVTEC 6.30. 2016.** 

Partially 
achieved. 

Further investigation is needed to determine 
requirements of Full STCW IMO model course 
certifications with the bridge simulator at 
AVTEC in Seward, Alaska. 

**NOTE: USCG approved STCW IMO MODEL course readiness is dependent upon IMO ratification of Polar Code 
for STCW/ and USCG course approval (US mariner required certification) is secured. 

 

Outcomes, Outputs and TRLs:   

Program Year 2 Objectives: 

1. ICE NAVIGATION COURSE Number of modules or full course enrollments per student per 

date a) 30-150 b) 150-300 c) 24-36 DHS/USCG d) 24-60 DHS/USCG e) 24 –60 DHS and: 

a. Completed one or more of 6 existing online modules by 30 June 2015. 

b. Completed one or more of 11 total online modules by 30 June 2016. 

c. Completed all online modules plus hands-on simulation at MMA (non IMO 

model) 30 June 2016. 

d. Completed all online modules plus hands-on simulation at AVTEC (non IMO 

model) 30 June 2016. 

e. Completed Full STCW IMO model course certifications MMA+AVTEC 6.30. 

2016** 

**NOTE: USCG approved STCW IMO MODEL course readiness is dependent upon IMO ratification of 

Polar Code for STCW/ and USCG course approval (US mariner required certification) is secured. 

Average USCG original course approval review process takes 120 days/or Mariner. 
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Program Year 2 Results: 

1.  Developed Ice Navigation course as planned. 

2. Twenty-two students successfully completed the Ice Navigation course.  

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  No unanticipated problems. 

 

PROJECT:  Minority Serving Institution (MSI) and Significant Minority Enrollment (SME). 

 

Project PI: Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director (TBA).  

Lead Institution: University of Alaska Anchorage. 

Supporting Team: N/A. 

Abstract:   Recruit student summer interns from under-represented classifications through 

collaborative partnerships with designated MSI and SME institutions. Further, ADAC seeks to 

leverage partnerships with established industry partners in order to place classifications of 

under-represented students on meaningful work to advance ADAC research. 

Baseline:  In the initially approved Program Year 2 Workplan, MSI was intended to be 

conducted by an individual to suggest, develop and implement plans to engage MSIs and work 

closely with ADAC leadership on MSI issues.  The MSI program was reviewed by ADAC Center 

leadership in February 2016 and determined to be non-functioning due to departure of the 

prior director of ADAC MSI.  Respectfully submit, the initial ADAC MSI plan was insufficient in 

detail and objectives beyond a single event (a planned “Diversity Day”).  In any case, without a 

MSI Director to lead, the plan was not able to advance.      

 
Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:   Developing an MSI and SME plan was initiated by 

ADAC ED and FD in conjunction with Center efforts to create a viable Education Outreach and 

Workforce Development program.  This effort was started in February 2016.  Investigation and 

research into potential MSI’s that could also support ADAC’s mission set in terms of Science and 

Technology, Research and Development of sensors, data and information fusion, autonomous 

platforms, and community based observations.   

Accordingly, outreach was successfully gained in the latter part of Program Year 2 to coordinate 

with University of New Mexico and University of Texas El Paso to join ADAC research activities 

in Arctic Information Fusion Capability in Program Year 3.  Additionally, in March 2016, ADAC 

was able to bring aboard Nova Dine (and Kestrel) Corporation, a Federally Designated Tribal 

Organization to support the field deployable aspects of AIFC.  A major accomplishment to move 

MSI engagement forward was gaining University of Alaska, Anchorage approval to establish an 
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additional full time member of the ADAC Center Staff to serve as Education Outreach and 

Workforce Development Director.    This new director will report aboard in Program Year 3. 

In Program Year 2, ADAC built a plan a supportive network and a plan of action to recruit 

disadvantaged students into Summer Internships that commence immediately following the 

completion of Spring Semester in 2017.  

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2: University of New Mexico, University of Texas 

El Paso, Nova Dine (and Kestrel) Corporation.   Stakeholder engagement was to determine 

interest in supporting MSI research interns for May-June 2017.   

Key publications/developments/presentations: N/A. 

 

Changes from initially approved Workplan: Described above in Baseline and Key 

Accomplishments sections. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Create and finalize plans for a “Diversity Day 
Conference” for students and faculty 
participants at UAA. 

Not Accomplished. No project leadership and no 
actual program. 

Create a draft of the MSI Strategic Plan for the 
ADAC, together with the Strategic Planning 
Committee. 

Not Accomplished. No project leadership and no 
actual program. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Number of attendees at Diversity Day 
Conference. 

Not Accomplished. No project leadership and no 
actual program. 

Number of students for recruitment. Not Accomplished. No project leadership and no 
actual program. 
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Outcomes, Outputs, and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives: 

 None included in Program Year 2 Workplan. 

Program Year 2 Results: 

 N/A. 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  As described, MSI and SME program 

was not conducted in Program Year 2.  During later part of Program Year 2, new Center 

leadership established Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director and a plan of 

action to conduct Student research interns in Summer 2017.  

How project outcomes will advance or impact current technologies or capabilities:   Project 

accomplishes DHS goals of creating a diverse workforce to enter into the DHS Enterprise. 

 

PROJECT:  Integrated Arctic Maritime Education  

 
Project PI:  Dr. Orson Smith. 
 
Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage. 
 
Supporting Team:  N/A. 
 
Abstract:  Provide an affordable education to a greater diversity of students through work-
study, apprenticeship, and internship programs.  Degree and certificate homeland security 
educational offerings will be delivered using various academic environments: on-campus bricks-
and-mortar; distance learning via asynchronous and synchronous online; and seminars and 
short courses to be offered at other academic institutions, government agencies, and 
corporations.  
 
Baseline:  Project PI retired in 2015 and was not replaced.  Project was significantly re-scoped 
early in ADAC Program Year 2, prior to installment of new Center leadership. In retired status, 
PI continued to provide short-courseware modules available to the general public via the ADAC 
website.  He began work to develop on-line versions of courses currently offered by the 
University of Alaska Anchorage Civil Engineering Department relevant for their Ports and 
Coastal Engineering Graduate Certificate and other Civil Engineering programs. He also initiated 
work on a monograph detailing challenges of ports and coastal engineering in Alaska. The short-
courseware, on-line graduate courses, and monograph supported maritime workforce 
development.   
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Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2: Development of Ports and Coastal short- courseware 
available to the general public that can be accessed on the ADAC website 
http://adac.uaa.alaska.edu/.  Workshops and Student fellowships planned for this project were 
accomplished under different ADAC efforts. 
 
Key publications/developments/presentations: See Accomplishments, above. 
 
Key Stakeholders:  Initial inquiries to USCG D-17   
 
Changes from initially approved Workplan:  Project concluded in part due to University of 
Alaska Anchorage decision to suspend the Ports and Coastal Engineering Graduate Certificate 
program and their decision not to support on-line delivery of existing, currently available 
courses. The PI created an on-line version of an existing course (CE A4676) and produced an 
outline and supporting material for a ports and coastal engineering monograph.  ADAC will 
monitor publicly available short-courseware use for life of grant in support of tracking and 
workforce development initiatives. Milestones and metrics that apply to workshops that 
contribute to workshops that advance Arctic knowledge, ultimately supporting Arctic focused 
matters for USCG customers such as the Canada-US Arctic Waterways workshop co-sponsored 
with USCG Academy’s Center for Arctic Study and Policy and Arctic-related Incidents of National 
Significance accomplished key planned milestones in advancing Arctic education and training, 
but under different approaches than planned in this project.  The same logic applies to the 
Scholarship and Fellowship efforts planned for this project.  The ADAC Fellows program and the 
DHS Career Grant Scholars programs, started in February 2016, effectively accomplished 
intended goals and outcomes for this project, but under different ADAC projects.    Due to the 
length of time needed to properly investigate and plan Minority Serving Institution Outreach, 
new ADAC leadership was not able to restart MSI in Year 2, but is planned for Year 3. 
 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Conduct the first in the ADAC workshop with 
invited speakers for participants in DHS and 
national and international experts on best 
practices in prevention of disasters in 
international Arctic waters. (July 2015). 

Achieved via 
different project. 

Project milestones achieved via 
Arctic-related Incidents of National 
Significance (Arctic IoNS) June 2016. 

Acquire external sponsorships for the 2016 
ADAC workshops (October 2015). 

Not Accomplished. Project PI retired, was not replaced 
and work was not assigned to other 
responsible parties. 

Conduct workshop (January 2016). Achieved via 
different project. 

Project milestones achieved via 
Canada-US Waterways workshop in 
conjunction with US Coast Guard 
Academy Center for Arctic Study and 
Policy, December 2015. 

Creation of fellowship program and 
advertisement of the fellowship program 
(January 2016). 

Achieved via 
different project. 

New ADAC leadership created ADAC 
Fellows Program and implemented 
DHS Career Development Grant 

http://adac.uaa.alaska.edu/
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program, February 2016.  ADAC 
student outreach accomplished in 
March 2016 at UAA helped to 
advertise program to incoming 
Freshmen. 

Publish workshop proceedings (February 
2016). 

Achieved via 
different project. 

Waterways workshop report 
published Feb 2016. 

Award Fellowships (August 2016). Achieved via 
different project. 

New ADAC leadership created ADAC 
Fellows Program and implemented 
DHS Career Development Grant 
program, February 2016. 

Complete initial courseware delivery. Achieved. N/A. 
Begin compilation of compendium materials 
(August 2015). 

Achieved. N/A. 

Detailed table of contents completed; draft 
compilation 50% complete (August 2016). 

Achieved. N/A. 

METRIC PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Enrollment sizes of the courses and the 
certificate program (enroll 8 – 15 per course; 
target 10). 

Not Accomplished. Project PI retired, was not replaced 
and work was not assigned to other 
responsible parties.   

Level of achievement of the learning outcomes 
of the courses and the certificate program 
(100% of learning outcomes achieved by all 
course enrollees). 

Not Accomplished. Project PI retired, was not replaced 
and work was not assigned to other 
responsible parties.   

Number of secondary schools, DHS agencies, 
and other institutions receiving advertising 
materials (target 100). 

Not Accomplished. Project PI retired, was not replaced 
and work was not assigned to other 
responsible parties.   

Number of students awarded fellowships 
(depends on funding yet to be allocated; target 
2 per year through UAA ADAC). 

Accomplished under 
different project. 

Effort transitioned to ADAC Career 
Development Scholarship program. 

Number of minority students awarded 
fellowships (target 1 out of 2 per year). 

Not Accomplished in 
Year 2, but re-
scoped under new 
initiative for Year 3. 

MSI efforts transitioned to new MSI 
internship program to start in Year 3. 

Number of fellowship awardees who complete 
a full-time academic year’s successful progress 
toward their targeted degree completion 
(100%; target all awardees). 

In Progress. Effort transitioned to ADAC Career 
Development Scholarship program. 

Compendium completion based on pages and 
chapters completed.(100% complete – August 
2018). 

Not Accomplished.  Metric not planned for revised ADAC 
CDG  Scholars program. 

Size of external sponsorship for the workshop 
($5,000 – $25,000; target $10,000). 

Not Accomplished. Metric not planned in executing for 
ADAC workshops under new 
leadership. 

Workshop attendance (50-150; target 100). Partially 
Accomplished. 

Canada-US Waterways workshop had 
approximately 40 attendees, Arctic-
IoNS workshop had 67 in-place and 
12 remote participants. 

Impact factor/number of citations of the 
published proceedings (10-30 citations within a 
year; target 15) 

Not Accomplished. Metric not planned in executing for 
ADAC workshops under new 
leadership. 
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Outcomes, Outputs, and TRLs: 

Program Year 2 Objectives: 

1. DHS professionals and candidates for DHS-relevant careers will gain specialized practice-
oriented education in Arctic coastal, ocean, and port engineering relevant to maritime 
safety and security in Alaska and cold regions of the world. Metric 1. 

2. Fellowship awardees advance toward maritime safety and security-related degree 
completion. Metric 6. 

3. Secondary school counselors and students viewing fellowship advertisements become 
aware of maritime safety and security-related career opportunities. Metric 3. 

4. Maritime safety and security-related degree programs are strengthened by the scholarly 
activities of fellowship awardees. Metrics 2, 4, 5, and 6. 

5. Knowledge of DHS-relevant maritime safety and security challenges and technological 
advances will be disseminated at the workshop, resulting in new ideas and more energy 
focused on priority challenges.  Metrics 7, 8, 9, and 10.  

 
Program Year 2 Results: 

1. Project PI concluded development of on-line short-courseware accessible via ADAC 

website. 

2. On-line deliverable graduate level course material based on existing classroom-based 

courses was prepared.  

3.  Outline, notes and supporting material produced for Alaska ports and coastal 

engineering monograph. 

4. ADAC accomplished two significant workshops outside of the auspices of Arctic 

Education in Training but effectively achieved milestones and metrics planned for this 

project.  

5. ADAC established a Scholars and Fellows program outside of the auspices of Arctic 

Education in Training but effectively achieved milestones and metrics planned for this 

project.  

 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them:  Project’s aspirations were in excess of 

capacity to accomplish.  Appropriate elements of the project as described were accomplished 

via different venues in Year 2.  Project not planned to be accomplished in ADAC Program Year 3 

plan.   Workshops will be conducted under separate venues, while Education Outreach and 

Workforce Development planned to be accomplished via CDG Scholars, ADAC Fellows and 

MSI/SME Summer Internships. 

 

PROJECT:  DHS Career Development Grant (CDG) Program. 
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Project PI:  ADAC Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director, Clarice Conley. 
 
Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage administers resources and project; open 
student competition provided they meet DHS criteria. 
 
Supporting Team:  ADAC Industry Partners. 
 
Abstract:  An important goal of the Center is to foster the next generation of scientists and 
engineers devoted to the discovery, development and improvement of technologies and 
applications for Arctic Maritime Domain Awareness, Response, and Resilience.  As originally 
presented by ADAC and approved by DHS S&T OUP, the Center proposes to award annual 
fellowships for full time support for both undergraduate and graduate students who will 
contribute to an essential role for the Center’s mission.     
 
ADAC seeks to attract the highest caliber undergraduate and graduate students that are 
contributing towards ADAC sponsored science and engineering programs.  ADAC seeks CDG 
scholars to be the vanguard of the ADAC Fellows program, which will also include ADAC 
student researchers/interns in addition to CDG Scholars. 
 
Baseline:  ADAC mentors and develops CDG students to be capable of competing for future 
opportunities in DHS and/or DHS enterprise careers.  Center leadership puts a particular focus 
in connecting CDG students in applied areas of science and technology.  Center provides CDG 
students opportunities to connect with research sponsored by DHS and/or USCG. 
 
Consequently, Center leadership awards CDG Fellowships to qualified students who are seeking 
degrees from across academic disciplines related to: Advanced Data Analysis and Visualization, 
Communications and Interoperability, Community, Commerce, and Infrastructure Resilience, 
Emergency Preparedness and Response, Maritime and Port Security, Natural Disasters and 
Related Geophysical Studies, and Decision Sciences.   
 
As described in Education Outreach and Workforce Development, ADAC mentors CDG Scholars 

as part of the overall ADAC Fellows program over the course of the planned Program Year for 

student enrichment.  In particular, events such as the planned Annual ADAC Student Research 

Symposium, summer interns and research needed in association with Incidents of National 

Significance Workshops, provide useful opportunities to incentivize CDG productiveness. CDG 

Fellowships provide resources for education and mentorship (via the ADAC Fellows Program) 

for undergraduate and graduate students which enables their successful and timely completion 

of academic degree useful in DHS S&T areas of concentration.  Student research conducted by 

CDG scholars can meaningfully advance projects within the ADAC portfolio to the benefit of 

DHS, USCG and other DHS maritime missions.   
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Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:   ADAC’s CDG Fellowship program started in February 

2016.   Starting at UAA, ADAC Executive and Finance Directors initiated efforts.   New Center 

leadership assessed prior applications for CDG Fellowship, conducted student outreach, and 

accomplished merit-based reviews in accordance with CDG Fellowship Terms and Conditions. 

As a result, by the close of Program Year 2, five CDG Fellowships were awarded.  The highlight 

of ADAC Fellows in Program Year 2 was their remarkable performance as individual researchers 

and as a research team, in support of the Center’s inaugural Arctic Incidents of National 

Significance (Arctic IoNS) workshop, hosted by UAA on 21-22 June 2016.  The Fellows 

participated along with Center leadership in USCG Exercise NORTHWEST PASSAGE 13-14 April 

2016, workgroup teleconferences and planning meetings, and developed a comprehensive 

literature review of specifically-focused areas of research.  In particular, the Arctic IoNS 

Literature Review (included in Appendix H) was critical to Center leadership to learn the right 

research and discover the needed researchers, who were then invited and subsequently 

participated in the inaugural workshop.  Without the deep investment of the ADAC Fellows, the 

Arctic IoNS workshop would have met with far less success.  Further, CDG Scholars participated 

in The Maritime Security Center Summer Intern Seminar hosted by Stevens Institute in 

Hoboken, New Jersey late in Program Year 2.  ADAC placed one CDG Scholar with industry at an 

engineering firm located in Anchorage in June 2015. 

Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2: DHS Workforce Enterprise. 

Key Publications/developments/presentations: N/A. 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:  The CDG program was not included in the initially 

approved Workplan. The program was developed and partially launched in Program Year 2 to 

more fully implement and realize the goals for the Education and Workforce Development 

initiative. Activities in Program Year 2 set the stage for full implementation in Program Year 3. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: Milestones and 

metrics were not set for this new program until late in Program Year 2, and were included in 

the Program Year 3 Plan.  

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them: Following the establishment of the 

program, ADAC has no unanticipated problems.  

 

PROJECT:  Arctic-Related Incidents of National Significance (IoNS) Workshop. 

 

Project PI:  ADAC Executive Director Randy Kee. 
 
Lead Institution:  University of Alaska Anchorage. 
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Abstract: ADAC conducts an Arctic-related Incidents of National Significance (IoNS) workshop.  
with select expert Arctic skilled operator and researchers based on scenarios and defined 
operator problems formulated by USCG. Working in partnership with USCG and other Arctic 
operators to construct a workshop with select researchers in order to identify research and 
technology gaps and define research questions.  Following the conclusion of the workshop and 
completion of the associated Rapporteurs report, work with DHS to accomplish merit 
competitions conducted by issuing requests for proposals (RFPs).  In support of DHS direction 
and USCG Arctic Strategy, ADAC project team seeks inclusion of Canadian government and 
academic participation.  Outcome of workshops are to contribute additional science and 
technology, research and development in response to workshop conclusions of research 
concerns derived by USCG and associated Arctic operators.  Onward research intended to 
provide capability to support USCG operator to provide disaster relief, search and rescue, and 
humanitarian aid in the Arctic.  
 
Baseline:  During an IONS event, it is normal to assume that an Incident Command System (ICS) 

based response organization (similar to that set up during the Deepwater Horizon Response) 

will be activated.  

For example, in a major Arctic maritime incident, it is likely USCG will again being called upon to 

initiate an Inter-Agency Technology Assessment Program (IATAP)-type effort, in order to assist 

the Federal On-Scene Coordinator (FOSC) with the systematic assessment of technology-based 

support solutions proposed by/offered from the general public (often including academia). 

During a national incident, often technology solutions are offered by the general public 

(including academia) to the incident commanders to assist in the response.  ADAC believes such 

an approach, while ultimately assisting in a successful outcome, often generates ad hoc 

solutions sub optimal to capabilities developed by well-planned and researched processes. 

The objectives of each workshop are to identify research and technology gaps and define 

research questions for merit competitions conducted by issuing requests for proposals (RFPs).  

These competitions will be conducted by ADAC. The output of each workshop will be workshop 

proceedings, relevant research questions, and request for proposals (RFPs) solicitation 

addressing specific research relevant to USCG mission needs leading to solutions related to 

identified gaps.  Center leadership plans that ADAC Fellows will aide preparation and 

administrative support as part of professional development and opportunity for networking.   

Key Accomplishments in Program Year 2:   Team convened a bi-national planning team, 
conducted comprehensive literature review of USCG and other Arctic operator derived research 
concerns, and assembled bi-national research team to present current state of associated 
research.  This resulted in conducting a successful Arctic IoNS workshop, hosted in Anchorage 
Alaska on 21-22 June 2016.  Following, the team completed post workshop report and 
associated research proposal.  Attachment I in appendices is the Arctic IoNS Rapporteurs 
Report.  Associated Arctic IoNS plan is also attached. 
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Key Stakeholder Engagement in Program Year 2: HQ USCG CG-5, 7 and 9, USCG RDC and USCG 

D-17. 

Key Publications/developments/presentations: ADAC Arctic IoNS Literature Review, Arctic 

IoNS Plan, Event presentations, and Rapporteurs Report located at http://adac.uaa.alaska.edu/. 

Changes from initially approved Workplan:  Canadian participation was added to the plan, with 

significantly improved outcomes as a result. 

Progress against each milestone and why milestones were not reached: 

MILESTONE PROGRESS WHY NOT REACHED 
Work closely with DHS, USCG and Canadian 
counterparts on the workshop scenario. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Conduct research to identify the universe of SMEs 
(international, domestic, in/out government, etc.); 
conduct research to determine what research is 
underway to address the likely challenges posed 
by the scenario and those challenges most 
relevant to USCG. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Organize workshop (securing facility, inviting 
participants, developing agenda etc.) 

Achieved. N/A. 

Completed workshop participants’ invitations; Achieved. N/A. 

Completed logistics arrangements; Achieved. N/A. 
Completed workshop announcement; Achieved. N/A. 
Completed workshop program. Achieved. N/A. 
Make a determination to identify appropriate 
SME speakers to discuss relevant research 
activities across disciplines that likely address 
USCG challenges relevant to the scenario. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Complete panel selection and invitations. Achieved. N/A. 
Execute workshop – Research Questions 
developed and provided to DHS. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Complete report/proceedings and slides deck 
representing the workshop discussions and 
submitted to DHS for review. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Publish rapporteurs report/proceedings, including 
list of participants, and slides deck will be 
publically posted (website) with the ADAC RFP. 

Achieved. N/A. 

Prepare RFP. Achieved. N/A. 

 

Unanticipated problems and plans for addressing them: 

None.  Note, ADAC seeks to add a complementary workshop, called “Medium and Long Term 

Environment” MaLTE that presents research constructs needed to address a projected future 

Arctic operating environment, as described in Program Year 3. 

  

http://adac.uaa.alaska.edu/
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APPENDIX A: ACRONYMS 
 

ACNFS 
ADAC  
ADCIRC51 
AESC 
AFP 
AI 
AIA  
AIFC 

Arctic Cap Nowcast/Forecast System  
Arctic Domain Awareness Center  
Advanced Circulation Model 
Arctic Executive Steering Committee 
ADAC Fellows Program 
Artificial Intelligence 
Aleut International Association  
Arctic Information Fusion Capability 

AIS  
AOOS 
AOSC 
ARN 
ASRC FS 
BOEM 
BSSN 
CAFF 
CDG 

Automatic Identification System  
Alaska Ocean and Observation System 
Artic Oil Spill Calculator  
ADAC Research Network 
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation Federal Systems 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
Bering Sea Sub-Network 
Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna 
Career Development Grant 

CBP  
CBO 

Customs and Border Protection  
Community Based Observers 

CBONS-SA 
C&ES AD 
CIMES 
CIS 
CFS 
CMR 

Community Based Observing Networks for Situational Awareness 
Communications and Educational Support Associate Director 
Center for Island Maritime and Extreme Environment  
Critical Indicators System 
Climate Forecast System  
Center for Maritime Research 

COE 
CONAS 
COTS 
CFS  
DA-E 

Centers of Excellence  
Community Observing Network for Adaptation and Security  
Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
Climate Forecast System 
DHS Data Analytics Engine  

DGPS 
DHS  
DHSEM 
 
DHS S&T OUP 
DIPP 
DR 
E2E 

Differential Global Positioning System  
Department of Homeland Security 
Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (State of Alaska) Department of 
Homeland Security Science & Technology’s Office of University Programs 
Data Information Protection Plan 
Disaster Response 
End to End 

ED 
EO&WFDD 
ERAU 
EO&WFDD 
ERMA  
ET-Storm Surge 

Executive Director 
Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director 
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) 
Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director 
Environmental Response Management Application  
Extra Tropical Storm Surge 

FEMA  
FMI 
FIST 
FTD 
FTIR 
GoMRI 

Federal Emergency Management Agency  
Finnish Meteorological Institute 
Field Information Support Tool 
Federal Tribal Designation 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy  
Gulf of Mexico Research Initiative  
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GNOME General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment 
HA 
HFO 
HIOMAS 
HIPPA 
HSARPA  
HYCOM 

Humanitarian Assistance 
High Fidelity Observer 
High-resolution Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency  
Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model  

IANA 
IARPC 
ICECON  
IICWG  

Indian and Northern Affairs  
Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee 
Ice Conditions Index  
International Ice Charting Working Group  

IMO 
InSAR 
IoNS 
JTFN 
KTG 
LIDAR 
LPBK 
LRAUV 
LWIR 

International Maritime Organization  
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
Incidents of National Significance 
Joint Task Force North (Canada) 
Kestrel Technology Group  
Light Detection and Ranging 
Local Placed Based Knowledge  
Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
Longwave Infrared  

MBARI 
MIZMAS 
MMA 
MDA 
MN 
MOTR 
MSI 

Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute 
Marginal Ice Zone Modeling and Assimilation System 
Maine Maritime Academy 
Maritime Domain Awareness 
Member Node 
Maritime Operational Threat Response 
Minority Serving Institutions  

MXAK  Marine Exchange of Alaska  
NAIS  
NASA 
NCAR 
NCEI 
NCEP 
ND 

North American Ice Service  
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
National Centers for Environmental Information 
National Center for Environmental Prediction 
Nova Dine 

NIC 
NOAA  

National Ice Center  
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  

NSC 
NSF  
NWS 
OODA 
OGCWS 
OSA 
OUP  
ORR 
ONR 

National Security Cutter 
National Science Foundation 
National Weather Service 
Observe, Orient, Decide and Act 
Open Geospatial Consortium Web Service 
Open Systems Architecture  
Office of University Programs 
Office of Response and Restoration  
Office of Naval Research  

PI 
PII 
PIOMAS 
PM 
PMD 
POA 
PolSAR 

Principal Investigator 
Personally Identifiable Information 
Pan-arctic Ice–Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System  
Program Manager 
Project Management Director 
Port of Anchorage 
Polarimetric Synthetic Aperture Radar 

RD Research Director 
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RPA 
SAR 
S&T  
SETS 
SDI 
SME 
STCW 
SWAN 
TAMOC 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft 
Search and Rescue 
Science and Technology  
Social-Ecological-Technological Systems  
Spatial Data Infrastructure 
Significant Minority Enrollment  
Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping  
Simulating Waves Near Shore  
Texas A&M Oil Spill Calculator  

TAMU 
TRL 

Texas A&M University  
Technology Readiness Level 

UAA  University of Alaska Anchorage  
UAF  
UAV 
UDOP 
UoI 
UNM 

University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Unmanned Aircraft Vehicle 
User-defined Operating Picture  
University of Idaho 
University of New Mexico 

UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
USCG  
USCG RDC 
USGCRP 
US MDA 

United States Coast Guard  
United States Coast Guard Research and Development Center 
US Global Change Research Program 
United States Maritime Domain Awareness 

USN  
USNORTHCOM 
USV 
UTEP 
UUV 
UW 
WHOI 

United States Navy  
United States Northern Command 
Unmanned Surface Vehicle 
University of Texas El Paso 
Unmanned Underwater Vehicle 
University of Washington 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 
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APPENDIX B: ADAC LEADERSHIP TEAM 
 

The details of the ADAC leadership team are provided below: 

Principal Investigator (PI), Douglas Causey, PhD, University of Alaska. The ADAC PI is 

responsible for guiding the Executive Director and the Research Director to achieve 

ADAC mission goals. The PI connects ADAC with partners and opportunities, and is 

responsible for reporting to the University of Alaska System Leadership and DHS 

program sponsors on a regular basis. Ultimately, the ADAC PI is responsible to DHS for 

program execution and accomplishment.  

Executive Director (ED), Randy Kee, Maj Gen, USAF (Ret), University of Alaska. The 

ADAC ED provides day-to-day direction of all Center activities, ensures attainment of 

COE goals, milestones and technology development, and monitors the satisfaction of 

the end users with the results.  During the review period, the ED organized site visits for 

demonstrations, interfaced with the end users, and worked with ADAC leadership to 

ensure the Center complied with federal regulations and reporting.  In concert with the 

ADAC PI, the ED met regularly with DHS staff at DHS headquarters and represented the 

program at meetings required to support the needs of DHS management and the 

greater DHS enterprise.  The ADAC ED worked closely with U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) 

stakeholders, including USCG District 17 and the USCG Research and Development 

Center (RDC) to ensure achievement of USCG expectations of the Center.  Finally, the ED 

ensured that ADAC internal processes, in particular assessment meetings, engagement 

forums and DHS sponsored workshops, were appropriately conducted.   

Research Director (RD), Larry Hinzman, PhD, University of Alaska, Fairbanks.  The 

ADAC RD provided leadership for the Center to establish research concepts and follow-

on proposals.  The RD also provided leadership to support research theme leads, and 

individual project leaders and researchers. ADAC’s RD provided consultation and guided 

scientific quality for the individual projects and the overall program.  The ADAC RD 

interacted with DHS and stakeholders and interfaced with other DHS COEs and research 

centers to identify and formulate additional research projects. The ADAC RD is a key 

leader for the Center to identify when research projects are ready to transition to the 

next TRL and suitable for transition from research to development.  

Finance Director (FD), Heather Paulsen, MBA, University of Alaska, Anchorage. The 

ADAC FD was responsible for management and oversight of administrative operations of 

the Center of Excellence (COE) and group of associated subcontracts.  The ADAC FD 

provided program/project planning, budgeting, and implemented operational policies 

and processes to support the COE.  Further, the FD worked in close collaboration with 

the ED and the Project Management Director to develop budgets aligned to program 

and project planning objectives and to manage expenditures aligned with the research 

mission of the Center.  
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Education Outreach and Workforce Development Director (EO&WFDD), Clarice Conley, 

MFA, University of Alaska, Anchorage. During the review period, a new position for an 

EO&WF Director was established and the hiring process initiated.  The EO&WFD will 

work in partnership with the ADAC ED to fully implement the newly established “ADAC 

Fellows program” from DHS Career Development Grant Fellowships, and student 

research interns, (including students from under-represented classifications) connected 

with the ADAC Research Network.  This reconstituted position proposes to advance 

education outreach and workforce development by further developing the ADAC 

Fellows Program and managing outreach to ADAC connected Minority Serving 

Institutions (MSI), or to institutions which have Federal Tribal Designation (FTD) or 

Significant Minority Enrollment (SME).  Accordingly, the EO&WFDD will manage under-

represented student recruitment at MSI, FTD and SME to connect with ADAC programs.  

The EO&WFDD will lead developmental mentoring and professional networking among 

all ADAC Fellows, including CDG Fellowship students and student research interns.  

Lastly, the EO&WFDD will collaborate with the ADAC’s Associate Director (see below) to 

develop the communications and information plans and actions for the center. 

Project Management Director (PMD), LuAnn Piccard, MSE, PMP, University of Alaska, 

Anchorage.  In partnership with ADAC ED, Finance Director and Project PIs, PMD led 

efforts to document and communicate current status of Center projects for the review 

period.  The PMD coordinated and documented weekly team meetings and facilitated 

project communication within the Center team and with partners and external 

stakeholders. 

Communications and Educational Support Associate Director (C&ES AD), Elyce Hackley, 

University of Alaska Anchorage.  In the review period, the C&ES AD collaborated with 

ADAC Center leadership to support educational outreach and workforce development, 

and the communications, information plans and associated actions for the Center.  This 

included updating ADAC on-line materials, designing a new Center logo, preparing Fact 

Sheets, and providing relevant communications of Center activities.  These included 

highlights of research success stories of ADAC Fellows, as well as supporting quarterly 

newsletters to the ADAC community of interest. 
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APPENDIX C: CERTIFICATION CONCERNING PATENTABLE INVENTIONS 
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APPENDIX D: UPDATES TO ADAC’S INFORMATION PROTECTION PLAN AND RESEARCHER 
SAFETY PLAN 
 

ADAC Center Information Protection Plan 

ADAC acknowledges the Center and associated activities sponsored by ADAC will comply with 

the University of Alaska Data Information Protection Plan (DIPP) certification for Federal 

Institutions as approved by DHS CMR requirements and will review annually.  This Information 

Protection Plan includes protocols to safeguard “sensitive or classified information” including 

any information that has been determined by the United States Government pursuant to an 

Executive order, statute, or regulation to require protection against unauthorized disclosure for 

reasons of national security, and any restricted data as defined in paragraph r. of section 11 of 

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014 Y9), and any Personally Identifiable Information 

(PII), as defined by HIPPA/HITAC and PCI.  In addition, projects may require protection of other 

data sets for a variety of reasons specific to the project.  Further details are included in the 

ADAC DIPP, filed at the University of Alaska Anchorage. No updates or changes have been made 

to this plan to report on for Program Year 2.  

 

ADAC Field/Research Operations Safety and Risk Management Plan 

 

ADAC and ADAC-sponsored researchers certify that all members associated with the center will 
comply with previously coordinated DHS-University of Alaska Anchorage Safety and Risk 
Management planning and procedures.  The Safety Plan has been reviewed prior to annual 
report assembly and no changes or updates to the DHS approved Safety Plan have been made 
during the Program Year 2 period. ADAC will continue review this plan annually.  
 
Faculty, staff and research students are mandated to comply with all safety and compliance 
regulations as described in the safety plan.  Students working in laboratories or who intend to 
work with hazardous materials or equipment must be trained in laboratory safety (and must 
have read and agree to abide by the Safety Chemical Hygiene Plan, Laboratory Safety and 
Building Safety Plans) and must comply with all Laboratory specific safety plans and protocols.  
In addition, students working in the field will be trained for specific conditions as appropriate 
(e.g., fixed wing or rotor---winged aircraft safety training, wilderness first---responder, survival 
courses, and bear safety training as appropriate for the specific work to be accomplished). 
 
Non-University of Alaska/University of Alaska Anchorage academic and industry institutions will 

be provided the prior approved DHS-UAA ADAC Safety Plan and provide ADAC written 

acknowledgement of intent to comply with the established proceedings as pertaining to any 

ADAC related/sponsored work. 
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APPENDIX E: ADAC CLIMATE CHANGE ANALYTICS REQUIREMENTS WORKSHOP 
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APPENDIX F: ADAC-US CANADA WORKSHOP 
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APPENDIX G: IISoS, REVISED AS ARCTIC INFORMATION FUSION CENTER (AIFC) 
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APPENDIX H: INCIDENTS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE LITERATURE REVIEW 
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APPENDIX I: ARCTIC-RELATED INCIDENTS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE WORKSHOP PLAN 
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APPENDIX J: ARCTIC-RELATED INCIDENTS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE WORKSHOP REPORT 

 


